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Preface

This thesis has been motivated by my desire to get a comprehensive understanding
of the physics of ultrasonic guided waves in solids. My field of application is
the air-coupled ultrasonic inspection of aerospace vehicle components by means
of Lamb waves. These components are manufactured from multilayered carbon
fiber reinforced plastics. In order to excite a particular Lamb wave mode in a
laminate, ultrasound must be transmitted under the correct angle of excitation
with respect to the surface normal. The initial task for the work presented here
was the calculation of Lamb wave dispersion diagrams from which those excitation
angles can be obtained. This task was accomplished after some time of intense
work in Matlab R©, and thereby the aim of the project in terms of guided wave
modeling was satisfied. However, my drive to get deeper into the physics and
calculate fascinating phenomena like internal field distributions of Lamb waves or
wave front surfaces of elastic waves in transversely isotropic fiber-epoxy systems
made me go on. Although the programming was quite a struggle many times,
I found the excitement experienced whenever a result matched the literature so
satisfying that I would go so far to call this work a passion of mine. After about
two years, a substantial amount of functionality had been created, and I felt that
I should make it available to the scientific community. In fact, I considered it a
waste of resources if just I could use the code every now and then, and in the
meantime it would rest on the hard drive. Moreover, there was no free software
for the dispersion curve calculation for multilayered composites available, and it
is evident from researcher requests, which can be found in the internet, that the
community only waited for a free software to appear. Therefore, I released the
Dispersion Calculator as a free software in November 2018 to fill the gap, and from
what I can oversee, like from user reports from different countries, the Dispersion
Calculator has made a quite good impact in the community. With this in mind, I
am highly motivated to continue with the work on the Dispersion Calculator after
this thesis is completed. After all, users have asked me do so because there is
still plenty work do to, and, beside my own curiosity, what could be more inspiring
than a user telling you that he is looking forward to the next Dispersion Calculator
release? Knowing that people need my work is exactly what makes me enjoy going
to work every day.

Two developments are presented in this thesis. The first one is of course the Dis-
persion Calculator, featuring the unique capability of calculating laminates consist-
ing of several hundreds of layers. The second is an Adaptive End-Effector, enabling



the automated single-sided air-coupled ultrasonic inspection of components with
varying thicknesses and curvatures. For its operation, a so-called excitation an-
gle map of the component to be inspected must be calculated. Therefore, after
the introduction in Chapter 1, a comprehensive study of elastic wave modeling in
solids is given in Chapter 2. The functionality, key features, and performance of
the Dispersion Calculator are presented. The nondestructive inspection method of
air-coupled ultrasonic testing is covered in Chapter 3. First, we discuss the con-
ventional inspection modes, and then we present the new and superior inspection
method based on the Adaptive End-Effector. Finally, we summarize the outcome
of the present thesis in Chapter 4. It is my sincere hope that both the Dispersion
Calculator and this thesis will be helpful to the reader in his own research in the
field of ultrasonic guided waves.

I would like to thank Prof. Dr. Markus Sause for supervising my doctoral
thesis and for answering my frequent emails so promptly. He has supported me
by measuring the engineering constants of SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135 and by
compiling the Dispersion Calculator releases. Thanks to his aid, our paper made
it into the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America. I would also like to thank
Prof. Dr. Michael Kupke for the opportunity to conduct the research in the field
of ultrasonics at the Center for Lightweight Production Technology of the German
Aerospace Center in Augsburg. Another great supporter of my work is my group
leader, Dr. Alfons Schuster. I am particularly grateful to Prof. Michael Lowe, Prof.
Michel Castaings, and Prof. Stanislav Rokhlin for their sound advice and valuable
time spent on discussions that helped me to write the Dispersion Calculator. I
should emphasize that without Prof. Lowe’s software DISPERSE, I could not
have written the Dispersion Calculator and in turn this thesis as they exist today.
Also, my brother, Sigurd, has inspired me in many discussions on physics, even
if it was on the general theory of relativity. Whereas I am the only author of
the Dispersion Calculator, the Adaptive End-Effector is a product of teamwork.
Therefore, I would like to thank Manfred Schönheits who spent many nights and
weekends on the integration of the Adaptive End-Effector into the robotic cell.
He has also contributed greatly to the development of the software tool chain. I
am also grateful to Philipp Gänswürger for developing the layout of the Adaptive
End-Effector and for the construction of its mechanical components. My special
thanks goes to my wife, Anja, for supporting me in my work. With her patience,
she enabled me working on the Dispersion Calculator many nights and weekends,
while she took care of the three children. Last but not least, I want to express my
gratitude to my parents for enabling me to become a scientist.

Armin Huber Augsburg, Germany

December 2019
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1 Introduction

In Sec. 1.1, we retrace the history of guided wave modeling from their origins in
the 1880s up to the most recent developments. We point out briefly our reasons
why we chose to apply the stiffness matrix method for our own implementation. In
Sec. 1.2, we give a brief historical review of the nondestructive inspection by means
of guided waves, and explain in short how we intend to improve the state-of-the-art.

1.1 Modeling of Guided Waves

The first work in the field was done by Lord Rayleigh, who in 1885 studied the prop-
agation of waves along the free surface of a semi-infinite elastic solid [1]. Rayleigh
calculated the phase velocity of those surfaces waves, termed Rayleigh waves since
then. In 1911, Love described a shear horizontally polarized elastic wave prop-
agating along the interface of two solids with different elastic properties in rigid
contact [2]. Since then, this wave type is known as the Love wave. Lamb in 1917
studied the propagation of free waves in plates [3]. Lamb waves in its original sense
have polarization only in the sagittal plane, spanned by the propagation direction
along the plate and by the out-of-plane-direction. Lamb presented distinct solu-
tions for modes with symmetric and antisymmetric displacement patterns. Nowa-
days, waves with only sagittal polarization are also termed as pure Lamb waves,
whereas waves including also a not too prominent shear horizontal polarization
component are called Lamb waves or Lamb-like waves in honor of their original
investigator. These kind of Lamb waves occur in anisotropic media such as com-
posites, which Lamb did not deal with, of course. In 1924, Stonely investigated the
propagation of surface waves along the interface of two solids, since then referred
to as Stonely waves [4]. In an attempt to consider a Stonely wave propagating
along the interface between a solid and water, Scholte in 1947 discovered a new
and abnormal type of wave, the Scholte wave, propagating with a speed lower than
any of the bulk wave velocities in the solid and water [5].

The first investigation of guided wave propagation in a layered flat plate was
conducted by Thomson in 1950 [6]. He introduced the transfer matrix method
(TMM), where the transfer matrix relates the displacements and stresses at the
top of a layer to those at its bottom. Through the multiplication of the individ-
ual layer transfer matrices, assuming the continuity of stresses and displacements
across the layer boundaries, a global transfer matrix is obtained, relating the dis-
placements and stresses at the top of the whole structure to those at its bottom.

1



1 Introduction

Modal solutions are obtained through imposing the boundary condition of stress
free top and bottom surfaces. A small error in Thomson’s work was corrected by
Haskell [7]. The advent of digital computers in the 1960s and early 1970s boosted
the modeling of guided waves in multilayered structures. The TMM was imple-
mented by many researchers, mostly to investigate seismological phenomena [8–17].
Nayfeh and Chimenti [18, 19] and Nayfeh [20, 21] extended the TMM to generally
anisotropic multilayered media. This work is well-documented in the excellent book
of Nayfeh [22]. However, Dunkin discovered in 1965 that the TMM becomes unsta-
ble when the product of the layer thickness and the frequency becomes large [23].
Numerically, the problem occurs when bulk waves contributing to a Lamb wave in
one or more layers become evanescent. This leads to growing and decaying expo-
nential functions, quickly overwhelming the precision of a computer, and leading
to a singular transfer matrix. In practice, this means that a dispersion curve can
only be calculated up to a certain frequency-thickness product. Many attempts
have been undertaken to overcome the problem, mostly with limited success and
at the expense of the simple form of the original formulation [24–32].

A different approach is the global matrix method (GMM), originally proposed
for isotropic media by Knopoff in 1964 [33], and employed by many researches
since then [34–39]. A well-organized and instructive discussion of the TMM and
the GMM is provided by Lowe in Ref. [40]. In the GMM, a large single matrix
comprises the equations of all layers. Schmidt and Tango [41] and Schmidt and
Jensen [42, 43] have shown that this method is numerically stable if implemented
properly. Mal extended the GMM to anisotropic multilayered media [44, 45].
Kausel and Roesset [46] conducted a reformulation for isotropic cases and Wang
and Rajapakse [47] for an orthotropic layer in the plane of symmetry. Wang and
Rokhlin used this approach for the computation of the cell stiffness matrix of a
cross-ply composite [48, 49]. Another stable formulation for isotropic media was
introduced by Kennett [50] and Kennett and Kerry [51], subsequently extended to
generally anisotropic media by Fryer and Frazer [52,53], and also obtained later by
Rokhlin and Huang [54]. However, the drawback of the GMM is that it becomes
slow upon calculating many layers, owing to the corresponding large size of the
global matrix. The software package DISPERSE (Imperial College London, Lon-
don, UK), which was created by Lowe and Pavlakovic [55], is based on the GMM1.
In 2014, Pant et al. applied the GMM on a multilayered composite laminate [56].

The probably most powerful computation method for multilayered problems is
the stiffness matrix method (SMM), developed by Rokhlin and Wang [57, 58] in
2001, and well-documented in the book of Rokhlin et al. [59]. Rokhlin and Wang
have rearranged the transfer matrix formulation in such a way that the numerical
instability for large frequency-thickness products is avoided, namely by removing

1Prof. Lowe plans to implement the spectral collocation method (see below) in DISPERSE.
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1.1 Modeling of Guided Waves

the growing and decaying exponential functions from the diagonal elements of the
transfer matrix. Hence, this matrix, now called stiffness matrix, cannot become
singular anymore. In contrast to the transfer matrix, the stiffness matrix relates
the stresses at the top and bottom of a layer (or of the whole structure, respec-
tively) to the displacements at the top and bottom of the layer/structure. At the
same time, the SMM formulation retains the concise form and efficiency of the
TMM. In practice, we can now calculate dispersion diagrams without limitation in
the frequency-thickness product for a theoretically unlimited number of anisotropic
layers. The SMM is used by researchers like Kamal and Giurgiutiu [60] and Barski
et al. [61, 62] for the calculation of guided wave dispersion curves for multilay-
ered composites. Huber and Sause in 2018 used the SMM to calculate dispersion
diagrams for composite layups containing up to four hundred layers [63]. Such
thick-walled laminates are used in modern rocket booster pressure vessels for the
ARIANE 6 launcher. The dispersion diagrams presented by Huber and Sause were
obtained with the free software Dispersion Calculator (DC), released by Huber in
2018 [64].

As an alternative to root-finding methods, the semi-analytical finite element
(SAFE) method was introduced by Gavric [65] in 1995 for the calculation of guided
wave dispersion curves for a free rail. The SAFE method discretizes the waveguide’s
cross section into finite elements, allowing the modeling of guided waves in complex
geometries. At the same time, the wave propagation direction is solved analyti-
cally, which makes this approach more efficient than a full finite element method
(FEM) modeling. The SAFE approach has been used for many different scenarios.
Hayashi et al. calculated guided wave dispersion curves for bar, rod, and rail ex-
amples [66]. Leaky waves propagating along waveguides of arbitrary cross sections
surrounded by an infinite medium were considered by Castaings and Lowe [67].
Torsional waves propagating along arbitrary cross sectional waveguides immersed
in a fluid [68] and elastic waves propagating along weld joints between plates [69]
were modeled by Fan et al. Bartoli et al. and Marzani et al. investigated guided
waves in viscoelastic waveguides of rectangular, arbitrary [70], and axissymmet-
ric [71] cross sections. Another study of dispersion curve calculation for complex
waveguides was conducted by Sorohan et al. [72]. The local interaction simulation
approach (LISA), a method studied by Delsanto et al. for a three-dimensional case
in 1997 [73] discretizes the structure into a lattice. The advantage of the LISA is
that discontinuities in the material’s properties can be modeled by changing the
properties of the lattice at the corresponding locations. The LISA is applied for
the modeling of isotropic as well as anisotropic specimens [74,75].

The possibly most powerful and versatile discretizing method is the spectral col-
location method (SCM), introduced by Adamou and Craster for guided wave mod-
eling in elastic media in 2004 [76]. The SCM is similar to the SAFE approach in
that it is using a one-dimensional mesh over the system’s cross section, but the

3



1 Introduction

SCM possesses a higher accuracy and speed of computation. Instead of solving a
differential equation directly, the SCM uses a spectral approximation, which sat-
isfies the differential equation and boundary conditions. Karpfinger et al. have
applied the SCM for the modeling of wave dispersion along multilayered isotropic
cylindrical structures [77] and later for axisymmetric wave modes in a porous elas-
tic cylinder [78] as well as for a geophysical application involving boreholes [79,80].
Yu et al. have combined the SCM with root-finding methods for the modeling of
longitudinal guided waves in a multilayered tube [81]. Zharnikov et al. [82] used
the SCM to obtain dispersion curves for anistropic waveguides. Quintanilla et al.
in 2015 have provided comprehensive studies of guided wave modeling in generally
anisotropic media by means of the SCM [83, 84], later adding three-dimensional
dispersion curve solutions [85]. The authors claim that the SCM is easier to code
than root-finding methods, it is faster, and most importantly, it can definitely not
miss any modal solution. In 2017, the same authors have developed a classification
of multilayered anisotropic waveguides according to their symmetry and coupling
properties [86]. All crystal classes and independent axes configurations can be
assigned to one of only five different categories. A critical benefit is that modal
solutions can be separated into mode families for which dispersion curves do not
cross. This helps avoid the well-known jumping mode problem, which is present
in root-finding methods in some situations. Furthermore, one can save time by
computing only a single mode family if one is not interested in the other ones.

Since in the work presented here, our focus is on multilayered composites with
up to several hundreds of layers, we decide to employ the SMM. It is so far the
only stable computation method proven to be capable of efficiently calculating
many layers. This has not yet been shown for the SCM. However, since we also
want to benefit from the separation of the various mode families, similarly as it
was demonstrated with the SCM, we implement mode family-specific characteristic
functions and boundary conditions into the SMM. The advantage of the discretiz-
ing methods that they can model waveguides of complex cross sections, whereas the
root-finding methods are limited to flat and cylindrical structures, does not help us
in our plate-like laminates. Quite contrary, we benefit from the simple boundary
conditions applicable in the flat case, giving us a boost in efficiency. Moreover, the
modal solutions obtained for flat structures are valid in good approximation for
curved structures with a radius significantly larger than the guided wave’s wave-
length. This is always the case in the air-coupled ultrasonic inspection scenarios
presented in this work where the wavelength of the guided waves is in the range
of millimeters to centimeters. This is small compared to the radii of curvature
possessed by aircraft fuselages or rocket booster pressure vessels. Alternatively, in
most cases, there is also one dimension for which the component is flat.
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1.2 Air-coupled Ultrasonic Inspection

1.2 Air-coupled Ultrasonic Inspection

Guided waves have been used for the nondestructive inspection (NDI) for many
decades. An early description of the flaw detection in sheets and tubes immersed
in water by means of Rayleigh and Lamb waves was given by Viktorov already
back in 1967 [87]. Only a few years later, Luukkala et al. proposed a contact-
less test method for paper and metal plates based on Lamb waves [88, 89]. Many
applications have been established since then, and the advent of composite mate-
rials in automotive and aerospace industries, which took place in the early 1990s,
has added significant complexity to the nondestructive testing and evaluation pro-
cesses. The ability of guided waves to propagate many meters in a waveguide is
utilized for pipe inspection [90,91]. They are also used for the inspection of bond-
ing [92], which is one of the most challenging tasks, especially in the case of kissing
bonds [93]. Other relevant studies concerning NDI and structural health moni-
toring (SHM) on composite structures are found in Refs. [94–101]. Air-coupled
ultrasonic testing (ACUT) could play an important role in future production lines.
Often, the presence of a liquid coupling medium is unwanted because it might
inflict damage to unsealed composite structures, beside other drawbacks. Further-
more, the air-coupled version is more suitable for inline NDI, thereby improving the
cost-efficiency of the manufacturing process. All of the following researchers have
used the air-coupled variant. Castaings et al. have done significant work on the
single-sided ultrasonic testing of composites by using Lamb waves [102–105], while
Solodov et al. have used them for transmissive inspection [106–108]. Mechanically
induced fatigue on composites has been monitored by means of Lamb waves by
Rheinfurth et al. [109–111]. Holland and Chimenti have shown that the S1 Lamb
wave mode at zero group velocity allows for improved imaging capabilities [112],
and Raisutis et al. have investigated the inspection of composite rods used in
aerospace [113]. The interaction of the A0 Lamb wave mode with delaminations
in composites has been studied both experimentally and by FEM by Zenghua et
al. [114]. The Spanish company Tecnatom [115] as well as the British University
of Strathclyde together with the TWI Technology Centre [116] have achieved a
remarkable progress in the automation of ACUT and other NDI methods. An
automated air-coupled robot ultrasonic imaging system performing through trans-
mission inspection was reported by Hillger et al. [117]. Huber demonstrated the
automated inspection of a rocket booster pressure vessel demonstrator by means
of Lamb waves in 2016 [118], and Schönheits et al. in 2019 developed a system
enabling the automated inspection of components with varying thicknesses and
curvatures [119].

One drawback of ACUT might be the large mismatch of the acoustic impedances
of air and the solid to be tested. Consequently, there is a low transmission of ul-
trasound through the interface between air and metal or carbon fiber reinforced
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plastics (CFRP). To deal with the problem, significant technical improvements
have been achieved for instance in the field of electronics (digital filters, amplifica-
tion, etc.), λ/4 coatings to reduce destructive interferences [120], and new piezo-
composite materials for transducers with a reduced acoustic impedance [121]. In
the 1990s, new transducer technologies have emerged like capacitive micromachined
ultrasound transducers (CMUTs) [122–124] and electrostatic transducers [125].
The CMUTs offer a broader bandwidth and a much lower fabrication cost. Ger-
ardo et al. have recently developed a new manufacturing process for inexpensive
polymer-based CMUTs (polyCMUTs) [126, 127]. These transducers were devel-
oped for medical use initially, where the polymer’s acoustic impedance matches
quite closely the one of human tissue. The Center for Lightweight Production
Technology (ZLP) of the German Aerospace Center (DLR) is currently in a close
cooperation with Gerardo to adapt the polyCMUTs for the use in SHM. Thanks to
their flexibility, these low-cost polyCMUTs could be attached to aircraft structures
and detect impacts live during the flight. Another possible application could be in
ACUT where we may benefit from the reduced impedance mismatch between the
polymer and air. A different technology is the thermo-acoustic sound generation
using metallic and carbon materials for transducers [128,129].

The problem we will tackle in this work is that the incidence angle adjusted to
excite a Lamb wave changes with thickness and curvature variations present on
components like aircraft skin elements. There is so far no system available, which
automatically adapts the excitation angle on-the-fly during an inspection. Cur-
rently, such adaptations have to be done manually, a situation we intend to rem-
edy.
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2 Modeling of Guided Waves

This chapter provides a comprehensive discussion of the physics of guided waves
and their numerical modeling with the ultimate goal of obtaining modal solutions
in the form of dispersion diagrams. To enable a complete understanding of guided
waves, a strong focus is laid on the basics of elastodynamics. In fact, guided
waves evolve through the superposition of bulk waves reflecting between the par-
allel boundaries of a plate. Therefore, we start with the field equations in Sec 2.1,
and introduce the stiffness tensor for the various material symmetries, determining
their elastic properties. Since our focus is on guided wave propagation along an
arbitrary azimuthal angle in layered anisotropic composites, we will transform each
layer’s stiffness tensor from the crystallographic coordinate system into a global
one. In Sec. 2.2, we use Christoffel’s equation to calculate explicitly the wave front
surfaces and polarization of bulk waves in the transversely isotropic fiber-epoxy
system SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135 (SAERTEX GmbH & Co. KG, Saerbeck,
Germany) as well as their scattering on interfaces. Sec. 2.3 covers the modeling
of guided waves in multilayered transversely isotropic media. First, we set up the
TMM and use it to obtain modal solutions of shear horizontal waves in the decou-
pled case without encountering the numerical instability, which the TMM is known
to suffer from. Then, we overcome the instability with the SMM, which we apply
for the modeling of Lamb waves in the coupled and decoupled cases. To improve
the robustness of the dispersion curve tracing, we introduce mode family-specific
special characteristic equations and boundary conditions. Since isotropic materi-
als are still widely spread and will probably also be so in the future, we cover the
modeling of guided waves in isotropic single layers in Sec. 2.4. Modal solutions for
Lamb waves are obtained numerically using the Rayleigh-Lamb equations, whereas
analytic solutions exist for shear horizontal waves. Although dispersion diagrams
for isotropic layers can be obtained comparatively fast, the speed of calculation is a
particularly critical issue in the case of multilayered specimens. Therefore, Sec. 2.5
introduces the dispersion curve tracing algorithms implemented into the DC. Since
the DC is, beside the Adaptive End-Effector (AEE), the main achievement of this
thesis, Sec. 2.6 is dedicated to it, presenting its functionality, key features, and
performance. Finally, we use the DC in Sec. 2.7 to compute a number of numerical
examples. On the one hand, these examples serve for the validation of the DC and
to proof its capabilities, in particular its ability to calculate laminates consisting of
many layers. On the other hand, an in-depth study of the structure and behavior
of guided waves in isotropic layers and multilayered composites is provided.
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2 Modeling of Guided Waves

2.1 Field Equations

To carry out the physical-mathematical discussion of wave propagation in linearly
elastic solids, the foundations of acoustic field theory in solids must be laid first.
Therefore, we start the section by introducing the field equations. In Sec. 2.1.1,
we will have a closer look at the stiffness tensor, defining the elastic properties
of the solid wherein the elastic wave propagation takes place. We investigate the
various symmetry properties that lead to a reduction in the number of independent
material constants in the stiffness tensor. The outcome is quite fortunate, consid-
ering how complicated the explicit field equations would become if the full set of
eighty-one constants had to be taken into account independently. In Sec. 2.1.2,
we introduce Voigt’s notation [130] and examine how the number of independent
material constants is reduced even more thanks to the various materials’ symme-
try properties. In practice, the stiffness tensor is calculated from the engineering
constants, which in turn are obtained experimentally. This will be the topic of
Sec. 2.1.3. Since transversely isotropic laminates consist of a stacking of layers
with different fiber orientations, we must transform the stiffness tensor for each
layer into one global coordinate system, wherein we define the (guided) wave prop-
agation to take place. Section 2.1.4 presents the corresponding transformation
procedure. Although we do not use the homogenized stiffness tensor (HST) for
the modeling of guided waves, we treat it in Sec. 2.1.5 since it provides a highly
instructive picture of how the orientation of layers in a layup affects the effective
stiffness of the laminate as a whole. Finally, we write out the field equations ex-
plicitly in Sec. 2.1.6. In discussing the aforementioned topics, we rely much on the
excellent and highly instructive book of Nayfeh [22], and supplementary on the
book of Auld [131]. Lowe gives a summary of useful equations related to the topic
in the DISPERSE user’s manual [132].

There exist two basic field equations and one elastic constitutive equation, which
are the counterparts to Maxwell’s equations describing electromagnetic fields [133].
The deformation caused by acoustical vibration in a body is given by the strain field
ε, which is related to the particle displacement field u by the strain-displacement
relation,

ε = ∇su, (2.1)

and the equation of motion is given by

∇ · σ = ρ
∂2u

∂t2
, (2.2)
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2.1 Field Equations

where σ is the stress field and ρ is the density of the solid. ∇su represents 1
2
(∇u+

∇uT) [131]. The elastic constitutive equation, also known as Hooke’s law [134],

σ = cε, (2.3)

relates the stress field with the strain field via the stiffness tensor c. Conversely,
strain and stress are connected by the compliance tensor s through

ε = sσ, (2.4)

where c and s contain the elastic material constants. The quantities u, σ, ε, c,
and s are tensors of rank one, two, two, four, and four, respectively. So far, we have
used the standard practice in physics and engineering to give vector quantities by
bold face letters in order to write the equations as compact as possible. However, in
the following, it will be more convenient to use subscript notation. We introduce
the Cartesian crystallographic coordinate system x′i = (x′1, x

′
2, x
′
3), and rewrite

Eq. (2.1) as

ε′kl =
1

2

(
∂u′l
∂x′k

+
∂u′k
∂x′l

)
, (2.5)

Eq. (2.2) as

∂σ′ij
∂x′j

= ρ
∂2u′i
∂t2

, (2.6)

and Hooke’s law (2.3) and (2.4) as

σ′ij = c′ijklε
′
kl, ε′ij = s′ijklσ

′
kl, i, j, k, l = 1, 2, 3. (2.7)

In tensor analysis, the rank of a tensor depends on the number of its unrepeated
indices. Repeated indices like j on the left-hand side of Eq. (2.6) lead to a con-
traction, which reduces the rank of its tensor by one according to Einstein’s nota-
tion [135]. The resulting tensor on the left-hand side has rank one (vector) with
the only free index i. Similarly, the products c′ijklε

′
kl and s′ijklσ

′
kl on the right-hand

sides in Eqs. (2.7) are reduced to a tensor of order two in virtue of the contraction
of their repeated indices k and l. Accordingly, carrying out the left-hand Eq. (2.7)
returns the stress components

σ′ij = c′ij11ε
′
11 + c′ij12ε

′
12 + c′ij13ε

′
13

+ c′ij21ε
′
21 + c′ij22ε

′
22 + c′ij23ε

′
23

+ c′ij31ε
′
31 + c′ij32ε

′
32 + c′ij33ε

′
33.

(2.8)
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2 Modeling of Guided Waves

2.1.1 Stiffness Tensor

Since each of the indices takes the values 1, 2, and 3, a tensor of order n has
3n elements. Hence, σ′ij, c

′
ijkl, and ε′kl have nine, eighty-one, and nine elements,

respectively. Since σ′ij and ε′kl are symmetric, i.e., σ′ij = σ′ji and ε′kl = ε′lk, each one
has only six independent elements. Using these symmetry properties in Eq. (2.7)
yields

c′ijkl = c′jikl = c′ijlk = c′jilk, (2.9)

thereby reducing the number of independent elements in c′ijkl to thirty-six. The
stress–strain relation can also be derived from the strain energy density U ,

U =
1

2
σ′ijε

′
ij =

1

2
c′ijklε

′
klε
′
ij. (2.10)

Hence, one can express the stiffness tensor by

c′ijkl =
∂2U

∂ε′ij ∂ε
′
kl

. (2.11)

The commutativity of the differentiation implies that c′ijkl = c′klij. This reduces
the number of independent elements in c′ijkl further to twenty-one. That is the
maximum number of independent elastic constants, which an anisotropic materials
requires. Materials belonging to this class are called triclinic.

2.1.2 Matrix Form of Stiffness

Often, it is more convenient to express the stiffness tensor in matrix form. By using
all of the aforementioned symmetry properties, we can write the stiffness matrix
as

C ′ij =




c′1111 c′1122 c′1133 c′1123 c′1113 c′1112

c′2222 c′2233 c′2223 c′2213 c′2212

c′3333 c′3323 c′3313 c′3312

c′2323 c′2313 c′2312

sym c′1313 c′1312

c′1212



. (2.12)

By applying Voigt’s notation, where 1→11, 2→22, 3→33, 4→23, 5→13, and 6→12,
to the stiffness matrix, the left-hand side of Eqs. (2.7) is represented by




σ′11

σ′22

σ′33

σ′23

σ′13

σ′12




=




C ′11 C ′12 C ′13 C ′14 C ′15 C ′16

C ′22 C ′23 C ′24 C ′25 C ′26

C ′33 C ′34 C ′35 C ′36

C ′44 C ′45 C ′46

sym C ′55 C ′56

C ′66







ε′11

ε′22

ε′33

γ′23

γ′13

γ′12



, (2.13)
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2.1 Field Equations

where we introduce the shear strain components

γ′12 = 2ε′12, γ′13 = 2ε′13, γ′23 = 2ε′23. (2.14)

By using upper case C ′s, the contracted Voigt’s notation form is distinguished from
the lower case c′s of the expanded tensor form. Equation (2.13) refers to triclinic
materials, which have no material symmetry. Material symmetries lead to a fur-
ther reduction in the number of independent coefficients. The stiffness matrices
for various material classes are as follows:

Monoclinic:

C ′ij =




C ′11 C ′12 C ′13 0 0 C ′16

C ′22 C ′23 0 0 C ′26

C ′33 0 0 C ′36

C ′44 C ′45 0
sym C ′55 0

C ′66




(2.15)

Orthotropic:

C ′ij =




C ′11 C ′12 C ′13 0 0 0
C ′22 C ′23 0 0 0

C ′33 0 0 0
C ′44 0 0

sym C ′55 0
C ′66




(2.16)

Transversely isotropic:

C ′ij =




C ′11 C ′12 C ′12 0 0 0
C ′22 C ′23 0 0 0

C ′22 0 0 0
C′22−C′23

2
0 0

sym C ′55 0
C ′55




(2.17)
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2 Modeling of Guided Waves

Cubic:

C ′ij =




C ′11 C ′12 C ′12 0 0 0
C ′11 C ′12 0 0 0

C ′11 0 0 0
C ′44 0 0

sym C ′44 0
C ′44




(2.18)

Isotropic:

C ′ij =




C ′11 C ′12 C ′12 0 0 0
C ′11 C ′12 0 0 0

C ′11 0 0 0
C′11−C′12

2
0 0

sym
C′11−C′12

2
0

C′11−C′12
2




(2.19)

2.1.3 Engineering Constants

In practice, the stiffness coefficients for orthotropic and higher symmetry materials
are deduced from up to nine engineering constants, namely Young’s moduli [136]
along the axes of orthotropy E ′1, E ′2, E ′3, the shear moduli in the planes perpen-
dicular to the axes of orthotropy G′12, G′13, G′23, and Poisson’s ratios ν ′12, ν ′13,
and ν ′23 [137]. Because of the symmetry of the compliance matrix, the remaining
Poission’s ratios are

ν ′21 =
E ′2
E ′1
ν ′12, ν ′31 =

E ′3
E ′1
ν ′13, ν ′32 =

E ′3
E ′2
ν ′23. (2.20)

These constants can be measured by tensile and compressive tests on macroscopic
samples. A certain stress is applied to the sample, and the resulting strain is
monitored. The strain-stress relation (2.4) of orthotropic materials is given by




ε′11

ε′22

ε′33

γ′23

γ′13

γ′12




=




1
E′1
−ν′12

E′1
−ν′13

E′1
0 0 0

1
E′2

−ν′23
E′2

0 0 0
1
E′3

0 0 0
1
G′23

0 0

sym 1
G′13

0
1
G′12







σ′11

σ′22

σ′33

σ′23

σ′13

σ′12



. (2.21)
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By inverting Eq. (2.21), we obtain the stiffness matrix for orthotropic material




σ′11

σ′22

σ′33

σ′23

σ′13

σ′12




=




1−ν′23ν′32
D

E ′1
ν′13ν

′
32+ν′12
D

E ′2
ν′12ν

′
23+ν′13
D

E ′3 0 0 0
1−ν′13ν′31

D
E ′2

ν′21ν
′
13+ν′23
D

E ′3 0 0 0
1−ν′12ν′21

D
E ′3 0 0 0

G′23 0 0
sym G′13 0

G′12







ε′11

ε′22

ε′33

γ′23

γ′13

γ′12



, (2.22)

corresponding to Eq. (2.16) with

D = 1− ν ′12ν
′
21 − ν ′13ν

′
31 − ν ′23ν

′
32 − 2ν ′12ν

′
23ν
′
31. (2.23)

In case of transversely isotropic materials, the number of independent engineer-
ing constants is reduced to five since

E ′3 = E ′2,

G′13 = G′12,

ν ′13 = ν ′12,

G′23 =
E ′2

2(1 + ν ′23)
,

(2.24)

yielding the stiffness matrix




σ′11

σ′22

σ′33

σ′23

σ′13

σ′12




=




1−ν′223
D

E ′1
ν′12ν

′
23+ν′12
D

E ′2 C ′12 0 0 0
1−ν′12ν′21

D
E ′2

ν′21ν
′
12+ν′23
D

E ′2 0 0 0
C ′22 0 0 0

C′22−C′23
2

0 0
sym C ′66 0

G′12







ε′11

ε′22

ε′33

γ′23

γ′13

γ′12



, (2.25)

corresponding to Eq. (2.17) with

D = 1− ν ′223 − 2ν ′21ν
′
12 − 2ν ′12ν

′
23ν
′
21. (2.26)

A very convenient way to describe isotropic materials is through Lamé’s first and
second parameters λ and µ

λ =
Eν

(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)
= C12,

µ = G =
E

2(1 + ν)
= C44 =

C11 − C12

2
,

(2.27)
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2 Modeling of Guided Waves

where only two engineering constants, E and ν, are required. Here, we can drop
the primed notation of the crystallographic coordinate system, and use a global
coordinate system xi = (x1, x2, x3) instead. The stiffness matrix in terms of Lamé’s
parameters is given as




σ11

σ22

σ33

σ23

σ13

σ12




=




λ+ 2µ λ λ 0 0 0
λ+ 2µ λ 0 0 0

λ+ 2µ 0 0 0
µ 0 0

sym µ 0
µ







ε11

ε22

ε33

γ23

γ13

γ12



, (2.28)

corresponding to Eq. (2.19). Furthermore, we can use those parameters to directly
determine the longitudinal bulk wave velocity

vL =

√
λ+ 2µ

ρ
=

√
C11

ρ
, (2.29)

the transverse bulk wave velocity

vT =

√
µ

ρ
=

√
C44

ρ
, (2.30)

the plate wave velocity

cPlate =

√
E

ρ(1− ν2)
, (2.31)

and the approximate Rayleigh wave velocity

cR ≈ vT
0.87 + 1.12ν

1 + ν
. (2.32)

2.1.4 Transformed Equations

In this work, we conduct wave propagation analysis in multilayered composites
such as sketched in Fig. 2.1. These are basically stackings of m layers with layer
thicknesses dm, consisting of a fiber-epoxy combination. For each layer, we assign
a local (crystallographic) coordinate system x′i(m) = (x′1, x

′
2, x
′
3)(m) residing on the

top of the mth layer, and we define the layers to lie parallel to the x′1-x′2-plane.
The fibers are oriented along x′1(m), while x′3(m) is normal to the layer. To describe
this system with arbitrary layer orientations in a convenient way, we use the non-
primed global coordinate system xi = (x1, x2, x3). With respect to this one, the
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x1

dm

x′1

x2

x′2

x′3, x3

Φm

a)

x′3(1), x3

Θ
x′1(1)

x′3(2)

x′3(3)

b)

FIG. 2.1. (a) Single composite layer with local (crystallographic) coordinate system x′i
and global coordinate system xi, i = 1, 2, 3. (b) Layered composite plate with
[0/90/0] orientation with respect to the x′1-axis.

local coordinate systems are yielded by a counterclockwise rotation of an angle
Φm between x1 and x′1(m) about the x3-axis. Hence, x3 and x′3(m) coincide. Cor-
respondingly, we must transform the stiffness tensor c′ijkl from the local into the
global coordinate system for each layer to get their respective transformed stiff-
ness tensors cijkl(m). For this task, we adopt the orthogonal transformation method
proposed by Nayfeh [22]. Since the stiffness tensor c′ijkl is a tensor of order four,
its transformation from the local to the global coordinate system is achieved by

cmnop = βmiβnjβokβplc
′
ijkl, (2.33)

where βij is a transformation tensor containing the cosines of the angles between
the xi and x′i-axes, and which is written as

βij =



β11 β12 β13

β21 β22 β23

β31 β32 β33


 . (2.34)

For example, the calculation of the component c2233 is performed according to

c2233 = β2iβ2jβ3kβ3lc
′
ijkl. (2.35)

If we specialize the transformation tensor to the above case of a rotation about the
x3-axis, it is reduced to

βij =




cosΦ sinΦ 0
− sinΦ cosΦ 0

0 0 1


 . (2.36)
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2 Modeling of Guided Waves

FIG. 2.2. Transformed stiffness matrix components versus azimuthal angle Φ of unidi-
rectional SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135.

Each layer by itself belongs to the transversely isotropic symmetry class. Therefore,
by applying Eqs. (2.33) and (2.36) on Eq. (2.12) for orthotropic (Eq. (2.16)) or
transversely isotropic (Eq. (2.17)) materials, and using Voigt’s notation, we obtain

C11 = C ′11 cos4 Φ+ C ′22 sin4 Φ+ 2(C ′12 + 2C ′66) sin2 Φ cos2 Φ,

C12 = (C ′11 + C ′22 − 2C ′12 − 4C ′66) sin2 cos2 +C ′12,

C13 = C ′13 cos2 Φ+ C ′23 sin2 Φ,

C16 = (C ′12 + 2C ′66 − C ′11) sinΦ cos3 Φ+ (C ′22 − C ′12 − 2C ′66) cosΦ sin3 Φ,

C22 = C ′11 sin4 Φ+ C ′22 cos4 Φ+ 2(C ′12 + 2C ′66) sin2 Φ cos2 Φ,

C23 = C ′23 cos2 Φ+ C ′13 sin2 Φ,

C26 = (C ′12 + 2C ′66 − C ′11) cosΦ sin3 Φ+ (C ′22 − C ′12 − 2C ′66) sinΦ cos3 Φ,

C33 = C ′33,

C36 = (C ′23 − C ′13) sinΦ cosΦ,

C44 = C ′44 cos2 Φ+ C ′55 sin2 Φ,

C45 = (C ′44 − C ′55) sinΦ cosΦ,

C55 = C ′55 cos2 Φ+ C ′44 sin2 Φ,

C66 = C ′66 + (C ′11 + C ′22 − 2C ′12 − 4C ′66) sin2 Φ cos2 Φ,

(2.37)

noticing that this transformed stiffness matrix has the form of monoclinic mate-
rial symmetry. For Φ = 0 ◦, the entries C16, C26, C36, and C45 vanish so that
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Eq. (2.37) takes the form of the nontransformed orthotropic and transversely
isotropic stiffness matrices again. Figure 2.2 shows a calculation of the trans-
formed stiffness matrix components C11, C22, C12, C23, and C55 versus Φ of the
transversely isotropic fiber-epoxy system SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135, clearly
visualizing the in-plane anisotropy of the material. Its stiffness matrix components
C ′ij are given in Appendix B. As an example, for Φ = 30 ◦, we get the following
transformed stiffness matrix:

Cij =




75.7 22.9 4.3 0 0 35.3
19.0 4.2 0 0 13.8

9.2 1.5 0 0.05
3.4 0 0

sym 5.1 0
24.6



. (2.38)

To conduct our analysis in the global coordinate system, we further apply the
transformations

xi = βijx
′
j,

ui = βiju
′
j,

σmn = βmiβnjσ
′
ij,

εop = βokβplε
′
kl,

(2.39)

using the same transformation matrix from Eq. (2.36). Accordingly, the strain-
displacement field equation (2.5), the equation of motion (2.6), and Hooke’s law
(2.7) transform into

εkl =
1

2

(
∂ul

∂xk
+
∂uk

∂xl

)
, (2.40)

∂σij

∂xj
= ρ

∂2ui

∂t2
, (2.41)

σij = cijklεkl. (2.42)

2.1.5 Homogenized Stiffness Tensor

Once we have obtained the transformed stiffness matrices for each layer of a given
layup, we can easily obtain its HST. This tensor is frequently used for the FEM
modeling of structural mechanics of laminated structures since it is much more ef-
ficient to use an average stiffness tensor than modeling every layer. Unfortunately,
the HST can be used for the modeling of guided waves only for a very low frequency
range where the wavelengths of the bulk waves (of which the guided wave is com-
posed of) are large compared to the layer thickness. Only then can the laminate
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(a) (b)

FIG. 2.3. HST components versus azimuthal angle Φ of SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135.
(a) [0/90] and (b) [0/90/45/-45] layup.

be considered an effective medium with averaged elastic properties. Otherwise, for
short wavelengths, the individual layers take effect on the wave propagation. In
this case, each set of bulk waves propagating in each layer, governed by its respec-
tive transformed stiffness matrix, must be modeled individually. More about this
topic will be said in Sec. 2.7.3.

However, it is of great heuristic value to investigate the HST. The HST is calcu-
lated using the classical laminate theory (CLT). The transformed stiffness matrices
are multiplied by their respective layer thickness-to-unit cell thickness ratio and
summed up to obtain the HST of the unit cell. Since every unit cell (e.g. [0/90]1)
has the same HST, and because of the multiplication with the thickness ratios, the
HST does not depend on the repetitions of the unit cell (e.g. [0/90]2s), i.e., it is
equal to the HST of the unit cell.

Figure 2.3 shows the HST components C11, C22, C12, C23, and C55 versus Φ in
two different unit cells made up of SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135. By comparing
Fig. 2.3(a) to Fig. 2.2, we notice that C11 and C22 coincide in a [0/90] unit cell.
C23 and C55 appear to coincide as well, but this is just coincidence instead of an
inherent property of transversely isotropic materials, unlike the case for C11 and
C22. Figure 2.3(b) shows the quasiisotropic behavior of a [0/90/45/-45] unit cell.

1We abstain from repeatedly writing the degree symbol.
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2.1.6 Expanded Field Equations

Having obtained the transformed field equations, we rewrite the equation of mo-
tion (2.41) in its expanded form

∂σ11

∂x1

+
∂σ12

∂x2

+
∂σ13

∂x3

= ρ
∂2u1

∂t2
, (2.43)

∂σ12

∂x1

+
∂σ22

∂x2

+
∂σ23

∂x3

= ρ
∂2u2

∂t2
, (2.44)

∂σ13

∂x1

+
∂σ23

∂x2

+
∂σ33

∂x3

= ρ
∂2u3

∂t2
. (2.45)

To utilize the field equations for the most general case (without material sym-
metry), we substitute the strain components on the right-hand side in Eq. (2.42)
by Eq. (2.40), and substitute the result into the expanded equations of motion
(2.43)-(2.45). Finally, we obtain three coupled partial differential equations for the
displacement components ui

C11
∂2u1

∂x2
1

+ C66
∂2u1

∂x2
2

+ C55
∂2u1

∂x2
3

+ 2C16
∂2u1

∂x1 ∂x2

+ 2C15
∂2u1

∂x1 ∂x3

+ 2C56
∂2u1

∂x2 ∂x3

+ C16
∂2u2

∂x2
1

+ C26
∂2u2

∂x2
2

+ C45
∂2u2

∂x2
3

+ (C12 + C66)
∂2u2

∂x1 ∂x2

+ (C14 + C56)
∂2u2

∂x1 ∂x3

+ (C46 + C25)
∂2u2

∂x2 ∂x3

+ C15
∂2u3

∂x2
1

+ C46
∂2u3

∂x2
2

+ C35
∂2u3

∂x2
3

+ (C14 + C56)
∂2u3

∂x1 ∂x2

+ (C13 + C55)
∂2u3

∂x1 ∂x3

+ (C36 + C45)
∂2u3

∂x2 ∂x3

= ρ
∂2u1

∂t2
,

(2.46)

C16
∂2u1

∂x2
1

+ C26
∂2u1

∂x2
2

+ C45
∂2u1

∂x2
3

+ (C12 + C66)
∂2u1

∂x1 ∂x2

+ (C14 + C56)
∂2u1

∂x1 ∂x3

+ (C46 + C25)
∂2u1

∂x2 ∂x3

+ C66
∂2u2

∂x2
1

+ C22
∂2u2

∂x2
2

+ C44
∂2u2

∂x2
3

+ 2C26
∂2u2

∂x1 ∂x2

+ 2C46
∂2u2

∂x1 ∂x3

+ 2C24
∂2u2

∂x2 ∂x3

+ C56
∂2u3

∂x2
1

+ C24
∂2u3

∂x2
2

+ C34
∂2u3

∂x2
3

+ (C46 + C25)
∂2u3

∂x1 ∂x2

+ (C36 + C45)
∂2u3

∂x1 ∂x3

+ (C23 + C44)
∂2u3

∂x2 ∂x3

= ρ
∂2u2

∂t2
,

(2.47)
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C15
∂2u1

∂x2
1

+ C46
∂2u1

∂x2
2

+ C35
∂2u1

∂x2
3

+ (C14 + C56)
∂2u1

∂x1 ∂x2

+ (C13 + C55)
∂2u1

∂x1 ∂x3

+ (C36 + C45)
∂2u1

∂x2 ∂x3

+ C56
∂2u2

∂x2
1

+ C24
∂2u2

∂x2
2

+ C34
∂2u2

∂x2
3

+ (C46 + C25)
∂2u2

∂x1 ∂x2

+ (C36 + C45)
∂2u2

∂x1 ∂x3

+ (C23 + C44)
∂2u2

∂x2 ∂x3

+ C55
∂2u3

∂x2
1

+ C44
∂2u3

∂x2
2

+ C33
∂2u3

∂x2
3

+ 2C45
∂2u3

∂x1 ∂x2

+ 2C35
∂2u3

∂x1 ∂x3

+ 2C34
∂2u3

∂x2 ∂x3

= ρ
∂2u3

∂t2
.

(2.48)

The transformed stiffness matrices of orthotropic and transversely isotropic ma-
terials have the same form as the monoclinic stiffness matrix in the transformed
as well as nontransformed case. Therefore, if we want to specialize Eqs. (2.46)-
(2.48) to any of these symmetry classes, we take advantage of the vanishing of the
components C14, C15, C24, C25, C34, C35, C46, and C56, and get

C11
∂2u1

∂x2
1

+ C66
∂2u1

∂x2
2

+ C55
∂2u1

∂x2
3

+ 2C16
∂2u1

∂x1 ∂x2

+ C16
∂2u2

∂x2
1

+ C26
∂2u2

∂x2
2

+ C45
∂2u2

∂x2
3

+ (C12 + C66)
∂2u2

∂x1 ∂x2

+ (C13 + C55)
∂2u3

∂x1 ∂x3

+ (C36 + C45)
∂2u3

∂x2 ∂x3

= ρ
∂2u1

∂t2
,

(2.49)

C16
∂2u1

∂x2
1

+ C26
∂2u1

∂x2
2

+ C45
∂2u1

∂x2
3

+ (C12 + C66)
∂2u1

∂x1 ∂x2

+ C66
∂2u2

∂x2
1

+ C22
∂2u2

∂x2
2

+ C44
∂2u2

∂x2
3

+ 2C26
∂2u2

∂x1 ∂x2

+ (C36 + C45)
∂2u3

∂x1 ∂x3

+ (C23 + C44)
∂2u3

∂x2 ∂x3

= ρ
∂2u2

∂t2
,

(2.50)

(C13 + C55)
∂2u1

∂x1 ∂x3

+ (C36 + C45)
∂2u1

∂x2 ∂x3

+ (C36 + C45)
∂2u2

∂x1 ∂x3

+ (C23 + C44)
∂2u2

∂x2 ∂x3

+ C55
∂2u3

∂x2
1

+ C44
∂2u3

∂x2
2

+ C33
∂2u3

∂x2
3

+ 2C45
∂2u3

∂x1 ∂x2

= ρ
∂2u3

∂t2
.

(2.51)
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2.1 Field Equations

An interesting situation occurs if we consider wave propagation along axes of sym-
metry. Then, with Φ = 0 ◦, C16, C26, C36, and C45 vanish, and we can give the field
equations in the nontransformed crystallographic coordinate system x′i. We choose
the wave propagation to take place in the x′1-x′3-plane so that all field variables will
be independent of the x′2-coordinate. Hence, Eqs. (2.49)-(2.51) turn into

C ′11

∂2u′1
∂x′21

+ C ′55

∂2u′1
∂x′23

+ (C ′13 + C ′55)
∂2u′3
∂x′1 ∂x

′
3

= ρ
∂2u′1
∂t2

, (2.52)

C ′66

∂2u′2
∂x′21

+ C ′44

∂2u′2
∂x′23

= ρ
∂2u′2
∂t2

, (2.53)

(C ′13 + C ′55)
∂2u′1
∂x′1 ∂x

′
3

+ C ′55

∂2u′3
∂x′21

+ C ′33

∂2u′3
∂x′23

= ρ
∂2u′3
∂t2

. (2.54)

These equations show partial decoupling. Equation (2.53) has only one indepen-
dent variable u′2 describing shear horizontally polarized wave propagation, while
Eq. (2.52) and Eq. (2.54) define a coupled wave propagation with the polarization
(displacement) components u′1 and u′3 in the x′1-x′3-plane (sagittal). In Sec. 2.2,
we will have a closer look at these bulk waves, and benefit greatly from their
decoupling in Sec. 2.3 in case of wave propagation along axes of symmetry.

Finally, we write the field equations for isotropic media in the global coordinate
system xi as follows:

(λ+ µ)

(
∂2u1

∂x2
1

+
∂2u2

∂x1 ∂x2

+
∂2u3

∂x1 ∂x3

)
+ µ

(
∂2u1

∂x2
1

+
∂2u1

∂x2
2

+
∂2u1

∂x2
3

)

= ρ
∂2u1

∂t2
,

(2.55)

(λ+ µ)

(
∂2u1

∂x1 ∂x2

+
∂2u2

∂x2
2

+
∂2u3

∂x2 ∂x3

)
+ µ

(
∂2u2

∂x2
1

+
∂2u2

∂x2
2

+
∂2u2

∂x2
3

)

= ρ
∂2u2

∂t2
,

(2.56)

(λ+ µ)

(
∂2u1

∂x1 ∂x3

+
∂2u2

∂x2 ∂x3

+
∂2u3

∂x2
3

)
+ µ

(
∂2u3

∂x2
1

+
∂2u3

∂x2
2

+
∂2u3

∂x2
3

)

= ρ
∂2u3

∂t2
.

(2.57)
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2 Modeling of Guided Waves

Again, we choose the wave propagation to take place in the x1-x3-plane so that all
field variables will be independent of x2. Then, Eqs. (2.55)-(2.57) reduce to

(λ+ 2µ)
∂2u1

∂x2
1

+ µ
∂2u1

∂x2
3

+ (λ+ µ)
∂2u3

∂x1 ∂x3

= ρ
∂2u1

∂t2
, (2.58)

µ

(
∂2u2

∂x2
1

+
∂2u2

∂x2
3

)
= ρ

∂2u2

∂t2
, (2.59)

(λ+ µ)
∂2u1

∂x1 ∂x3

+ µ
∂2u3

∂x2
1

+ (λ+ 2µ)
∂2u3

∂x2
3

= ρ
∂2u3

∂t2
, (2.60)

which are the isotropic counterparts to Eqs. (2.52)-(2.54). Since Lamé’s parameters
are independent from the propagation direction, so are the partial decoupling prop-
erties discussed above, i.e., shear horizontal and sagittal motion are decoupled for
any propagation direction in isotropic materials. We will utilize Eqs. (2.58)-(2.60)
in Sec. 2.4.

Basically, if the solid in which the wave propagation takes place is infinite, the
field equations presented in this section are sufficient to describe the motion. This
will be the case in the discussion of bulk waves in Sec. 2.2.1. If the solid is finite,
however, appropriate boundary conditions must be invoked, as we will do it for
the modeling of guided waves in plate-like waveguides in Secs. 2.3 and 2.4.

2.2 Bulk Waves

Guided waves develop from the propagation and superposition of bulk waves.
Therefore, if we want to model the behavior of guided waves, we must actually
model the propagation of bulk waves in waveguides. Bulk waves propagate in infi-
nite homogeneous bodies without being reflected from interfaces and boundaries.
In isotropic materials, the phase velocity of bulk waves is independent from the
propagation direction n, and the polarization vector p is along n for longitudinal
waves (L) and perpendicular for shear vertical (SV) as well as shear horizontal
waves (SH). Therefore, if we consider bulk waves emanating from a point source in
an isotropic bulk material, the phase velocity surfaces of the three wave types are
spherical with their radii being the longitudinal velocity according to Eq. (2.29) for
L waves and the transverse velocity according to Eq. (2.30) for SH and SV waves.
Hence, the longitudinal phase velocity surface is the fastest, while both transverse
surfaces coincide at a lower phase velocity. The group velocity surfaces coincide
with the phase velocity surfaces. Another representation is the slowness surface,
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2.2 Bulk Waves

which is the inverse of the phase velocity surface. L waves are polarized along
the radial direction of the phase velocity surface, and SH and SV waves normal
to it so that all polarization vectors p(q), q = 1, 2, 3, are mutually orthogonal, and
no coupling between the various bulk wave types can occur. These kind of waves
where p is oriented either along (p×n = 0) or normal (p ·n = 0) to n are termed
pure modes. Therefore, bulk waves in isotropic materials are always pure.

In anisotropic materials, however, the bulk waves’ phase velocities depend on the
propagation direction, and the phase velocity surfaces of the shear waves do not
coincide in general so that we have a fast shear wave (Sfast) and a slow shear wave
(Sslow). Furthermore, in general, the group velocity surfaces are not coincident with
the phase velocity surfaces. According to Auld [131], page 236, pure modes can
exist in anisotropic materials only for certain propagation directions, called pure
mode directions. Nayfeh points into the same direction in his book [22], page thirty-
two, stating that “none of the three polarization vectors a priori satisfies either
p×n = 0 or p·n = 0.” Because of that, the bulk waves in anisotropic materials are
termed quasilongitudinal, fast quasishear, and slow quasishear waves. However, we
confirm below what Fedorov [138] and Musgrave [139] have demonstrated, namely
that Sslow indeed satisfies p · n = 0 a priori in transversely isotropic material,
i.e., Sslow is a pure shear mode for any propagation direction. Furthermore, we
find that its polarization vector lies always in the x′2-x′3-plane, i.e., normal to the
fibers, which is the actual reason why Sslow is pure. By contrast, L and Sfast are pure
only for wave propagation along certain directions, and their polarization vectors
are not restricted to lie in a certain plane. Therefore, we call Sslow just slow shear
wave without the prefix quasi. On the other hand, we agree with Nayfeh that if
there is one pure longitudinal wave (p×n = 0), then the other two modes are pure
shear, and if there is one pure shear wave (p ·n = 0) there is no guarantee that the
other modes are pure. Similarly as in isotropic materials, the polarization vectors
of the bulk waves are mutually orthogonal. Auld has shown in in his book [131],
page 219, that due to the symmetry of the Christoffel matrix this must always be
so.

In Sec. 2.2.1, we first derive Christoffel’s equation [140, 141], and then use it
to calculate and plot the phase and group velocities, the slownesses as well as the
polarization and energy deviation angles of all three bulk wave types in transversely
isotropic SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135 as function of the propagation direction.
Since waveguides involve interfaces, we treat the physics of the scattering of bulk
waves on such interfaces in Sec. 2.2.2, leading us directly to Snell–Descartes’ law of
refraction [142]. At the end of this section, we present numerical examples of bulk
waves scattering on an interface between a fluid and SAERTEX as well as isotropic
media. Beside the books of Nayfeh and Auld, the one of Rokhlin et al. [59] was
helpful in the coding and writing of the following discussions.
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2 Modeling of Guided Waves

2.2.1 Elastic Waves in Bulk Material

Christoffel’s Equation

We start with the derivation of Christoffel’s equation, thereby laying the foundation
not only for this section but also beyond. First, we combine the strain-displacement
field equation (2.40), the equation of motion (2.41), and Hook’s law (2.42) to get

ρ
∂2ui

∂t2
=

1

2
cijkl

∂

∂xj

(
∂uk

∂xl
+

∂ul

∂xk

)
. (2.61)

Using the various symmetry properties of cijkl reduces Eq. (2.61) to

ρ
∂2ui

∂t2
= cijkl

∂2ul

∂xj ∂xk
, (2.62)

which has the general form of solution for the displacement field components ui in
terms of the bulk wave amplitudes Ui, i = 1, 2, 3,

ui = Uie
iζ(njxj−vpt), (2.63)

where ζ is the bulk wavenumber, nj are the propagation direction unit vector
components n1, n2, and n3, and vp is the phase velocity (= ω/ζ), with the angular
frequency ω. Substituting Eq. (2.63) into Eq. (2.62) yields

ω2Ui = λijklζ
2njnkUl, (2.64)

with

λijkl = cijkl/ρ. (2.65)

By using the Kronecker delta property Ui = Ulδil, we can rewrite Eq. (2.64) in the
characteristic equation form, known as Christoffel’s equation

(λijklnjnk − v2
pδil)Ul = 0. (2.66)

We introduce the second order tensor Λil with the elements

Λil = λijklnjnk =

= λi11ln
2
1 + λi22ln

2
2 + λi33ln

2
3 + (λi12l + λi21l)n1n2

+ (λi13l + λi31l)n1n3 + (λi23l + λi32l)n2n3,

(2.67)

for generally anisotropic (triclinic) materials. Now, we can write Christoffel’s equa-
tion in the more compact form

(Λil − v2
pδil)Ul = 0. (2.68)

We refer to Eq. (2.68) as the phase velocity form of Christoffel’s equation.
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2.2 Bulk Waves

Phase Velocity, Group Velocity, Slowness, and Polarization

We have now obtained three homogeneous linear equations for the displacement
amplitudes Ul of the bulk waves. Their phase velocities are given by the eigen-
values v2

p, and the eigenvectors Ul define the polarization directions. To continue
our discussion, we write Christoffel’s equation in matrix form, and since we are
not treating a layered structure in this section, we do our analysis in the crystal-
lographic coordinate system x′i. Hence, we have




Λ′11 − v2
p Λ′12 Λ′13

Λ′22 − v2
p Λ′23

sym Λ′33 − v2
p





U ′1
U ′2
U ′3


 = 0, (2.69)

with the components Λ′ij, which result from Eq. (2.67) as

ρΛ′11 = C ′11n
′2
1 + C ′66n

′2
2 + C ′55n

′2
3 + 2C ′16n

′
1n
′
2 + 2C ′15n

′
1n
′
3 + 2C ′56n

′
2n
′
3,

ρΛ′12 = C ′16n
′2
1 + C ′26n

′2
2 + C ′45n

′2
3 + (C ′12 + C ′66)n′1n

′
2 + (C ′14 + C ′56)n′1n

′
3

+ (C ′46 + C ′25)n′2n
′
3,

ρΛ′13 = C ′15n
′2
1 + C ′46n

′2
2 + C ′35n

′2
3 + (C ′14 + C ′56)n′1n

′
2 + (C ′13 + C ′55)n′1n

′
3

+ (C ′36 + C ′45)n′2n
′
3,

ρΛ′22 = C ′66n
′2
1 + C ′22n

′2
2 + C ′44n

′2
3 + 2C ′26n

′
1n
′
2 + 2C ′46n

′
1n
′
3 + 2C ′24n

′
2n
′
3,

ρΛ′23 = C ′56n
′2
1 + C ′24n

′2
2 + C ′34n

′2
3 + (C ′46 + C ′25)n′1n

′
2 + (C ′36 + C ′45)n′1n

′
3

+ (C ′23 + C ′44)n′2n
′
3,

ρΛ′33 = C ′55n
′2
1 + C ′44n

′2
2 + C ′33n

′2
3 + 2C ′45n

′
1n
′
2 + 2C ′35n

′
1n
′
3 + 2C ′34n

′
2n
′
3,

(2.70)

where we used Voigt’s notation. The 3×3 matrix in Eq. (2.69) is referred to as the
Christoffel matrix. Specializing Eq. (2.70) to orthotropic and transversely isotropic
materials in the nontransformed form in accordance with Eqs. (2.16)-(2.17) delivers

ρΛ′11 = C ′11n
′2
1 + C ′66n

′2
2 + C ′55n

′2
3 ,

ρΛ′12 = (C ′12 + C ′66)n′1n
′
2,

ρΛ′13 = (C ′13 + C ′55)n′1n
′
3,

ρΛ′22 = C ′66n
′2
1 + C ′22n

′2
2 + C ′44n

′2
3 ,

ρΛ′23 = (C ′23 + C ′44)n′2n
′
3,

ρΛ′33 = C ′55n
′2
1 + C ′44n

′2
2 + C ′33n

′2
3 .

(2.71)

Nontrivial solutions for U ′1, U ′2, and U ′3 require the vanishing of the Christoffel
matrix determinant in Eq. (2.69), yielding the sixth-degree polynomial

v6
p + A1v

4
p + A2v

2
p + A3 = 0, (2.72)
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2 Modeling of Guided Waves

x′1

x1

x′2

n′
x′3, x3

Φ

Θ

FIG. 2.4. Crystallographic and global coordinate systems x′i, xi and fiber orientation in
transversely isotropic material. Bulk waves propagate along n′.

with the coefficients A1, A2, and A3 given in Appendix C. Equation (2.72) admits
six solutions for vp (three for v2

p). In Appendix C, Eq. (C.3), analytical expressions
are presented for the six solutions2, and Eq. (C.4) shows how to deduce the phase
velocities vp(L), vp(Sfast), and vp(Sslow) from them. Once we have the three roots vp(q),
we can use Christoffel’s equation (2.69) to obtain the corresponding polarization
vectors p′(q). Their components with respect to the coordinate system x′i are given
by the displacement amplitude ratios

p′2(q) =
U ′2(q)

U ′1(q)

=
Λ′23(Λ′11 − v2

p(q))− Λ′13Λ′12

Λ′13(Λ′22 − v2
p(q))− Λ′12Λ′23

, (2.73)

p′3(q) =
U ′3(q)

U ′1(q)

=
(Λ′11 − v2

p(q))(Λ
′
22 − v2

p(q))− Λ′212

Λ′12Λ′23 − Λ′13(Λ′22 − v2
p(q))

. (2.74)

By setting U ′1(q) = 1, we obtain the three polarization vectors (1, p′2(q), p
′
3(q)). To

get the polarization angles β(q), i.e., the angles between the propagation direction
and the polarization vectors, we use the dot product

β(q) = cos−1(p′(q) · n′). (2.75)

2Compared to root finding functions such as Matlab’s R© “roots”, analytical expressions
have the advantages that they are calculated faster and no root sorting algorithm is required
afterward.
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2.2 Bulk Waves

Here, we normalized p′(q) to the unit vector, while n′ is already one. We define also
the deviation angle from the pure mode polarization δ(q). For L waves, we have
δL = βL, but guided by the fact that the polarization of pure shear modes is normal
to the propagation direction, we define δSfast,Sslow

= 90 ◦−βSfast,Sslow
. Since Sslow has

pure character for any propagation direction, i.e., βSslow
= 90 ◦, we get a global

polarization angle deviation of δSslow
= 0 ◦. Finally, we define a set of propagation

direction unit vectors n′(Φ,Θ) with the components

n′1 = cosΘ cosΦ,

n′2 = cosΘ sinΦ,

n′3 = sinΘ,

(2.76)

with Φ, Θ ∈ [0 ◦, 90 ◦], as displayed in Fig. 2.4. Here, x′1 is along the fiber direction,
and x′2 and x′3 are normal to it. Θ defines the wave propagation with respect to
the x′1-x′2-plane (elevation), and Φ is the angle between the propagation direction
projected into the x′1-x′2-plane and x′1 (azimuth). We feed these propagation direc-
tion vectors n′ and the stiffness matrix components C ′ij of SAERTEX R©7006919/
RIMR135 (see Appendix B) into Christoffel’s equation (2.69). We are using certain
steps ∆Φ, ∆Θ, and copy and rotate the data obtained for Φ, Θ ∈ [0 ◦, 90 ◦] such
that we achieve closed surfaces. Of particular significance are the phase velocities
for wave propagation along and perpendicular to the fibers, like for Θ = 0 ◦, Φ = 0,
90 ◦. For Φ = 0 ◦, we have n′1 = 1, n′2, n′3 = 0, and obtain the bulk waves’ phase
(and group) velocities parallel to the fibers

v
‖
L =

√
C ′11

ρ
, v

‖
Sfast

=

√
C ′55

ρ
, v

‖
Sslow

=

√
C ′66

ρ
, (2.77)

and for Φ = 90 ◦, with n′2 = 1, n′1, n
′
3 = 0, we get the velocities normal to the fibers

v⊥L =

√
C ′22

ρ
, v⊥Sfast

=

√
C ′66

ρ
, v⊥Sslow

=

√
C ′44

ρ
. (2.78)

In transversely isotropic material, we get the same velocities for propagation normal
to the fibers by setting Θ = 90 ◦, with n′3 = 1, n′1, n

′
2 = 0, namely

v⊥L =

√
C ′33

ρ
, v⊥Sfast

=

√
C ′55

ρ
, v⊥Sslow

=

√
C ′44

ρ
, (2.79)

appreciating the same simple form which those expressions have corresponding to
isotropic materials in Eqs. 2.29 and 2.30. The values for SAERTEX R©7006919/
RIMR135 are listed in Table B.6.
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2 Modeling of Guided Waves

With the now known phase velocities and polarization vectors, we can calculate
the group velocity vector

v′gi =
λ′ijkln

′
kp
′
lp
′
j

vp

, i, j, k, l = 1, 2, 3, (2.80)

where n′k and p′l,j are the propagation and polarization unit vector components,
respectively. Here, for brevity, we drop the bulk wave index (q) on the phase
velocities vp(q) and polarization vectors p′(q). For the derivation of Eq. (2.80),

the interested reader is referred to Refs. [59, 138]. Carrying out the summation
operation yields the group velocity components for triclinic materials

v′gi = (λ′i111n
′
1p
′2
1 + λ′i112n

′
1p
′
2p
′
1 + λ′i113n

′
1p
′
3p
′
1

+ λ′i121n
′
2p
′2
1 + λ′i122n

′
2p
′
2p
′
1 + λ′i123n

′
2p
′
3p
′
1

+ λ′i131n
′
3p
′2
1 + λ′i132n

′
3p
′
2p
′
1 + λ′i133n

′
3p
′
3p
′
1

+ λ′i211n
′
1p
′
1p
′
2 + λ′i212n

′
1p
′2
2 + λ′i213n

′
1p
′
3p
′
2

+ λ′i221n
′
2p
′
1p
′
2 + λ′i222n

′
2p
′2
2 + λ′i223n

′
2p
′
3p
′
2

+ λ′i231n
′
3p
′
1p
′
2 + λ′i232n

′
3p
′2
2 + λ′i233n

′
3p
′
3p
′
2

+ λ′i311n
′
1p
′
1p
′
3 + λ′i312n

′
1p
′
2p
′
3 + λ′i313n

′
1p
′2
3

+ λ′i321n
′
2p
′
1p
′
3 + λ′i322n

′
2p
′
2p
′
3 + λ′i323n

′
2p
′2
3

+ λ′i331n
′
3p
′
1p
′
3 + λ′i332n

′
3p
′
2p
′
3 + λ′i333n

′
3p
′2
3 )/vp,

(2.81)

and specializing Eq. (2.81) to transversely isotropic symmetry gives

v′g1 = (C ′11n
′
1p
′2
1 + C ′12n

′
2p
′
2p
′
1 + C ′13n

′
3p
′
3p
′
1 + C ′66(n′1p

′2
2 + n′2p

′
1p
′
2)

+ C ′55(n′1p
′2
3 + n′3p

′
1p
′
3))/(ρvp),

v′g2 = (C ′12n
′
1p
′
1p
′
2 + C ′22n

′
2p
′2
2 + C ′23n

′
3p
′
3p
′
2 + C ′66(n′1p

′
2p
′
1 + n′2p

′2
1 )

+ C ′44(n′2p
′2
3 + n′3p

′
2p
′
3))/(ρvp),

v′g3 = (C ′13n
′
1p
′
1p
′
3 + C ′23n

′
2p
′
2p
′
3 + C ′33n

′
3p
′2
3 + C ′55(n′1p

′
3p
′
1 + n′3p

′2
1 )

+ C ′44(n′2p
′
3p
′
2 + n′3p

′2
2 ))/(ρvp).

(2.82)

In general, the group velocity vector v′g deviates from the phase velocity vector v′p,
where the latter is parallel to the wave vector ζ ′ and the propagation direction unit
vector n′. In absence of attenuation, the group velocity is the same as the energy
flow velocity, and its vector represents the actual direction of the acoustic beam.
This situation leads also to differences in the magnitude of the phase and group
velocities, as will be illustrated below. Similarly as in Eq. (2.75), we can compute
the energy deviation angle γ(q) between the group/energy velocity of the qth bulk
wave and the wave propagation direction by

γ(q) = cos−1

(
v′g(q) · n′

|v′g(q)|

)
. (2.83)
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2.2 Bulk Waves

Numerical Results

On the left-hand side in Fig. 2.5, the phase velocity surfaces of L (Fig. 2.5(a)),
Sfast (Fig. 2.5(c)), and Sslow (Fig. 2.5(e)) waves are plotted. The bulk waves em-
anate from a point source located at (0, 0, 0). The surfaces are not spherical, of
course, and their degrees of deviation from spherical shapes depend on the spe-
cific anisotropy. We notice that the surfaces are rotationally symmetric about the
x′1-axis, i.e., about the fiber direction. Correspondingly, we have (transversely)
isotropic behavior for wave propagation normal to the fibers (Φ = 90 ◦). An inter-
esting feature of the Sfast phase velocity surface is that it does not take its maximum
on the x′1-axis (Φ, Θ = 0 ◦), like L and Sslow do, but at Θ = 71.92 ◦. Figures 2.8(a),
2.8(d), and 2.8(g) show cross sections through the phase velocity surfaces of all
three bulk waves at Φ = 0 ◦, 45 ◦, and 90 ◦, respectively. It is obvious that the
greatest degree of anisotropy is present in the x′1-x′3-plane, shown in Fig. 2.8(a). L
has the highest phase velocity (see Table 2.1), occurring along the fiber direction
and the largest anisotropy of 3.65 between the Θ = 0 ◦ and Θ = 90 ◦-directions.
The corresponding anisotropies of Sfast and Sslow are 1 and 1.55, respectively. The
highest and lowest velocities always belong to pure modes. As Φ increases, the de-
gree of anisotropy decreases until isotropy is reached in the x′2-x′3-plane. A unique
situation occurs at Φ, Θ = 0 ◦ where Sfast and Sslow are degenerate.

On the right-hand side in Fig. 2.5, the group velocity surfaces of L (Fig. 2.5(b)),
Sfast (Fig. 2.5(d)), and Sslow (Fig. 2.5(f)) waves are presented. These surfaces are
calculated from the absolute values of the group velocity vectors. The group veloc-
ity surfaces coincide with the phase velocity surfaces in the pure mode directions,
i.e, along and normal to fibers, where the velocities are given by Eqs. (2.77) and
(2.78). This can be seen directly from the colorbars, covering the same ranges.
An exception from this is, however, Sfast. While it has the maximum phase ve-
locity of vpmax = 2.332 ms/m at Θ = 71.92 ◦, its maximum group velocity of
vgmax = 2.930 ms/m is significantly higher at Θ = 83.75 ◦. More insight is pro-
vided by the cross sections through the group velocity surfaces at Φ = 0 ◦, 45 ◦,
and 90 ◦, presented in Figs. 2.8(b), 2.8(e), and 2.8(h). At Φ = 90 ◦, the phase and
group velocities coincide, as expected. By contrast, at Φ = 0 ◦, 45 ◦, the group
velocity of L shows a quite different behavior from the phase velocity. While it
remains almost constant within a range of ±45 ◦ centered around the fiber direc-
tion (Θ = 0 ◦), the most variation takes place in a small range centered around
Θ = 90 ◦. Sfast features the strongest local anisotropy of all bulk waves around the
maximum at Θ = 83.75 ◦, where its group velocity slightly exceeds that of L.

The deviation angles γ between the phase and group velocity vectors as func-
tion of the propagation direction are shown in Fig. 2.6 for L (Fig. 2.6(b)), Sfast

(Fig. 2.6(d)), and Sslow (Fig. 2.6(f)). L possesses the highest deviation of γmax =
61.72 ◦ at Θ = 74.01 ◦. For the pure mode directions parallel and normal to the
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2 Modeling of Guided Waves

TABLE 2.1. Key data of the bulk waves’ phase velocity surfaces in
SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135.

vpmax Θvmax vpmin
Θvmin

δmax Θδmax γmax Θγmax

(m/ms) (◦) (m/ms) (◦) (◦) (◦) (◦) (◦)

L 9.186 0 2.517 90 54.24 69.57 61.72 74.01
Sfast 2.332 71.92 2.035 0, 90 54.24 69.57 42.37 84.20
Sslow 2.035 0 1.313 90 0 – 24.35 57.17

fibers, γ vanishes. The deviation angle surface of Sfast is not only particularly
narrow compared to that of L and Sslow, it features also local maxima close to
the fiber direction. This feature is better analyzed in the cross sections drawn for
Φ = 0 ◦, 45 ◦, and 89 ◦ in Figs. 2.9(a), 2.9(c), and 2.9(e). Considering the situation
at Φ = 0 ◦ in Fig. 2.9(a), Sfast has its global energy deviation angle maximum of
γmax = 42.37 ◦ at Θ = 84.20 ◦, and a local maximum of γ = 9.02 ◦ at Θ = 39.4 ◦.
At Φ = 89 ◦ (Fig. 2.9(c)), the energy deviation has already diminished strongly.
Owing to the nature of Sfast, it now possesses the dominating energy deviation
angle of all bulk waves for the complete Θ-range.

Let us now discuss the polarization properties of the bulk waves. The polariza-
tion deviation surface in Fig. 2.7 depicts the deviation angle δ from pure mode
polarization as function of the wave propagation direction. As mentioned above, it
turns out that only L and Sfast waves show polarization angle deviations other than
zero from their respective pure mode directions. With the definition of the polar-
ization deviation angle δ invoked above, the corresponding surfaces of L and Sfast

waves coincide. Conversely, the polarization angles βL and βSfast
add up to 90 ◦.

This must be so because of the orthogonality of the polarization vectors. Like the
other surfaces, the polarization deviation surface is rotationally symmetric about
the x′1-axis, and it takes its maximum of δmax = 54.24 ◦ at Θ = 69.57 ◦. This means
that L is actually more transverse than longitudinal, and Sfast is more longitudinal
than transverse in this situation. It can readily be seen that the deviation angle
becomes zero for wave propagation along the fiber direction (x′1-axis) and normal
to it (x′2-x′3-plane). These are the propagation directions for which pure L and Sfast

modes occur. Although we appreciate the esthetics of this surface, it is also worth
looking at the cross sections taken at Φ = 0 ◦, 45 ◦, 89 ◦, as shown on the right-hand
side in Fig. 2.9. For wave propagation in the Φ = 0 ◦-plane (Fig. 2.9(b)), we have
pure mode propagation along the x1-direction, which coincides with the x′1-axis,
unlike the case for wave propagation in the Φ = 45 ◦, 89 ◦-planes (Figs. 2.9(d) and
2.9(f)). Notice the strong decrease in the deviation angle occurring at Φ = 89 ◦.
Pure mode propagation along x3 is possible in all situations since this direction is
normal to the fibers.
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2.2 Bulk Waves

Finally, we choose some explicit propagation directions, and calculate the slowness
vectors and polarization vectors of the three bulk waves. In this discussion, we
appreciate that the slowness s, being the inverse phase velocity vp, scales directly
with the wavenumber ζ via the angular frequency ω = 2πf so that we have

ζ = ωv−1
p = ωs → s = ζω−1. (2.84)

Therefore, by assigning a frequency f to the slowness, we get the wavenumber.
Figure 2.10(a) shows pure modes propagating along the fibers. As stated above,
this is the only situation where both shear waves, here labeled S1 and S2, are
degenerate so that they cannot be distinguished, basically. This is because both
modes are polarized normal to the fibers. In Fig. 2.10(b), pure modes propagate
normal to the fibers at Θ = 10 ◦. Sfast and Sslow now have different slownesses,
because Sfast is polarized parallel to the fibers while Sslow is polarized normal to
them. Figures 2.11(a) and 2.11(b) display bulk waves propagating along Φ =
0 ◦, Θ = 45 ◦ and Φ = 30 ◦, Θ = 5 ◦, respectively. The polarization angles are
βL = 39.84 ◦, βSfast

= 50.16 ◦, and βSslow
= 90 ◦ in Fig. 2.11(a) and βL = 27.38 ◦,

βSfast
= 62.62 ◦, and βSslow

= 90 ◦ in Fig. 2.11(b). The polarization vectors are
mutually orthogonal as usual. In both Figs. 2.10 and 2.11, the polarization vector
of Sslow lies always in the x′2-x′3-plane, i.e., normal to the fibers. This is an inherent
feature of Sslow.
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2 Modeling of Guided Waves

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

FIG. 2.5. Phase (left) and group velocity surfaces (right) of quasilongitudinal (top), fast
quasishear (center), and slow shear (bottom) bulk waves propagating in trans-
versely isotropic SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135.
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2.2 Bulk Waves

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

FIG. 2.6. Slowness (left) and energy deviation surfaces (right) of quasilongitudinal (top),
fast quasishear (center), and slow shear (bottom) bulk waves propagating in
transversely isotropic SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135. 33
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(a) (b)

FIG. 2.7. (a) Perspective view and (b) view into the x′1-x′3-plane of the polarization
angle deviation surface of quasilongitudinal and fast quasishear bulk waves
in SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135. The polarization angle deviation of slow
shear waves is zero.
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2.2 Bulk Waves

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

FIG. 2.8. Phase velocity (left), group velocity (center), and slowness (right) of bulk waves
propagating in the Φ = 0 ◦ (top), 45 ◦ (center), and 90 ◦ (bottom) plane in
SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

FIG. 2.9. Energy deviation angle (left) and polarization angle deviation (right) of bulk
waves propagating in the Φ = 0 ◦ (top), 45 ◦ (center), and 89 ◦ (bottom) plane
in SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135.36
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 2.10. Slowness vectors and polarization of bulk waves propagating (a) along the
fibers (Φ, Θ = 0 ◦) and (b) perpendicular to the fibers (Φ = 90 ◦, Θ = 10 ◦)
in SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135. In picture (a), the two shear waves are
degenerate. Both pictures show pure modes since the polarization vectors are
either along or normal to the propagation direction. This situation occurs
only for wave propagation along or normal to the fibers. 37
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 2.11. Slowness vectors and polarization of bulk waves propagating along (a) Φ = 0 ◦,
Θ = 45 ◦ and (b) Φ = 30 ◦, Θ = 5 ◦ in SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135.
Sslow is always pure with its polarization oriented normal to the fibers. The
polarization vectors are always mutually orthogonal.
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2.2 Bulk Waves

2.2.2 Bulk Waves on Interfaces

If a plane wave incidents on a boundary or interface, a certain number of scat-
tered waves are generated. Depending on the properties of the media sharing the
boundary, up to six wave components can be generated, namely three reflected
waves in the originating medium and three transmitted waves in the continuing
medium. We consider the situation depicted in Fig. 2.12. Here, the upper half
space is filled by a nonviscous fluid such as air or water and the lower one by a
transversely isotropic composite. Similarly as before, the fibers are oriented along
the x′1-direction. The boundary lies in the x′1-x′2-plane with x′3 normal to it. A
plane wave is incident at an angle Θin

3 with respect to x′3. Its wavenumber ζin is
given by

ζin = ωsin, (2.85)

where sin is the slowness in the fluid. Since the fluid does not support shear
waves (because the shear modulus is zero), only a pressure wave with longitudinal
polarization can exist. At the boundary, a certain proportion of the incoming
energy is reflected, resulting in a pressure wave propagating back into the fluid
at an angle −Θin with ζr = ζin, sr = sin. The remaining energy is transmitted
into the composite where up to three bulk waves with the wavenumbers ζL, ζSfast

,
ζSslow

and slownesses sL, sSfast
, sSslow

, in accordance with Eq. (2.85), are generated.
Notice that all five wave components propagate in a plane x1-x3 rotated about x′3
by an angle Φ. The scattered waves are refracted according to Snell’s law such
that they all (reflected and transmitted waves) share with the incident wave the
same projected wavenumber along the boundary ζin1, i.e.,

ζin sinΘin = ζ(q) sinΘ(q) = ζin1, q = 1, 2, 3, 4, (2.86)

where ζ(q) stands for the wavenumber of any scattered wave, and Θ(q) is the cor-
responding reflection or refraction angle, respectively. With the use of Eq. (2.85),
we can write Eq. (2.86) in terms of the slownesses of the scattered waves s(q) as

sin sinΘin = s(q) sinΘ(q) = sin1. (2.87)

This important constraint is indicated by the two vertical guide lines, drawn paral-
lel to the x′3-axis in Fig. 2.12. To illustrate our discussion, we calculate and plot the
scattered waves that are generated in transversely isotropic SAERTEX R©7006919/

3The incidence angle Θin (as well as the refraction angle) has the opposite definition compared
to the propagation angle Θ defined in Sec. 2.2 (compare Figs. 2.12 and 2.4). In composites,
the fiber orientation is usually referred to as the Φ, Θ = 0 ◦-direction, whereas the incidence
angle Θin is given with respect to the surface normal so that Θin = 0 ◦ is normal to the fibers.
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x′1

x1

x′2

x2

sin sr

sL

sSfast

sSslow

x′3, x3

Φ

Θin

ΘL

ΘSfast

ΘSslow

FIG. 2.12. Crystallographic and global coordinate systems x′i, xi and fiber orientation in
transversely isotropic material. A plane wave incoming from a fluid generates
three bulk waves in a composite and one reflected wave in the fluid.

RIMR135 as well as isotropic aluminum alloy 1100 and lead by plane wave inci-
dence from air and water. The material parameters of aluminum alloy 1100 and
lead are listed in Appendix B. Figure 2.13(a) shows plane wave incidence from air
on SAERTEX at Φ = 60 ◦, Θin = 3.5 ◦. The radius of the blue semicircle in the
upper half space is the slowness of air of 2.915 ms/m (assuming a phase velocity
of 0.343 m/ms). The three profiles in the lower half space represent the slownesses
of the three bulk waves. First, we draw a guide line parallel to x3 through the
point where the incident wave intersects the slowness profile of air. Then, we draw
a second guide line mirrored about x3. Now, the slowness vectors ζ ′(q)/ω of all
scattered waves can be constructed simply by drawing lines from the origin to the
points where the right guide line intersects the slowness profiles. By assigning a
frequency, the actual wavenumber can be obtained. Numerically, we follow a sim-
ilar procedure to the one presented in Sec. 2.2.1. We generate the propagation
unit vectors for the elevation angles Θ ∈ [0 ◦, 90 ◦] with a certain step ∆Θ in the
propagation plane Φ according to Eq. (2.76), and solve Christoffel’s equation to
get the slowness profiles of the three bulk waves. The projected slowness along
the boundary sin1 of the incident wave is obtained by using Eq. (2.87). Then, we
calculate the s1(q) components of the bulk wave profiles, and seek the one from each
profile that matches sin1 best. The propagation angles Θ(q) belonging to the three
matching sample points are the refraction angles ΘL, ΘSfast

, and ΘSslow
. Obviously,

the accuracy of these solutions depends upon the step size ∆Θ. By contrast, the
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2.2 Bulk Waves

refraction angles of the bulk waves generated in isotropic materials can be obtained
analytically from Eq. (2.87). Going back to our example in Fig. 2.13(a), we find
the bulk waves refracted at ΘL = 40.27 ◦, ΘSfast

= 24.23 ◦, and ΘSslow
= 13.64 ◦.

Upon increasing Θin, we encounter a situation where the right guide line takes a
tangential position to the slowness profile of L (q = 1). The incidence angle corre-
sponding to this situation is termed the first critical angle Θcrit(1), and is given by

Θcrit(q) = sin−1
sΘ=0 ◦

(q)

sin

, q = 1, 2, 3, (2.88)

where sΘ=0 ◦

(q) is the slowness of the qth bulk wave for propagation along the bound-

ary (and along the fibers). No propagating L wave can be constructed beyond the
angle Θcrit(1). Physically, L becomes evanescent, i.e., its amplitude decays expo-
nentially with depth. Similar situations occur for Sfast (q = 2) and Sslow (q = 3) in
this order upon further increasing Θin. In the present example, we obtain critical
angles for L, Sfast, and Sslow of, respectively, Θcrit(1,2,3) = 3.96 ◦, 8.58 ◦, and 13.00 ◦.
Beyond all critical angles, the incident wave suffers total internal reflection in the
fluid. In isotropic materials and in transversely isotropic materials in case of wave
propagation in the plane of isotropy (see Fig. 2.8(i)), we get the critical angles
by replacing sΘ=0 ◦

(q) in Eq. (2.88) with s(q), representing the bulk wave slownesses

sL, sSV/sSfast
, and sSH/sSslow

, respectively. Here, we recall that in isotropic mate-
rials, we have sSV = sSH. To determine the polarization vectors of the bulk waves
shown in Fig. 2.13(a), we use Eq. (2.75) with the propagation unit vectors n′(q),
obtaining βL = 54.08 ◦, βSfast

= 44.81 ◦, and βSslow
= 90 ◦. Figure 2.13(b) shows

the bulk waves propagating in the three-dimensional crystallographic coordinate
system. The bold lines emanating from the middle of the slowness vectors of each
bulk wave indicate their polarization. The properties of the bulk waves calculated
in this example are summarized in Table 2.2, and those for the following examples
in Tables 2.3-2.5. In Fig. 2.14, we have replaced air by water as a fluid, and let
the plane wave impinge from the same direction as in the prior example. Since the
slowness of water of 0.667 ms/m is now much closer to the bulk waves’ slownesses
than before, we get much smaller refraction angles but larger critical angles. As
can be seen in Fig. 2.15, the situation in isotropic materials is less sophisticated.
We stay with water as a fluid, but change the incidence angle to Θin = 10 ◦, and
choose aluminum alloy 1100 as a continuing medium. The resulting bulk waves
are independent from the azimuthal angle Φ, of course. These are the pure L
and SV modes with polarization within the plane of display. SH is actually not
generated because the incident wave carries no shear horizontal polarization com-
ponent. In our final example, we replace aluminum by lead, and choose Θin = 60 ◦,
leading to the interesting situation depicted in Fig. 2.16. L is evanescent because
Θin > Θcrit(1), whereas no critical angle exists for the shear waves.
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2 Modeling of Guided Waves

(a) (b)

FIG. 2.13. Bulk waves generated in SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135 through plane wave
incidence from air at Φ = 60 ◦, Θin = 3.5 ◦. The upper half space is covered
by air, the lower one by SAERTEX. (a) Construction of the bulk waves’
propagation directions based on Snell’s law. (b) Propagation directions and
polarization of the generated bulk waves in 3-D space.

TABLE 2.2. Critical angles and bulk waves gen-
erated in SAERTEX R©7006919/
RIMR135 upon plane wave incidence
from air.

Incidence angles: Φ = 60 ◦, Θin = 3.5 ◦

Θcrit (◦) Θrefr (◦) s (ms/m) β (◦)

L 3.96 40.27 0.275 54.07
Sfast 8.58 24.23 0.434 44.81
Sslow 13.00 13.64 0.755 90
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(a) (b)

FIG. 2.14. Bulk waves generated in SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135 through plane wave
incidence from water at Φ = 60 ◦, Θin = 3.5 ◦. The upper half space is covered
by air, the lower one by SAERTEX. (a) Construction of the bulk waves’
propagation directions based on Snell’s law. (b) Propagation directions and
polarization of the generated bulk waves in 3-D space.

TABLE 2.3. Critical angles and bulk waves gen-
erated in SAERTEX R©7006919/
RIMR135 upon plane wave incidence
from water.

Incidence angles: Φ = 60 ◦, Θin = 3.5 ◦

Θcrit (◦) Θrefr (◦) s (ms/m) β (◦)

L 17.57 5.91 0.395 7.20
Sfast 40.73 4.81 0.486 84.30
Sslow 79.50 3.06 0.761 90
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2 Modeling of Guided Waves

FIG. 2.15. Bulk waves generated in aluminum alloy 1100 through plane wave incidence
from water at Θin = 10 ◦. The upper half space is covered by water, the lower
one by aluminum. SH is actually not generated because the incident wave
carries no shear horizontal polarization component.

TABLE 2.4. Critical angles and bulk waves gener-
ated in aluminum alloy 1100 upon plane
wave incidence from water.

Incidence angle: Θin = 10 ◦

Θcrit (◦) Θrefr (◦) s (ms/m) β (◦)

L 14.14 45.32 0.163 0
SV, SH 29.00 20.99 0.323 90
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FIG. 2.16. Bulk waves generated in lead through plane wave incidence from water at
Θin = 60 ◦. The upper half space is covered by water, the lower one by lead.

TABLE 2.5. Critical angles and bulk waves gener-
ated in lead upon plane wave incidence
from water.

Incidence angle: Θin = 60 ◦

Θcrit (◦) Θrefr (◦) s (ms/m) β (◦)

L 49.79 90 0.577 –
SV, SH – 21.79 1.555 90
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2.3 Multilayered Transversely Isotropic Waveguides

In Sec. 2.2.1, we used Christoffel’s equation to determine the phase velocity of bulk
waves propagating in infinite bodies as function of the propagation direction, and
in Sec. 2.2.2, we investigated how bulk waves are scattered on interfaces by using
Snell’s law. In the present section, we set up a multilayered transversely isotropic
system and combine Christoffel’s equation and Snell’s law to model the behavior of
bulk waves - and thereby of guided waves - in such a system. Although the solutions
are derived for flat structures, they can also be applied to curved systems in good
approximation as long as the radius of curvature is much larger than the wavelength
of the guided waves. It is important to understand that guided waves evolve
through the propagation and superposition of bulk waves. Therefore, in the context
of guided wave modeling, bulk waves are often referred to as partial waves. All bulk
waves in every layer must act in concert in accordance with Snell’s law to allow for a
propagating guided wave, and the waveguide constitutes the geometry, for which we
seek the case of resonance. In case of resonance, we have a propagating wave along
the waveguide’s axis, representing also a resonant standing wave in the transverse
direction. This phenomenon is often referred to as transverse resonance in the
literature. The bulk waves must be reflected forth and back with the correct wave
vectors and propagation angles so that they undergo a phase shift of an integral
multiple of 2π between each roundtrip and consequently interfere constructively.
Therefore, it is of fundamental importance to find the propagation directions of the
bulk waves. Since boundaries and interfaces are involved in a waveguide, guided
waves show dispersion, i.e., the phase velocity (and group velocity) is frequency-
dependent. Thus, in order to obtain the dispersion diagrams we are looking for,
we will solve the problem for extended frequency ranges.

The section is organized as follows. In Sec. 2.3.1, we describe the geometrical
setup and definitions, followed by the general boundary conditions in Sec. 2.3.2. In
Sec. 2.3.3, we introduce the TMM and apply it for the modeling of shear horizontal
waves without encountering the numerical instability. This discussion is based on
the book of Nayfeh [22]. We perform adaptations on the characteristic equations
and develop a new routine for the calculation of the through thickness stress and
displacement components. Section 2.3.4 contains a comprehensive discussion of
the SMM, covering both the general case where Lamb and shear horizontal waves
are coupled, as well as the decoupled case. In this section, we rely strongly on the
papers published by Rokhlin and Wang [57, 58] and subsequently by Kamal [60].
Another highly recommended source is the book of Rokhlin et al. [59]. Again, we
introduce adaptations, namely on the algorithm for the global stiffness matrix for
symmetric layups as well as on the calculation of the transmitted and reflected
bulk wave amplitudes in a multilayered system. For the calculation of the stress
and displacement components in a single layer, we use a much simpler relation
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0 ◦

90 ◦

45 ◦

-45 ◦

Φ

[0/90/45/-45]

Φ = 10 ◦

[-10/80/35/-55]

FIG. 2.17. Wave propagation along a propagation angle of Φ = 10 ◦ in a [0/90/45/-45]
layup. A positive angle Φ results in a counterclockwise rotation of the prop-
agation direction with respect to the fiber orientations, yielding the effective
layup [0/90/45/-45]-10 = [-10/80/35/-55].

than the backpropagation recursive algorithm proposed by Rokhlin and Wang. In
Sec. 2.3.5, we discuss in detail which mode families occur depending on the symme-
try and coupling properties of layups, and we summarize the special characteristic
equations and boundary conditions, which allow us to solve for each mode family
separately. Finally, in Sec. 2.3.6, we show the calculation of the group velocity,
propagation time, as well as excitation angle and present exemplary dispersion
diagrams.

2.3.1 Geometrical Setup and General Description

In Sec. 2.1.4, we introduced the notation for a multilayered anisotropic system
like a composite plate, consisting of an arbitrary number of transversely isotropic
layers m with the thicknesses dm. As sketched in Fig. 2.1(b), we have assigned
local (crystallographic) coordinate systems x′i(m) = (x′1, x

′
2, x
′
3)(m), residing on top

of each layer such that the fibers are oriented along x′1(m), while x′3(m) is normal
to the mth layer. Furthermore, we have invoked the global coordinate system
xi = (x1, x2, x3). The local coordinate systems are rotated counterclockwise by
arbitrary angles Φm between x1 and x′1(m) about the x3-axis. We choose the global
coordinate system such that the x1-x3-plane coincides with the incidence plane of
the incoming plane wave, as depicted in Fig. 2.12. Guided wave propagation is
inherently along the x1-direction. We calculate each layer’s transformed stiffness
matrix components Cij(m) in the global coordinate system according to Eq. (2.37).
For example, if we consider a layup like [0/90/45/-45], as sketched in Fig. 2.17, and
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FIG. 2.18. Bulk wave pattern of the B3
4Lamb wave at 1.6 MHz·mm for wave propaga-

tion along 0 ◦ in SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135 [0/45/90]. L− and L+ are
evanescent in the upper two layers.

we want to perform our analysis for wave propagation along the Φ = 10 ◦-direction
in this layup, we need to transform the mth stiffness matrix for its respective
rotation angles Φm = −10 ◦, 80 ◦, 35 ◦, -55 ◦.

When an incident wave hits the top interface of the first (uppermost in our defi-
nition) layer, up to three scattered waves will be generated in this layer, namely L,
SV, and SH in isotropic materials and L, Sfast, and Sslow in transversely isotropic
materials. These waves propagate downward (−x3) at their respective refraction
angles until they reach the bottom interface of the first layer. Here, a certain pro-
portion of energy is transmitted into the second layer while the rest gets reflected,
propagating upward (+x3) at the same refraction angles. Hence, a maximum of
six bulk waves are propagating in the first and in all following layers, namely L−,
L+, SV−, SV+, and SH−, SH+ in isotropic materials and L−, L+, S−fast, S+

fast, and
S−slow, S+

slow in transversely isotropic materials. Figure 2.18 shows such a bulk wave
pattern in a layup consisting of three layers. In this particular case, L− and L+

are evanescent in the upper two layers.

2.3.2 General Boundary Conditions

While the bulk waves in an infinite medium are unconditionally described by the
field equations (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3), the presence of interfaces leads to restrictions
on the guided waves’ motion that have to be accounted for by the introduction of
boundary conditions. Firstly, we assume rigid bonding between the layers, implying

4The modal nomenclature used in this work is explained in Sec. 2.3.5.
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the continuity of stresses and displacements over the layers’ boundaries, namely

ui = ūi, σi3 = σ̄i3, i = 1, 2, 3, (2.89)

where ui, σi3 correspond to the originating layer and ūi, σ̄i3 to the continuing layer.
Secondly, we assume the plate to be surrounded by a vacuum. This means that no
energy can leak into the surrounding medium. Therefore, we require the vanishing
of the stress components at the top (x3 = 0) and bottom (x3 = −d) of the plate,
that is,

σ0
i3, σ

−d
i3 = 0, i = 1, 2, 3. (2.90)

Using the acoustical impedances Z = ρvp of aluminum alloy 1100 (ρ = 2710 kg/m3,
vp = 6142 m/s), air (ρ = 1.2 kg/m3, vp = 343 m/s), and water (ρ = 1000 kg/m3,
vp = 1500 m/s), and calculating the transmission T = 2Z1/(Z1 + Z2) through
the respective interface delivers values of Tair/alu = 4.9 × 10−5 and Twater/alu =
0.17. This demonstrates that assuming a vacuum (Tvacuum/alu = 0) is a very good
approximation for air as a surrounding medium, but not for water.

2.3.3 Transfer Matrix Method

In this section, the global transfer matrix is formulated for the general case, i.e.,
the composite contains layers with arbitrary fiber orientations Φm, and the guided
wave’s propagation direction Φ is also arbitrary in the x′1-x′2-plane. Then, the
modal solutions for pure shear horizontally polarized waves in the special case of
wave propagation along axes of symmetry are presented. Since shear horizontal
waves are never evanescent, we can use the TMM to solve them without encoun-
tering the numerical instability. Calculating dispersion curves for shear horizontal
waves with the TMM is also faster than by using the SMM. However, for the calcu-
lation of pure and coupled Lamb waves, we need the SMM since the TMM suffers
from the numerical instability in these cases.

General Layered Composite

Whereas in Sec. 2.2.1, we solved Christoffel’s equation (2.68) for the phase velocity
vp in terms of the propagation direction n′, we now solve it for the propagation
directions of the bulk waves for which all of them have the same wavenumber
component ξ (= ω/cp) along x1, as required by Snell’s law. Therefore, we recast
Eq. (2.63) into

(u1, u2, u3) = (U1, U2, U3)eiξ(x1+αx3−cpt), (2.91)

where cp is the phase velocity component along x1 and α is the ratio of the bulk
waves’ wavenumber components along the x3 and x1-directions α = ζ3/ζ1 = ζ3/ξ.
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Thus, referring back to Figs. 2.13-2.165, we have the horizontal component of the
slowness s1 = 1/cp and the vertical component s3 = α/cp so that we can give the
slowness as

s2 =
α2

c2
p

+
1

c2
p

, (2.92)

or equivalently

α2 = s2c2
p − 1. (2.93)

By substituting Eq. (2.91) into the displacement field equations (2.49)-(2.51), three
coupled equations are obtained,


C11 − ρc2

p + C55α
2 C16 + C45α

2 (C13 + C55)α
C66 − ρc2

p + C44α
2 (C36 + C45)α

sym C55 − ρc2
p + C33α

2





U1

U2

U3


 = 0, (2.94)

which we refer to as the wavenumber ratio form of Christoffel’s equation, while the
3 × 3 matrix is the corresponding Christoffel matrix Mij, i, j = 1, 2, 3. Similarly
as in Sec. 2.2.1, we have now obtained three homogeneous linear equations for the
displacement amplitudes Ui of the bulk waves. Nontrivial solutions for U1, U2, and
U3 require the vanishing of the determinant of the Christoffel matrix in Eq. (2.94),
yielding the sixth-degree polynomial equation

α6 + A1α
4 + A2α

2 + A3 = 0, (2.95)

with the coefficients A1, A2, and A3 given in Appendix C. Equation (2.95) has
six solutions αq, q = 1, 2, ..., 6, and again we use the analytical expressions given
in Appendix C to find them. As assigned in Eq. (C.5), we obtain three pairs of
solutions, corresponding to the downward and upward propagating bulk waves,

αL− = −αL+ , αS−fast
= −αS+

fast
, αS−slow

= −αS+
slow
. (2.96)

Bulk wave patterns like the one shown in Fig. 2.18 are constructed from αq. Sub-
stituting αq into Christoffel’s equation (2.94) delivers the bulk waves’ displacement
amplitude ratios Vq = U2q/U1q and Wq = U3q/U1q, namely

Vq =
m11(αq)m23(αq)−m13(αq)m12(αq)

m13(αq)m22(αq)−m12(αq)m23(αq)
, (2.97)

Wq =
m11(αq)m22(αq)−m12(αq)

2

m12(αq)m23(αq)−m22(αq)m13(αq)
, (2.98)

5See a graphic illustration of α in Sec. 2.4, Figs. 2.30 and 2.34.
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where the elements mij(αq) are the components of the Christoffel matrix. Now, for
convenience, the new variable σ∗ij = σij/iξ is introduced. Thus, the displacement
and stress field components can be written as

(u1, u2, u3) =
6∑

q=1

(1, Vq,Wq)U1qe
iξ(x1+αqx3−cpt),

(σ∗33, σ
∗
13, σ

∗
23) =

6∑

q=1

(D1q, D2q, D3q)U1qe
iξ(x1+αqx3−cpt),

(2.99)

where the stress amplitudes are obtained from Eq. (2.8) as

D1q = C13 + C36Vq + C33αqWq,

D2q = C55(αq +Wq) + C45αqVq,

D3q = C45(αq +Wq) + C44αqVq.

(2.100)

Thanks to the symmetry properties of αq given in Eq. (2.96), the amplitude ratios
Eqs. (2.97) and (2.98) have the properties

V2 = V1, V4 = V3, V6 = V5, (2.101)

W2 = −W1, W4 = −W3, W6 = −W5,

and likewise the stress amplitudes from Eq. (2.100)

D12 = D11, D14 = D13, D16 = D15,

D22 = −D21, D24 = −D23, D26 = −D25, (2.102)

D32 = −D31, D34 = −D33, D36 = −D35.

Let us consider a multilayered plate, consisting of m layers. We rewrite Eqs. (2.99)
in matrix form, relating the displacement and stress components at the top um,
σ∗m (x3(m) = 0) and bottom um+1, σ∗m+1 (x3(m) = −dm) of the mth layer to the
wave amplitude vectors U±m

[
um
σ∗m

]
=

[
P− P+H
D− D+H

]

m

[
U−m
U+
m

]
,

[
um+1

σ∗m+1

]
=

[
P−H P+

D−H D+

]

m

[
U−m
U+
m

]
,

(2.103)
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where dm is the thickness of the mth layer and

P− =




1 1 1
V1 V3 V5

W1 W3 W5


 , P+ =




1 1 1
V1 V3 V5

−W1 −W3 −W5


 ,

D− =



D11 D13 D15

D21 D23 D25

D31 D33 D35


 , D+ =



D11 D13 D15

−D21 −D23 −D25

−D31 −D33 −D35


 , (2.104)

H =




eiξα1x3 0 0
0 eiξα3x3 0
0 0 eiξα5x3


 , U± =



U11

U12

U13


 ,

where we suppress the common factor eiξ(x1−cpt) for brevity. By eliminating the
displacement amplitude vectors U±m from Eqs. (2.103), we relate the displacement
and stress field components at the top of the mth layer to those at its bottom

[
um+1

σ∗m+1

]
=

[
P−H P+

D−H D+

]

m

[
P− P+H
D− D+H

]−1

m

[
um
σ∗m

]
= Am

[
um
σ∗m

]
, (2.105)

where Am is the local transfer matrix of the mth layer. Equation (2.105) is writ-
ten out explicitly in Appendix D. By presenting the transfer matrix as given in
Eq. (2.105), we have adopted the form introduced by Rokhlin et al. in Refs. [57,59]
because it is more suitable to compare it with the stiffness matrix presented in
Sec. 2.3.4, Eq. (2.141). Of course, Eq. (2.105) is equivalent to the transfer ma-
trix representation given by Nayfeh in Ref. [22]. The global transfer matrix A is
obtained by the multiplication of the individual local transfer matrices

A = AmAm−1...A1. (2.106)

The global transfer matrix relates the displacements and stresses at the top of the
whole plate (x3 = 0) to those at its bottom (x3 = −d)

[
u−d
σ∗−d

]
= A

[
u0

σ∗0

]
, (2.107)

where d is the thickness of the plate. To find modal solutions to Eq. (2.107), we
use the stress free upper and lower surfaces condition specified in Eq. (2.90), and
write Eq. (2.107) in the form




u1

u2

u3

0
0
0



−d

= A




u1

u2

u3

0
0
0




0

→




0
0
0


 =



a41 a42 a43

a51 a52 a53

a61 a62 a63





u1

u2

u3




0

, (2.108)
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which requires the 3 × 3 submatrix to be singular. Therefore, the characteristic
function for the system is

det



a41 a42 a43

a51 a52 a53

a61 a62 a63


 = 0. (2.109)

Equation (2.109) can be solved numerically in order to determine the guided wave’s
phase velocity dispersion versus the frequency or wavenumber.

However, the TMM suffers from a well-known numerical instability. The problem
occurs with increasing frequency or layer thickness when the critical angle in one or
more layers is reached so that bulk waves become evanescent, as the case for L− and
L+ in the upper two layers in Fig. 2.18. Then, instead of having sinusoidal wave
functions eiξx3 , the wavenumber ξ turns complex, leading to decaying functions
e±ξx3 . These functions can become very small and very large. In principle, these
terms possess no problem since they cancel out upon carrying out the transfer
matrix operation. However, they quickly fall below the precision of a computer,
providing only a finite number of significant digits, thereby causing the numerical
instability. In practice, on a computer with increasing frequency or layer thickness,
the H matrix will eventually contain only zeros. From Eq. (2.105), we see that in
the two matrices from which the transfer matrix Am is calculated, entire columns
will turn zero, rendering the matrices singular. The numerical instability comes
from the fact that the inverse of the right-hand matrix is undefined. The problem
cannot be solved by simply increasing the computer’s precision, due to the extreme
behavior of the exponential functions with real arguments. Instead, a complete
reformulation of the problem is needed to avoid the singular matrices. This will
be the topic in Sec. 2.3.4.

Propagation Along Axes of Symmetry

The physical reason why we do not encounter the numerical instability in the follow-
ing algorithms is because shear horizontal waves are never evanescent. Practically,
this means that we do not face the decaying exponential functions and therefore no
singular matrices with undefined inverses can occur. In fact, we can perform the
matrix inversion analytically if we solve for the shear horizontally polarized modes
in the case of wave propagation along axes of symmetry. Then, the solutions de-
couple into pure Lamb modes, governed by the field equations (2.52) and (2.54),
and pure shear horizontal modes, described by Eq. (2.53), but this occurs only in
layups containing solely layers with Φm = 0 ◦, 90 ◦ fiber orientations, while the wave
propagation must be along either of those directions as well. Hence, x3 coincides
with x′3, and x1 can coincide with either x′1 or x′2 for 0 ◦ or 90 ◦ orientation, re-
spectively (see Fig. 2.1(a)). As shown in Fig. 2.19(a), for guided wave propagation
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(a) (b)

FIG. 2.19. Bulk waves generated in SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135 through plane wave
incidence from air at (a) Θin = 2 ◦, Φm = 0 ◦ and (b) Φm = 90 ◦. Both pictures
show partial decoupling so that pure Lamb and shear horizontal waves can
evolve.

along 0 ◦, L and Sfast are coupled with polarization in the x′1-x′3-plane, while Sslow

with its polarization in the x′2-x′3-plane is decoupled from L and Sfast. Therefore,
L and Sfast contribute to a pure Lamb wave and Sslow to a pure shear horizontal
mode. However, for wave propagation along 90 ◦, Fig. 2.19(b) shows that Sfast and
Sslow have exchanged their roles. Now, the pure Lamb wave evolves through the
coupling of L and Sslow, while Sfast contributes to the pure shear horizontal mode.
We notice also that the polarization vector of Sslow lies in the x′2-x′3-plane in both
cases. We showed in Sec. 2.2.1 that this is the case for any propagation direction,
unlike the case for L and Sfast. In this section, we focus on the pure shear horizontal
mode only. Pure Lamb modes are treated in Sec. 2.3.4. Therefore, the governing
equation of motion, written in the global coordinate system xi, is
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FIG. 2.20. Bulk wave pattern of the pure B′2 shear horizontal wave at 2 MHz·mm for
wave propagation along 0 ◦ in SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135 [0/90].

C66
∂2u2

∂x2
1

+ C44
∂2u2

∂x2
3

= ρ
∂2u2

∂t2
, (2.110)

and the corresponding stress-strain relation

σ23 = C44
∂u2

∂x3

, (2.111)

with the formal solution

u2 = U2eiξ(x1+αx3−cpt), (2.112)

yielding

α1,2 = ±
√
ρc2

p − C66

C44

, (2.113)

so that the displacement and stress field components are given by

u2 =
2∑

q=1

U2qe
iξ(x1+αqx3−cpt),

σ∗23 =
2∑

q=1

D3qU2qe
iξ(x1+αqx3−cpt),

(2.114)

respectively, where the stress amplitude is obtained from Eq. (2.111), namely

D3q = C44αq. (2.115)
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The two values for α correspond to the downward and upward propagating bulk
waves S−slow and S+

slow in case of guided wave propagation along 0 ◦ (fiber direction),
and S−fast and S+

fast for propagation along 90 ◦, as shown in Fig. 2.20. In the following
derivation of the transfer matrix, we adopt the formalism introduced by Nayfeh in
Ref. [22]. Accordingly, by using superposition and suppressing the common factor
eiξ(x1−cpt), the displacement and stress field components are given by

[
u2

σ∗23

]

m

=

[
1 1

C44α1 −C44α1

]

m

[
U21eiξα1x3

U22e−iξα1x3

]

m

. (2.116)

Denoting the 2×2 matrix in Eq. (2.116) as Xm, and defining

Em =

[
eiξα1x3 0

0 e−iξα1x3

]
, (2.117)

we use Nayfeh’s formalism for the local transfer matrix of the mth layer Am

Am = XmEmX
−1
m . (2.118)

We can perform the inversion of Xm analytically

X−1
m =

[
1/2 1/(2C44α1)
1/2 −1/(2C44α1)

]
, (2.119)

and then carry out Eq. (2.118) to obtain

[
u2

σ∗23

]

m+1

=

[
cos ηm i/Dm sin ηm

iDm sin ηm cos ηm

] [
u2

σ∗23

]

m

= Am

[
u2

σ∗23

]

m

, (2.120)

where ηm = αmξdm and Dm = αmC44. With the 2 × 2 matrix in Eq. (2.120),
we have obtained an analytical expression for the individual local transfer matrix,
which contains the matrix inversion a priori so that we do not have to perform it
during the numerical computation procedure. Similarly to what we have shown for
the general case, Eq. (2.120) relates the displacement and stress field components
at the top of the mth layer (x3(m) = 0) to those at its bottom (x3(m) = −dm).
Finally, the global transfer matrix A is again obtained by the multiplication of the
individual local transfer matrices according to Eq. (2.106), leading us to

[
u2

σ∗23

]

−d
=

[
a11 a12

a21 a22

] [
u2

σ∗23

]

0

, (2.121)

relating the displacement and stress at the bottom surface of the plate (x3 = −d)
to that at the top surface of the plate (x3 = 0). Modal solutions are determined by
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imposing stress free plate surfaces, which leads to the simple characteristic function

a21 = 0. (2.122)

If the plate consists of an n-times repetition of a unit cell, the condition
[
u2

σ∗23

]

−d
=

[
u2

σ∗23

]

0

eiξd, (2.123)

must be satisfied. Then, the characteristic function for modal solutions is

det

[
a11 − 1 a12

a21 a22 − 1

]
= 0. (2.124)

Notice that the fundamental shear horizontal mode is nondispersive in the decou-
pled case with cp =

√
C66/ρ.

Based on the above formalism for shear horizontal modes, we introduce adap-
tations on Eqs. (2.120), (2.122), and (2.124) since we could not obtain the modal
solutions with them for every layup type and mode shape symmetry. Furthermore,
we develop a calculation routine for the internal stress and displacement field com-
ponents σ∗23 and u2 in shear horizontal modes. The displacement field is required
to identify, if it exists, the symmetric or antisymmetric character of the modes.

The following discussion is conducted for symmetric and nonsymmetric layups
separately. The reason for this is that guided waves, be it Lamb or shear hori-
zontal modes, have a definite symmetric or antisymmetric character in terms of
the displacement field component u1 for Lamb modes and u2 for shear horizontal
modes only in symmetric layups. This can be a single layer or a layup that is
mirrored in terms of its fiber orientation as well as the layer thickness with respect
to the middle plane of the laminate. Then, u1,2 have the same absolute value and
sign at the top and bottom surfaces of the plate in such cases of symmetric modes,
and the same absolute value but opposite signs at the outer surfaces in cases of
antisymmetric modes.

In the following, the local transfer matrix contained in Eq. (2.120) is denoted
as Ac

m, where the “c” indicates that the matrix contains complex values. A sec-
ond matrix Ar

m is introduced that is actually Ac
m, but without the two imaginary

numbers “i” in it. This matrix contains only real values

Ar
m =

[
cos ηm sinηm/Dm

Dm sin ηm cos ηm

]
. (2.125)
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Symmetric Layups For a single layer, the characteristic function for symmetric
and antisymmetric shear horizontal modes is

ar
21(m) = 0, m = 1. (2.126)

For antisymmetric modes in layups containing more than one layer, a TMM style
solution could not be found yet. The solution of these is presented in Sec. 2.3.4.
Here, we present only the solutions for symmetric modes. A simple symmetric
multilayered layup is [0/90]s, having four layers. To obtain the global transfer
matrix, we multiply the local transfer matrices

Ar = Ar
2A

r
1, (2.127)

and then solve the characteristic function

ar
21 = 0. (2.128)

In fact, it is sufficient to multiply only the local transfer matrices of one half of
the symmetric layup in Eqs. (2.127), (2.129), and (2.130). Multiplying all local
transfer matrices yields the same dispersion curves.

In case of multiple repetitions, like [0/90]ns, n = 2, 3, ..., the solution depends
on the order p of the respective mode. The fundamental shear horizontal mode
(which is nondispersive) has the order p = 0. The higher order modes are counted
in their sequence of increasing cut-off frequencies by p = 1, 2, ..., i.e., from left to
right in the dispersion diagram. If the mode order is an integer multiple of the
number of repetitions n, i.e., p = n, 2n, ..., we use

Ar = Ar
mA

r
m−1...A

r
1 (2.129)

and solve Eq. (2.128). Otherwise, we need

Ac = Ac
mA

c
m−1...A

c
1, (2.130)

and then solve

det

[
ac

11 − 1 ac
12

ac
21 ac

22 + 1

]
= 0. (2.131)

Notice the different sign in Eq. (2.131) as compared to Eq. (2.124).

Nonsymmetric Layups As stated above, no separation into symmetric and an-
tisymmetric modes is possible in nonsymmetric layups. The simplest layup [0/90]
has to be processed by Eqs. (2.127) and (2.128), and multiple repetitions [0/90]n,
n = 2, 3, ..., in the same way as shown for symmetric layups. All characteristic
functions are summarized in Table 2.7.
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Displacement and Stress Field Calculation In the following, we return the
imaginary identity to the local transfer matrices Ar

m with only real numbers in
it. This is achieved by the elementwise multiplication

Ac
m = Ar

m ◦
[
1 i
i 1

]
. (2.132)

An m-layered plate has m + 1 interfaces, where m = 1 corresponds to the top
surface and m + 1 corresponds to the bottom surface. First, we calculate the dis-
placement and stress field components u2(m) and σ∗23(m) at all interfaces, assuming

their continuity at the interfaces, as stated by Eq. (2.89). We start with the up-
permost layer m = 1. At the top of this layer, we set the displacement to u2(1) = 1
and the stress to σ∗23(1) = 0. Then, we obtain u2(2) and σ∗23(2) at the bottom of this
layer via its local transfer matrix

[
u2

σ∗23

]

2

=

[
ac

11(1) ac
12(1)

ac
21(1) ac

22(1)

] [
u2

σ∗23

]

1

, (2.133)

which results in

u2(2) = ac
11(1), σ∗23(2) = ac

21(1). (2.134)

To get u2(3) and σ∗23(3) at the bottom of the second layer (m = 2), we multiply the
local transfer matrices of the first and second layers

A∗c = Ac
(1)A

c
(2). (2.135)

Here, A∗c is the transfer matrix relating the displacement and stress field compo-
nents at the top of the uppermost layer (i.e., at the top of the plate), to those at
the bottom of the second layer. Substituting A∗c into Eq. (2.133) and considering
the stress free upper plate surface yields

u2(3) = a∗c11, σ∗23(3) = a∗c21. (2.136)

We repeat this procedure until we have obtained the displacement u2(m+1) and
stress σ∗23(m+1) at the bottom of the plate. Once we have the displacements and
stresses at all interfaces, we can calculate both components inside each layer. The
now known displacements u0

2(m) and stresses σ∗023(m) at the top (x′3(m) = 0) and

bottom u−d2(m), σ
∗−d
23(m), (x′3(m) = −dm) interface of the mth layer can be written in

terms of their respective local transfer matrix and amplitudes Uu
2q(m), U

σ
2q(m)

6

u0
2(m) = ac

11(m)U
u
21(m) + ac

12(m)U
u
22(m)e

iξαmdm ,

u−d2(m) = ac
11(m)U

u
21(m)e

iξαmdm + ac
12(m)U

u
22(m),

σ∗023(m) = ac
21(m)U

σ
21(m) + ac

22(m)U
σ
22(m)e

iξαmdm ,

σ∗−d23(m) = ac
21(m)U

σ
21(m)e

iξαmdm + ac
22(m)U

σ
22(m).

(2.137)

6These are not the physical bulk wave amplitudes given in Eq. (2.116).
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(a) (b)

FIG. 2.21. (a) Through thickness displacement and (b) stress profiles of the S′1 shear
horizontal wave for propagation parallel and normal to the fibers in unidi-
rectional SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135. This mode is determined as sym-
metric since the displacement component u2 has the same sign at the top
and bottom of the plate. Unlike the stress component σ12, σ23 is zero at the
surfaces since we assume the plate to be surrounded by a vacuum. All other
stress components vanish completely. Unlike what we observe in Lamb waves,
the displacement profiles of pure shear horizontal waves are not frequency-
dependent.

Here, we suppress the common factor eiξ(x1−cpt) since we are interested only in the
x3-dependency of the displacement and stress. From Eqs. (2.137), we deduce the
amplitudes as

Uu
21(m) =

u0
2(m) −

u0
2(m)

eiξαmdm−u−d
2(m)

e2iξαmdm−1
eiξαmdm

ac
11(m)

,

Uu
22(m) =

u0
2(m)e

iξαmdm − u−d2(m)

ac
12(m)(e

2iξαmdm − 1)
,

Uσ
21(m) =

σ∗023(m) −
σ∗0
23(m)

eiξαmdm−σ∗−d
23(m)

e2iξαmdm−1
eiξαmdm

ac
21(m)

,

Uσ
22(m) =

σ∗023(m)e
iξαmdm − σ∗−d23(m)

ac
22(m)(e

2iξαmdm − 1)
.

(2.138)
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(a) (b)

FIG. 2.22. Displacement patterns of (a) S′1 and (b) A′1 shear horizontal waves
for propagation parallel or normal to the fibers in unidirectional
SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135. The propagation direction is normal to the
image plane, and displacement takes place only in the x2-direction. The
displacement is scaled up for clarity.

Now, we can calculate the displacement and stress at any point x3 inside the mth
layer by using

u2(m) = ac
11(m)U

u
21(m)e

iξαmx3(m) + ac
12(m)U

u
22(m)e

iξαm(dm−x3(m)),

σ∗23(m) = ac
21(m)U

σ
21(m)e

iξαmx3(m) + ac
22(m)U

σ
22(m)e

iξαm(dm−x3(m)).
(2.139)

This procedure can be done for every layer in order to obtain the complete dis-
placement and stress profiles of a layup, as shown in Fig. 2.21. For the calculation
of the only other nonzero stress component σ12, however, we must use a routine
based on the stiffness matrix (2.166) and the backpropagation recursive algorithm
discussed in Sec. 2.3.4. Through the reintroduction of the factor eiξ(x1−cpt), we can
animate displacement patterns, giving us beautiful impressions of the mode shapes
of guided waves. The reader is encouraged to download the DC [64] and try this
out by himself. Figure 2.22 shows single frames from such animations.

If symmetric and antisymmetric shear horizontal modes exist, we can determine
their character very fast. We just set the displacement at the top of the plate to
u0

2 = 1. Then, the displacement at the bottom of the plate is given by u−d2 = ac
11,

where Ac is the global transfer matrix. If u−d2 = 1, the shear horizontal mode is
symmetric, and if u−d2 = −1, the shear horizontal mode is antisymmetric.

2.3.4 Stiffness Matrix Method

Similarly as in Sec. 2.3.3, the stiffness matrix is first introduced for the general
case, and then it is specialized to the case when the decoupling of Lamb and
shear horizontal modes occurs. The calculation of the displacement and stress
field components is presented for both cases.
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2 Modeling of Guided Waves

General Layered Composite

In Sec. 2.3.3, we have discussed that the numerical instability of the TMM results
from the presence of singular matrices for which the inverse is undefined. The sin-
gular matrices in turn come from the exponential terms covering entire columns in
those matrices. In case some bulk waves are evanescent, these columns will be filled
by zeros. Rokhlin and Wang [57] have rearranged the transfer matrix formulation
in such a way that the exponential terms are absent from the diagonal elements,
thereby avoiding the singular matrices and the numerical instability altogether.
Accordingly, we reorganize Eqs. (2.103) into

[
um
um+1

]
=

[
P− P+H
P−H P+

]

m

[
U−m
U+
m

]
,

[
σ∗m
σ∗m+1

]
=

[
D− D+H
D−H D+

]

m

[
U−m
U+
m

]
,

(2.140)

relating the displacement and stress components at the top um, σ∗m (x3(m) = 0)
and bottom um+1, σ∗m+1 (x3(m) = −dm) of the mth layer to the wave amplitude
vectors U±m. Similarly as performed to obtain the transfer matrix in Sec. 2.3.3,
we eliminate the displacement amplitude vectors from Eqs. (2.140) to relate the
stresses at the top σ∗m and bottom σ∗m+1 of the mth layer to the displacements at
the top um and bottom um+1 via the stiffness matrix Km

[
σ∗m
σ∗m+1

]
=

[
D− D+H
D−H D+

]

m

[
P− P+H
P−H P+

]−1

m

[
um
um+1

]
= Km

[
um
um+1

]
. (2.141)

Kamal and Giurgiutiu [60] have written out Eq. (2.141) in a form that is well suited
for its implementation into code, and which is reproduced in Appendix E. In order
to obtain the global stiffness matrix of a multilayered plate, the local layer stiffness
matrices Km must be calculated first. Consider the local stiffness matrices of two
neighboring layers

[
σ∗1
σ∗2

]
=

[
KA

11 KA
12

KA
21 KA

22

] [
u1

u2

]
,

[
σ∗2
σ∗3

]
=

[
KB

11 KB
12

KB
21 KB

22

] [
u2

u3

]
. (2.142)

Rokhlin and Wang’s recursive algorithm is used to combine them

[
σ∗1
σ∗3

]
=

[
KA

11 + KA
12(KB

11 −KA
22)−1KA

21 −KA
12(KB

11 −KA
22)−1KB

12

KB
21(KB

11 −KA
22)−1KA

21 KB
22 −KB

21(KB
11 −KA

22)−1KB
12

] [
u1

u3

]
.

(2.143)

Calling the obtained matrix KA and the stiffness matrix of the third layer KB, we
can recursively use Eq. (2.143) to obtain the global stiffness matrix, relating the
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2.3 Multilayered Transversely Isotropic Waveguides

stresses and displacements at the top and bottom of the whole plate. If the plate
consists of a periodic repetition of a unit cell, we denote the stiffness matrix of the
unit cell KA, and use Eq. (2.143) with KB = KA as many times as repetitions
are contained in the plate. By that way, we obtain the global stiffness matrix
very efficiently without recursively multiplying every single local stiffness matrix
in every repetition. If the layup is symmetric, we have to calculate the stiffness
matrix of one half of the layup KA. Our alternative formalism to the one presented
by Rokhlin and Wang for the global stiffness matrix K is given by

[
σ∗1
σ∗3

]
=

[
KA

11 + KA
12(KA

22 ◦ I−KA
22)−1KA

21 −KA
12(KA

22 ◦ I−KA
22)−1(KA

21 ◦ I)
(KA

12 ◦ I)(KA
22 ◦ I−KA

22)−1KA
21 KA

11 ◦ I− (KA
12 ◦ I)(KA

22 ◦ I−KA
22)−1(KA

21 ◦ I)

]

·
[
u1

u3

]
, (2.144)

with the symmetry identity matrix

I =




1 1 −1
−1 −1 1
−1 −1 1


 . (2.145)

The characteristic function for modal solutions is

detK = 0. (2.146)

For the calculation of the displacement and stress field components in a single layer,
we abstain from using Rokhlin and Wang’s backpropagation recursive algorithm,
which is introduced below, but suggest to use Eq. (2.140) in the form

[
σ∗0
σ∗−d

]
=

[
D− D+H
D−H D+

] [
U−

U+

]
= D

[
U−

U+

]
= 0, (2.147)

where U− comprises the displacement amplitudes of the three downward propa-
gating bulk waves Uq, q = 1, 3, 5, and U+ contains the amplitudes of the three
upward propagating ones Uq, q = 2, 4, 6. The usual procedure is to set one bulk
wave amplitude to unity. Then, we can determine the amplitudes of the other bulk
waves in terms of the first one. With setting U1 = 1, our approach yields




U2

U3

U4

U5

U6




= −




d22 d23 d24 d25 d26

d32 d33 d34 d35 d36

d42 d43 d44 d45 d46

d52 d53 d54 d55 d56

d62 d63 d64 d65 d66




−1 


d21

d31

d41

d51

d61



. (2.148)
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2 Modeling of Guided Waves

Now, we can calculate the displacement and stress field components at any coor-
dinate x3 using

u1 = U1eiξα1x3 + U2eiξα3x3 + U3eiξα5x3

+ U4eiξα1(d−x3) + U5eiξα3(d−x3) + U6eiξα5(d−x3),

u2 = V1U1eiξα1x3 + V3U2eiξα3x3 + V5U3eiξα5x3

+ V1U4eiξα1(d−x3) + V3U5eiξα3(d−x3) + V5U6eiξα5(d−x3),

u3 = W1U1eiξα1x3 +W3U2eiξα3x3 +W5U3eiξα5x3

−W1U4eiξα1(d−x3) −W3U5eiξα3(d−x3) −W5U6eiξα5(d−x3),

σ∗33 = D11U1eiξα1x3 +D13U2eiξα3x3 +D15U3eiξα5x3

+D11U4eiξα1(d−x3) +D13U5eiξα3(d−x3) +D15U6eiξα5(d−x3),

σ∗13 = D21U1eiξα1x3 +D23U2eiξα3x3 +D25U3eiξα5x3

−D21U4eiξα1(d−x3) −D23U5eiξα3(d−x3) −D25U6eiξα5(d−x3),

σ∗23 = D31U1eiξα1x3 +D33U2eiξα3x3 +D35U3eiξα5x3

−D31U4eiξα1(d−x3) −D33U5eiξα3(d−x3) −D35U6eiξα5(d−x3).

(2.149)

For the remaining stress components σ∗11, σ∗12, and σ∗22, we obtain the stress ampli-
tudes from Eq. (2.8) and substitute them into the corresponding Eqs. 2.149. To
distinguish symmetric from antisymmetric modes, we calculate u1 for x3 = 0, d.
If both values have the same sign, the mode is symmetric, and if they have the
opposite sign, the mode is antisymmetric.

The calculation of the displacements and stresses in a multilayered system is
more sophisticated. According to Ref. [57], the displacement at the top and bot-
tom of the system is given by

u0 = P−0 Uin + P+
0 Ur, u−d = P−−dUt, (2.150)

where Uin,Ur, and Ut are the incident, reflected, and transmitted three bulk wave
amplitudes, respectively. However, instead of using the explicit relations for the
stresses, as shown in Ref. [57], we suggest to use σ∗0,σ

∗
−d = 0. Therefore, by

substituting Eq. (2.150) into
[
σ∗0
σ∗−d

]
=

[
K11 K12

K21 K22

] [
u0

u−d

]
= 0, (2.151)

we obtain the simpler relation for stress-free surfaces

[
Ur

Ut

]
=

[
−K11P

+
0 −K12P

−
−d

K21P
+
0 K22P

−
−d

]−1 [
K11P

−
0

−K21P
−
0

]
Uin, (2.152)
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2.3 Multilayered Transversely Isotropic Waveguides

(a) (b)

FIG. 2.23. Through thickness (a) displacement and (b) stress profiles of the A0

Lamb wave at 2 MHz·mm for propagation along 45 ◦ in unidirectional
SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135. The antisymmetric character of this mode
is determined by the displacement component u1 having opposite signs at the
top and bottom of the plate.

with

Uin =




1
0
0


 . (2.153)

Notice that Kij are submatrices of the global stiffness matrix. With the now known
reflection and transmission coefficients Ur and Ut, we can solve Eq. (2.150). In
order to get the displacements and stresses at the inner interfaces, we use the
backpropagation recursive algorithm proposed by Rokhlin and Wang. In contrast
to our procedure presented in Sec. 2.3.3, now we have to start with the lowermost
layer m. We have already obtained the displacements at the bottom of this layer
u−d. Then, um at the top of this layer is given by

um = (Km
11 −K∗22)−1K∗21u0 − (Km

11 −K∗22)−1Km
12um+1, (2.154)

where Km is the local stiffness matrix of the mth layer and K∗ is the total stiff-
ness matrix of the top m − 1 layers. We repeat this procedure until we have the
displacements at the bottom of the top layer. Now, we calculate the six bulk wave
amplitudes for each layer by

[
U−m
U+
m

]
=

[
P− P+H
P−H P+

]−1

m

[
um
um+1

]
. (2.155)
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2 Modeling of Guided Waves

(a) (b)

FIG. 2.24. Displacement patterns of (a) S0 and (b) A0 Lamb waves at 1.4 MHz·mm
for propagation along 45 ◦ in unidirectional SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135.
The displacement is scaled up for clarity.

Finally, we use Eqs. (2.149) for each layer to get their respective displacement
and stress field components inside the layers at the locations x3(m). To distinguish
between symmetric and antisymmetric modes in multilayered systems, we reduce
Eq. (2.150) to

u0
1 = 1 +

[
1 1 1

]
Ur, u−d1 =

[
1 1 1

]
Ut. (2.156)

Propagation Along Axes of Symmetry

Lamb Waves We have already discussed the decoupling into pure Lamb and
shear horizontal waves in Sec. 2.3.3. Accordingly, pure Lamb waves are formed
through the superposition of only four bulk waves per layer (two downward and
two upward propagating ones), possessing displacement only in the x1-x3-plane
(see exemplary bulk wave pattern in Fig. 2.25). Therefore, Eq. (2.91) reduces to

(u1, u3) = (U1, U3)eiξαx3 , (2.157)

wherein the common factor eiξ(x1−cpt) is suppressed. Substituting Eq. (2.157) into
the expanded displacement field equations (2.52) and (2.54) delivers

[
C11 − ρc2

p + C55α
2 (C13 + C55)α

sym C55 − ρc2
p + C33α

2

] [
U1

U3

]
= 0. (2.158)

Nontrivial solutions for U1, U3 require the vanishing of the Christoffel matrix
determinant in Eq. (2.158), yielding the fourth-degree polynomial equation

A1α
4 + A2α

2 + A3 = 0, (2.159)
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2.3 Multilayered Transversely Isotropic Waveguides

FIG. 2.25. Bulk wave pattern of the pure B4 Lamb wave at 2 MHz·mm for wave propa-
gation along 0 ◦ in SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135 [0/90].

with the coefficients

A1 = C33C55,

A2 = C55(C55 − ρc2
p) + C33(C11 − ρc2

p)− (C13 + C55)2,

A3 = (C55 − ρc2
p)(C11 − ρc2

p).

(2.160)

Equation (2.159) admits four solutions αq, q = 1, 2, 3, 4, given by

αq = ±

√
−A2 ±

√
A2

2 − 4A1A3

2A1

. (2.161)

The four values for α correspond to the upward and downward propagation bulk
waves L+ and L− and either S−fast and S+

fast in case of guided wave propagation
along 0 ◦ (fiber direction), or S−slow and S+

slow for propagation along 90 ◦, as shown
in Fig. 2.25. Substituting αq into Christoffel’s equation (2.158) delivers the bulk
wave amplitude ratio Wq = U3q/U1q, namely

Wq =
−m11(αq)

m12(αq)
=
ρc2

p − C11 − C55α
2
q

(C13 + C55)αq
. (2.162)

Now, the displacement and stress field components are represented as

(u1, u3) =
4∑

q=1

(1,Wq)U1qe
iξαqx3 ,

(σ∗33, σ
∗
13) =

4∑

q=1

(D1q, D2q)U1qe
iξαqx3 ,

(2.163)
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2 Modeling of Guided Waves

(a) (b)

FIG. 2.26. Through thickness (a) displacement and (b) stress profiles of the pure
S0 Lamb wave at 2 MHz·mm for propagation along 0 ◦ in unidirectional
SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135. The symmetric character of this mode is
determined by the displacement component u1 having equal signs at the top
and bottom of the plate.

with the stress amplitudes obtained from Eq. (2.8)

D1q = C13 + C33αqWq,

D2q = C55(αq +Wq).
(2.164)

Finally, the stiffness matrix in Eq. (E.1) turns into Eq. (E.2). All further opera-
tions, which have been explained for the general layered case, can be conducted
also in their reduced form in the decoupled case, and do not need to be repeated
here. We note only that the symmetry identity matrix is now given as

I =

[
1 −1
−1 1

]
. (2.165)

Shear Horizontal Waves As stated in Sec. 2.3.3, we have no TMM style solution
for antisymmetric shear horizontal modes in symmetric multilayered systems. In-
stead, we use a relation offered by Wang and Rokhlin [58], where the local stiffness
matrix of the mth layer is given as

Km =
iC44αξ

e2 − 1

[
−1− e2 2e
−2e 1 + e2

]
, (2.166)

where e = eiξαdm and α =
√

(ρc2
p − C66)/C44. Now, we can apply Eqs. (2.142)-

(2.144) to obtain the global stiffness matrix (with the symmetry identity I =
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2.3 Multilayered Transversely Isotropic Waveguides

TABLE 2.6. Possible configurations in
transversely isotropic speci-
mens.

symmetric decoupled modes

X X S, A, S′, A′

X × S, Aa

× X B, B′

× × B
a S and A exist also in nonsymmetric

layups in certain cases, see below.

−1). However, in order to get the displacement and stress, we have to compute
the individual local transfer matrices Ac

m according to Eq. (2.120). This can be
done by entering the corresponding phase velocities, which we obtained during the
dispersion curve tracing procedure with the use of Eq. (2.166). Then, we can apply
Eqs. (2.133)-(2.139).

2.3.5 Special Boundary Conditions

So far, we have obtained the characteristic equations for guided waves in multi-
layered transversely isotropic waveguides, and we have seen that different mode
families can occur depending on the symmetry and coupling properties of the
layup. In principle, we could solve for the modal solutions in both the coupled and
decoupled cases with one and the same characteristic function (2.146). However,
it is not only faster to use special characteristic functions and boundary conditions
for the various mode families. Besides obtaining the additional information of
what families the traced modes belong to, the main benefit is a reduction or even
complete avoidance of the well-known jumping mode problem occurring during the
dispersion curve tracing. Here, the tracing algorithm jumps to a crossing mode
such that the wrong mode is traced from the crossing point onward. Therefore,
we invoke the individual characteristic functions and boundary conditions for each
mode family, summarized in Table 2.7. To enable this, we must first determine
which kind of mode families we have to expect in a given layup. Basically, there
exist the following six different mode families:

1. Symmetric Lamb waves (S)

2. Symmetric shear horizontal waves (S′)

3. Antisymmetric Lamb waves (A)
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A′1 A1

S1

S′1 A′2

(a)

A1 A2

S1

S2 A3

(b)

B′1 B2 B3 B′2 B4

(c)

B2 B3 B4 B5 B6

(d)

FIG. 2.27. Dispersion diagrams for wave propagation along (a) 0 ◦ in unidirectional,
(b) 30 ◦ in unidirectional, (c) 0 ◦ in [0/90], and (d) 30 ◦ in [0/90]
SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135.

4. Antisymmetric shear horizontal waves (A′)

5. Nonsymmetric Lamb waves (B)

6. Nonsymmetric shear horizontal waves (B′)

Guided waves in the coupled case are called Lamb waves anyway in reminiscence
to Sir Horace Lamb who described Lamb waves mathematically for the first time
in 1917 [3]7. Lamb dealt only with isotropic media wherein the coupling does not
occur. In this work, we denote guided waves in nonsymmetric layups unconven-
tionally with the letter “B”. The decoupling into Lamb and shear horizontal waves

7Some researchers use the terms “Lamb-like” of “shear horizontal-like” for coupled modes with
predominantly sagittal or shear horizontal displacement, respectively, but we avoid them since
“predominant” is a rather loose definition.
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TABLE 2.7. Special characteristic functions and boundary conditions for the
tracing of the six mode families.

Family Situation Characteristic functions
& boundary conditions

S detK = 0, |detK| = min, u++
1

a

A detK = 0, |detK| = min, u+−
1

b

B detK = 0, |detK| = min
S′, B′ Single layer/Single unit cell ar

21(1) = 0 / ar
21 = 0

Periodic, p = n, 2n, ... ar
21 = 0

Periodic, p 6= n, 2n, ... det

[
ac

11 − 1 ac
12

ac
21 ac

22 + 1

]
= 0

A′ Single layer ar
21(m) = 0

Else detK = 0

S′0, B′0 Decoupled case Nondispersive, cp =
√
C66/ρ

a u1 at the plate’s top and bottom have the same sign.
b u1 at the plate’s top and bottom have the opposite sign.

and the separation into symmetric and antisymmetric modes obeys the following
rules:

1. Lamb and shear horizontal waves decouple if the laminate consists solely of
0 ◦ and 90 ◦ layers, and the wave propagation is along either direction.

2. Symmetric and antisymmetric modes can be distinguished if the laminate is
symmetric (including a single layer), or if the laminate is nonsymmetric and
the propagation direction is centered, like 40 ◦ in [0/80] or 45 ◦ in [0/45/90].

Of the six mode families named above, a maximum of four different ones can
occur in symmetric layups and a maximum of two can appear in nonsymmetric
layups. By contrast, in isotropic materials, we can always distinguish S, A, S′,
and A′. The four possible configurations in transversely isotropic materials are
listed in Table 2.6. Accordingly, in the decoupled case in symmetric layups, we
have symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb and shear horizontal waves. For each
of those families, the dispersion curves do not cross. Therefore, by using the spe-
cial characteristic functions and boundary conditions corresponding to those four
families, the jumping mode problem cannot occur at all. This situation is illus-
trated in Fig. 2.27(a). There are four crossing points between modes belonging to
different mode families. Without the mode family-specific characteristic functions
and boundary conditions, there would be a high risk of mode jumping at those
points. If we consider a symmetric layup with arbitrary fiber orientations and
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2 Modeling of Guided Waves

wave propagation directions (coupled case), we can only distinguish between sym-
metric and antisymmetric modes. Now, the crossing of Lamb waves belonging to
the same family can occur (although it does not in Fig. 2.27(b)), and appropriate
algorithms are required to control the jumping mode behavior in this case. As
can be seen in Fig. 2.27(c), in the decoupled case in nonsymmetric layups, we can
only separate Lamb and shear horizontal waves, whereas in the coupled case shown
in Fig. 2.27(d), there is no separation into different mode families possible at all.
In summary, the crossing of Lamb wave dispersion curves can occur in the cases
treated in Figs. 2.27(b), 2.27(c), and 2.27(d). Pure shear horizontal modes are
special in that they never cross each other even if they belong to different families,
as the case in Fig. 2.27(a). Because of that, we don’t need to check the signs of
the displacement u2 at the plate’s top and bottom during the tracing. This is done
only to classify the modes in the course of the initial frequency sweep, as explained
in Sec. 2.5. Moreover, the curve tracings of both families are already distinguished
through the use of different characteristic functions, except if the plate is single-
layered (see Table 2.7). The fundamental pure shear horizontal waves S′0 and B′0
don’t need to be traced since they are nondispersive.

2.3.6 Group Velocity, Propagation Time, and Excitation Angle

Once we have obtained a phase velocity dispersion curve, we can calculate the
group velocity cg using the relation

cg =
dω

dξ
. (2.167)

By substituting ξ = ω/cp, we have

cg = dω

(
d

(
ω

cp

))−1

= dω

(
dω

cp

− ωdcp

c2
p

)−1

= c2
p

(
cp − ω

dcp

dω

)−1

,

(2.168)

or with ω = 2πf

cg = c2
p

(
cp − fd

dcp

d(fd)

)−1

, (2.169)

where fd specifies the frequency-thickness product. We should be aware though
that Eq. (2.169) is actually valid only for isotropic media, but in the DC and in
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FIG. 2.28. Dispersion diagrams for wave propagation along 0 ◦ in unidirectional
SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135. (a) Phase velocity, (b) group velocity, (c)
propagation time at 1 m distance, and (d) excitation angle in air.

this thesis it is used as an approximative solution also for anisotropic media. This
issue will be reworked in a future release of the DC. To carry out Eq. (2.169) pro-
grammatically, the phase velocity dispersion curve is fitted so that its derivative
can be taken from the fitted function. Figures 2.28(a) and 2.28(b) show the phase
velocity and group velocity dispersion, respectively, of Lamb and shear horizon-
tal waves in unidirectional SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR13 for wave propagation
along the fiber direction. By comparing both diagrams, we notice that wherever
the derivative of cp with respect to fd becomes zero, we have cg = cp. On the
other hand, if the derivative of cp with respect to fd becomes infinity, i.e., at the
cut-off frequency, cg approaches zero. For a more detailed discussion on the group
velocity in anisotropic composites, the reader is referred to Refs. [143–145].

A special dispersion diagram representation used for the interpretation of acoustical
emission signals is the frequency versus propagation time at a certain propagation
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distance, shown in Fig. 2.28(c). By choosing a propagation distance, the frequency-
propagation time diagram can be calculated directly from the group velocity. In
acoustical emission experiments, the inspector receives the signal of voltage as a
function of propagation time. Sause [146] and Sause and Hamstad [147] use this
kind of diagram to ascribe guided wave modes to the received signals. The diagram
displayed in Fig. 2.28(c) is calculated for a propagation distance of 1 m.

The excitation angle Θin can be calculated easily by applying Snell’s law. There-
fore, writing Eq. (2.86) as

ζin sinΘin = ξ, (2.170)

we find

Θin = sin−1 cin

cp

, (2.171)

where cin is the phase velocity in the fluid surrounding the plate and ξ is the
wavenumber of the excited guided wave. The excitation angle dispersion with
air as a surrounding medium is shown in Fig. 2.28(d). Since in this work, we
want to calculate the ultrasonic transducer orientation with respect to a composite
laminate such that we can excite the desired Lamb wave mode for the purpose of
nondestructive inspection, this is ultimately the dispersion diagram we are looking
for. In this diagram, of course, we can ignore the shear horizontal modes since
they cannot be excited in the plate via air as a coupling medium.

2.4 Isotropic Waveguides

Although the main focus in this work is on composites, we also discuss the numeri-
cal modeling of guided waves in isotropic single layers since they are still important
and widely spread in aerospace and automotive industries. In this discussion, we
benefit from the great simplification in the analysis thanks to the reduction to
only two direction-independent material parameters, namely Poisson’s ratio ν and
Young’s modulus E. In Sec. 2.4.1, we derive the bulk waves’ phase velocities for
isotropic media from Christoffel’s equation, relying on the book of Nayfeh [22].
Then, in Sec. 2.4.2, we first set up the numerical model for Lamb waves as usual,
namely based on the superposition of the contributing bulk waves. Then, we put a
different approach aside, namely the Rayleigh-Lamb equations, which allow a faster
calculation, and which provide distinct solutions for symmetric and antisymmetric
Lamb waves inherently. While the Rayleigh-Lamb equations still need to be solved
numerically, we will derive analytic equations for symmetric and antisymmetric
shear horizontal waves in Sec. 2.4.3. In the derivation of the Rayleigh-Lamb equa-
tions and partially also for the analytic equations for the shear horizonal modes, we
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2.4 Isotropic Waveguides

follow the book of Rose [148]. An excellent discussion of guided waves in isotropic
layers is also provided in the book of Auld [149]. Dispersion diagrams are presented
at the very end of this section.

2.4.1 Christoffel’s Equation for Isotropic Media

As a starting point, we rewrite Eq. (2.64) as

v2
pUi = λijklnjnkUl, (2.172)

with

λijkl = cijkl/ρ, i, j, k, l = 1, 2, 3. (2.173)

Again, vp (= ω/ζ) is the phase velocity of the three bulk waves L, SV, and SH,
Ui are their displacement amplitudes, nj are the propagation direction unit vector
components, ω is the angular frequency, ζ is the bulk wavenumber, and ρ is the
material’s density. By imposing isotropic symmetry conditions, we can write the
stiffness tensor as

cijkl = λδijδkl + µ(δikδjl + δilδjk), (2.174)

using Lamé’s parameters λ and µ, in accordance with Eq. (2.28). Now, we normal-
ize the polarization vector to unity so that UiUi = 1, and by multiplying Eq. (2.172)
with Ui, we obtain

v2
p = λijklnjnkUlUi. (2.175)

Then, using Eq. (2.174), we arrive at

ρv2
p = (λ+ µ)njnkUkUj + µ. (2.176)

We already pointed out that there exist only pure modes in isotropic media. For
a pure longitudinal mode where U is directed along n, we have njUj = 1 so that
Eq. (2.176) reduces to

vL =

√
λ+ 2µ

ρ
. (2.177)

In case of a pure shear wave where U is directed normal to n, we have njUj = 0
resulting in

vT =

√
µ

ρ
. (2.178)
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2 Modeling of Guided Waves

2.4.2 Lamb Waves

Since Lamb waves in isotropic media consist of two downward (L−, SV−) and
two upward propagating bulk waves (L+, SV+) (see Fig. 2.29), similarly like in
anisotropic media in the decoupled case and wave propagation along the fibers, we
follow the same procedure as presented in Sec. 2.3.4, with specializing to isotropic
material parameters. Hence, by substituting the formal solution

(u1, u3) = (U1, U3)eiξαx3 , (2.179)

where we suppress the common factor eiξ(x1−cpt), into the field equations (2.58) and
(2.60), we get

[
λ+ 2µ− ρc2

p + µα2 (λ+ µ)α
sym µ− ρc2

p + (λ+ 2µ)α2

] [
U1

U3

]
= 0, (2.180)

or equivalently

ρ

[
v2

L − c2
p + v2

Tα
2 (v2

L − v2
T)α

sym v2
T − c2

p + v2
Lα

2

] [
U1

U3

]
= 0. (2.181)

Nontrivial solutions for U1, U3 require the vanishing of the determinant of the
Christoffel matrix in Eq. (2.181), yielding the fourth-degree polynomial equation

A1α
4 + A2α

2 + A3 = 0, (2.182)

with the coefficients

A1 = v2
Lv

2
T,

A2 = −c2
pv

2
L − c2

pv
2
T + 2v2

Lv
2
T,

A3 = c4
p − c2

pv
2
L − c2

pv
2
T + v2

Lv
2
T.

(2.183)

Equation (2.182) admits four solutions αq, q = 1, 2, 3, 4, according to

αq = ±

√
−A2 ±

√
A2

2 − 4A1A3

2A1

, (2.184)

namely

α1,2 = ±
√
c2

p

v2
L

− 1, α3,4 = ±
√
c2

p

v2
T

− 1. (2.185)

These geometric relations are illustrated in Fig. 2.30. As compared with Eqs. (2.93)
and (2.113), we now have very direct expressions for α, since the slownesses sL
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2.4 Isotropic Waveguides

FIG. 2.29. Bulk wave pattern of the A4 Lamb wave at 10 MHz·mm in aluminum alloy
1100. The bold lines indicate the polarization directions.

and sSV are unambiguously given by the inverse longitudinal and transverse phase
velocities v−1

L and v−1
T , respectively. The four values for α correspond to the upward

and downward propagation bulk waves L+, L−, SV+, and SV−. Substituting αq
into Eq. (2.181) delivers the bulk wave amplitude ratio Wq = U3q/U1q, namely

Wq =
−m11(αq)

m12(αq)
=
c2

p − v2
L − v2

Tα
2
q

(v2
L − v2

T)αq
. (2.186)

By using superposition, we obtain for the displacement and stress field components

(u1, u3) =
4∑

q=1

(1,Wq)U1qe
iξαqx3 ,

(σ∗33, σ
∗
13) =

4∑

q=1

(D1q, D2q)U1qe
iξαqx3 ,

(2.187)

with the stress amplitudes obtained from Eq. (2.8) as

D1q = λ+ (λ+ 2µ)αqWq,

D2q = µ(αq +Wq).
(2.188)

Then, again, we arrive at the stiffness matrix given in Appendix E, and since we
have only one layer, the next and final step would be to apply the stress free upper
and lower plate surface boundary condition and solve

detK = 0, (2.189)
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ζ1
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ω
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ΘSV

ΘL

FIG. 2.30. Slowness diagram for Lamb waves in an isotropic plate.

for modal solutions. However, we will use the stiffness matrix later only for the cal-
culation of the through thickness displacement and stress components. To obtain
modal solutions, we use the Rayleigh-Lamb equations, named after their investiga-
tors [1, 3]. These equations work more efficiently in the case of isotropic materials
than the application of the SMM. The method of displacement potentials, originally
used by Lamb and adopted by other authors like Viktorov [87], Achenbach [150],
and Rose [148], is used to derive the Rayleigh-Lamb equations. Basically, this
method can be applied only to isotropic materials in a convenient way because in
this case the equations of motion are sufficiently simple. In anisotropic materials,
however, we have to use the method of the superposition of bulk waves, as we did
so far. The latter approach has the advantage of providing more insight into the
bulk waves’ propagation, which the guided wave modes result from.

By applying Helmholtz decomposition to the displacement field components, and
substituting the result into the equations of motion (2.58) and (2.60), we obtain
two uncoupled equations namely

∂2Υ

∂x2
1

+
∂2Υ

∂x2
3

=
1

v2
L

∂2Υ

∂t2
, (2.190)

governing longitudinal waves and

∂2Ψ

∂x2
1

+
∂2Ψ

∂x2
3

=
1

v2
T

∂2Ψ

∂t2
, (2.191)

governing shear waves. Assuming plane strain, the displacements and stresses can
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be given as

u1 =
∂Υ

∂x1

+
∂Ψ

∂x3

,

u3 =
∂Υ

∂x3

− ∂Ψ

∂x1

,

σ33 = λ

(
∂u1

∂x1

+
∂u3

∂x3

)
+ 2µ

∂u3

∂x3

,

= λ

(
∂2Υ

∂x2
1

+
∂2Υ

∂x2
3

)
+ 2µ

(
∂2Υ

∂x2
3

− ∂2Ψ

∂x1 ∂x3

)
,

σ13 = µ

(
∂u3

∂x1

+
∂u1

∂x3

)
= µ

(
∂2Υ

∂x1 ∂x3

− ∂2Ψ

∂x2
1

+
∂2Ψ

∂x2
3

)
.

(2.192)

The general form of solution is assumed as

Υ = Υ(x3)eiξ(x1−cpt),

Ψ = Ψ(x3)eiξ(x1−cpt),
(2.193)

with

Υ = A1 sin(px3) + A2 cos(px3),

Ψ = B1 sin(qx3) +B2 cos(qx3),
(2.194)

and

p = ξ

√
c2

p

v2
L

− 1 = ξαL, q = ξ

√
c2

p

v2
T

− 1 = ξαSV. (2.195)

These equations describe standing waves in the x3-direction (transverse resonance)
and propagating waves in the x1-direction. By substituting Eqs. (2.193) into
Eqs. (2.192), and suppressing the common factor eiξ(x1−cpt), we obtain the dis-
placements and stresses

u1 = iξΥ +
dΨ

dx3

,

u3 =
dΥ

dx3

− iξΨ,

σ33 = λ

(
−ξ2Υ +

d2Υ

dx2
3

)
+ 2µ

(
d2Υ

dx2
3

− iξ
dΨ

dx3

)
,

σ13 = µ

(
2iξ

dΥ

dx3

+ ξ2Ψ +
d2Ψ

dx2
3

)
.

(2.196)
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Since the field components contain sines and cosines, we can separate the solu-
tions into symmetric and antisymmetric modes. If the displacement component
u1 contains cosines, the mode is symmetric about the midplane of the plate, and
if u1 contains sines, it is antisymmetric. The reverse holds for the displacement
component u3. Hence, we have

Υ = A2 cos(px3),

Ψ = B1 sin(qx3),

u1 = iξA2 cos(px3) + qB1 cos(qx3),

u3 = −pA2 sin(px3)− iξB1 sin(qx3),

σ33 = −λ(ξ2 + p2)A2 cos(px3)− 2µ(p2A2 cos(px3) + iξqB1 cos(qx3)),

σ13 = µ(−2iξpA2 sin(px3) + (ξ2 − q2)B1 sin(qx3)),

(2.197)

for symmetric modes and

Υ = A1 sin(px3),

Ψ = B2 cos(qx3),

u1 = iξA1 sin(px3)− qB2 sin(qx3),

u3 = pA1 cos(px3)− iξB2 cos(qx3),

σ33 = −λ(ξ2 + p2)A1 sin(px3)− 2µ(p2A1 sin(px3) + iξqB2 sin(qx3)),

σ13 = µ(2iξpA1 cos(px3) + (ξ2 − q2)B2 cos(qx3)),

(2.198)

for antisymmetric modes. Now, as usual, the constants A1, A2, B1, and B2, as well
as the phase velocity dispersion are found by applying the stress free upper and
lower plate surfaces boundary condition

σ0
i3, σ

−d
i3 = 0, i = 1, 3. (2.199)

To ensure nontrivial solutions, the determinant of the coefficient matrix of the
resultant homogeneous equation system must vanish, yielding the relation

(ξ2 − q2) sin(qh)

2iξp sin(ph)
=

−2µiξq cos(qh)

(λξ2 + λp2 + 2µp2) cos(ph)
, (2.200)

where h = d/2 is the half thickness of the plate. Equation (2.200) can be manipu-
lated into

tan(qh)

tan(ph)
=

4ξ2pqµ

(λξ2 + λp2 + 2µp2)(ξ2 − q2)
. (2.201)

We simplify the denominator on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.201) by using the
definitions of p, q, cp, vL, and vT. With λ = ρv2

L − 2µ, we obtain

λξ2 + λp2 + 2µp2 = λ(ξ2 + p2) + 2µp2

= (ρv2
L − 2µ)(ξ2 + p2) + 2µp2

= ρv2
L(ξ2 + p2)− 2µξ2,

(2.202)
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(a) (b)

FIG. 2.31. Through thickness (a) displacement and (b) stress profiles of the A4 Lamb
wave at 10 MHz·mm in aluminum alloy 1100.

and with Eqs. (2.195) and v2
T = µ/ρ

λξ2 + λp2 + 2µp2 = ρω2 − 2ρv2
Tξ

2, (2.203)

so that we have

ρv2
T

((
ω

vT

)2

− 2ξ2

)
= ρv2

T(q2 − ξ2) = µ(q2 − ξ2). (2.204)

Finally, substituting Eq. (2.204) into Eq. (2.201) delivers the phase velocity dis-
persion for symmetric modes

tan(qh)

tan(ph)
+

4ξ2pq

(q2 − ξ2)2
= 0, (2.205)

and in a similar manner, we obtain the characteristic equation for antisymmetric
modes

tan(qh)

tan(ph)
+

(q2 − ξ2)2

4ξ2pq
= 0. (2.206)

These equations are know as the Rayleigh-Lamb equations, and although they look
rather simple, they can be solved only numerically.

For the calculation of the displacement and stress components, we apply our pro-
cedure for single layers, as presented in Sec. 2.3.4. Therefore, we have to generate
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(a) (b)

FIG. 2.32. Displacement patterns of (a) A4 and (b) S4 Lamb waves at 10 MHz·mm in
aluminum alloy 1100. The displacement is scaled up for clarity.

the matrix D, as required for the solution of Eq. (2.147). Since we have obtained
cp at a given frequency with the Rayleigh-Lamb equations, we can easily calculate
the required quantities ξ, αq, Wq, D1q, and D2q, q = 1, 2, 3, 4, using Eqs. (2.185),
(2.186), and (2.188). Then, we set the bulk wave amplitude U1 as unity and deter-
mine the amplitudes of the other three bulk waves in terms of the first one. Hence
Eq. (2.148) takes the form



U2

U3

U4


 = −



d22 d23 d24

d32 d33 d34

d42 d43 d44



−1 

d21

d31

d41


 . (2.207)

Now, we can calculate the displacement and stress field components at any coor-
dinate x3 by using

u1 = U1eiξα1x3 + U2eiξα3x3 + U3eiξα1(d−x3) + U4eiξα3(d−x3),

u3 = W1U1eiξα1x3 +W3U2eiξα3x3

−W1U3eiξα1(d−x3) −W3U4eiξα3(d−x3),

σ∗33 = D11U1eiξα1x3 +D13U2eiξα3x3

+D11U3eiξα1(d−x3) +D13U4eiξα3(d−x3),

σ∗13 = D21U1eiξα1x3 +D23U2eiξα3x3

−D21U3eiξα1(d−x3) −D23U4eiξα3(d−x3).

(2.208)

Since we have distinct Rayleigh-Lamb equations for symmetric and antisymmetric
modes, we do not need to implement a mode family determination algorithm based
on the displacement component u1, as required for Lamb waves in anisotropic
waveguides.
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FIG. 2.33. Bulk wave pattern of the A′3 shear horizontal wave at 10 MHz·mm in alu-
minum alloy 1100. The polarization is directed normal to the image plane.

2.4.3 Shear Horizontal Waves

Similarly as discussed in Sec. 2.3.3 for anisotropic media in the decoupled case,
shear horizontal waves in isotropic media are formed through the superposition of
only two upward and downward propagating shear waves with horizontal displace-
ment u2 directed parallel to x2, i.e., normal to the image plane in Fig. 2.33. Since
only one bulk wave type contributes to any guided SH mode, and since we treat
here only a single layer, we can derive analytic expressions for the phase velocity
and group velocity dispersion. The governing equation of motion is

∂2u2

∂x2
1

+
∂2u2

∂x2
3

=
1

v2
T

∂2u2

∂t2
, (2.209)

and the corresponding stress-strain relation

σ23 = µ
∂u2

∂x3

. (2.210)

with the formal solution

u2 = U2eiξ(x1+αx3−cpt), (2.211)

yielding

α1,2 = ±
√
c2

p

v2
T

− 1. (2.212)

This geometric relation is illustrated in Fig. 2.34. The two values for α correspond
to the upward and downward propagating waves SH+ and SH− so that we can
write the displacement and stress field components as

u2 =
2∑

q=1

U2qe
iξ(x1+αqx3−cpt),

σ∗23 =
2∑

q=1

D3qU2qe
iξ(x1+αqx3−cpt),

(2.213)
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FIG. 2.34. Slowness diagram for shear horizontal waves in an isotropic plate of thickness
d.

respectively, where the stress amplitude is obtained from Eq. (2.210), namely

D3q = µαq. (2.214)

By using superposition and suppressing the common factor eiξ(x1−cpt), we write the
displacement and stress field components as

[
u2

σ∗23

]
=

[
1 1
µα1 −µα1

] [
U21eiξα1x3

U22e−iξα1x3

]
, (2.215)

and similarly to Eq. (2.120), we arrive at

[
u2

σ∗23

]

x3=−d
=

[
cos η i/D sin η

iD sin η cos η

] [
u2

σ∗23

]

x3=0

, (2.216)

where η = α1ξd and D = µα1. Eq. (2.216) relates the displacement and stress field
components at the top of the plate (x3 = 0) to those at its bottom (x3 = −d).
Imposing stress free plate surfaces leads to the characteristic function

iD sin η = 0. (2.217)

Since sin η = 0 for η = nπ with n ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...}, we get the relation

α1ξd = nπ, (2.218)

and with ξ = ω/cp and ω = 2πf , we reach at

α1

cp

=
nπ

dω
=

n

2df
. (2.219)
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(a) (b)

FIG. 2.35. Displacement patterns of (a) S′0 and (b) S′3 shear horizontal waves in alu-
minum alloy 1100. Notice that the propagation direction is normal to the
image plane. The displacement is scaled up for clarity.

By substituting Eq. (2.212) into Eq. (2.219), we find the explicit phase velocity
dispersion given by

cp =
2fdvT√

4(fd)2 − (nvT)2
. (2.220)

Symmetric modes are obtained for n ∈ {0, 2, 4, ...} and antisymmetric ones for
n ∈ {1, 3, 5, ...}. Setting n = 0 in Eq. (2.220) tells us that the fundamental SH
mode (S′0) is nondispersive with cp = vT, and substituting this into Eq. (2.212)
yields α = 0, i.e., the bulk waves contributing to S′0 are evanescent. For the group
velocity, we write Eq. (2.219) as

ω2

v2
T

− ξ2 =
(nπ
d

)2

, (2.221)

and take the differentials, resulting in

2ω dω

v2
T

− 2ξ dξ = 0. (2.222)

Solving this equation for the group velocity cg = dω/dξ, we get

dω

dξ
=
ξv2

T

ω2
. (2.223)

Finally, by substituting Eq. (2.221) into Eq. (2.223), we obtain the explicit group
velocity dispersion as

cg = vT

√
1−

(
nvT

2fd

)2

. (2.224)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 2.36. Dispersion diagrams for aluminum alloy 1100. (a) Phase velocity, (b) group
velocity, (c) propagation time at 1 m distance, and (d) excitation angle in air.

Eqs. (2.220) and (2.224) have been shown earlier by Rose in Ref. [148]. They allow
us to obtain the dispersion curves analytically in an instant rather than numer-
ically. Also, since tracing algorithms are unnecessary, the coding effort reduces
tremendously.

By setting U2q = 1 in Eqs. (2.213), we find the displacement and stress field
components, respectively, as

u2 = eiξα1x3 + eiξα1(d−x3),

σ∗23 = µα1eiξα1 − µα1eiξα1(d−x3),
(2.225)

for symmetric modes and

u2 = eiξα1x3 − eiξα1(d−x3),

σ∗23 = µα1eiξα1x3 + µα1eiξα1(d−x3),
(2.226)

for antisymmetric modes.
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2.5 Dispersion Curve Tracing

In Secs. 2.3 and 2.4, we have described the mathematical procedure for obtaining
the modal solutions for guided waves in plate-like structures. In programming
a software for the dispersion diagram calculation, it is of course the first step to
code this math into correctly and efficiently working algorithms. Thorough testing,
validation, and optimization are essential at this stage. The second important step
is to increase the calculation speed as much as possible. This will be the topic of
the current section.

The first Lamb wave dispersion diagrams obtained in the frame of this work
were calculated for isotropic plates using the Rayleigh-Lamb equations. Thanks
to their concise nature, and since the considered plates represented just one layer,
the calculations took only limited processing time. The frequency and phase ve-
locity range as well as appropriate frequency and phase velocity steps for which
the dispersion curves should be obtained, were defined. The general procedure
was then to choose the first frequency step, and evaluate the characteristic func-
tion (the Rayleigh-Lamb equations in this case) at every phase velocity step. We
call this procedure a phase velocity sweep. Modal solutions were found wherever
the Rayleigh-Lamb equations changed the sign between two phase velocity steps.
Figure 2.37(a) shows the evaluation of the Rayleigh-Lamb equation for symmetric
modes (2.205) at 1 MHz in 10 mm thick aluminum alloy 1100. The six dots in this
graph mark the transitions through zero. The respective phase velocities lie on
the corresponding symmetric dispersion curves at 1 MHz in the dispersion diagram
shown in Fig. 2.38(a). We notice that every transition through zero is followed
by a jump between positive and negative infinity. Therefore, we must also check
whether the absolute value of the characteristic function drawn in Fig. 2.37(b) is
a minimum. By repeating this procedure at every frequency step, the dispersion
curves were obtained. A bisection algorithm was implemented to converge upon
the modal solutions (phase velocity) until the desired resolution was reached. This
procedure was sufficient for isotropic plates. Unfortunately, the Matlab R©-script
does not exist anymore to compare its performance with the DC, but, depending
on the parameters, the DC is today faster by one to two orders of magnitude and
more accurate and reliable.

However, the procedure described above proofed insufficient for multilayered
transversely isotropic specimens for several reasons. First of all, it turned out
to perform extremely slow, especially if there were many layers involved. The ap-
plication of the SMM on the complicated equations, although highly efficient, is
much more computationally expensive than solving the Rayleigh-Lamb equations,
and the processing cost scales linearly with the number of layers. Secondly, the dis-
persion diagrams can be much more complicated than in isotropic cases. A good
example is shown for wave propagation along 45 ◦ in 2 mm thick unidirectional
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(a) (b)

FIG. 2.37. (a) Solution of the Rayleigh-Lamb equation for symmetric modes at 1 MHz
in 10 mm thick aluminum alloy 1100. (b) The minima in the absolute value
mark the modal solutions.

SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135 in Fig. 2.38(b). In contrast to Fig. 2.38(a), there
occur mode crossings, even multiple times within a short frequency range for some
curves. There are also much higher curvature gradients and modes approaching
each other involved. If two modes get very close, either because they cross or just
approach each other, the two sign changes of the characteristic function cannot be
resolved anymore (two sign changes are as if there was none). The same happens
when the zero transition that is associated with a modal solution and the accompa-
nying jump between positive and negative infinity are too close. Typically, phase
velocity steps between 10 m/s and 100 m/s were used, and decreasing that number
would result in an even slower calculation. Furthermore, as the crossing of modes
occurred, it proofed very difficult to assign a found modal solution to the correct
dispersion curve.

Therefore, a different approach was necessary, namely the dispersion curve trac-
ing. Instead of sweeping the whole phase velocity range at each frequency step, we
follow each dispersion curve, one by one, thereby saving processing time since we
spare most of the space between the dispersion curves. The basic idea is to make
an as accurate as possible guess where the next sample point of a dispersion curve
should lie, based on the already determined sample points. However, as we will
discuss below, such a routine must be highly elaborate to trace a dispersion dia-
gram like the one shown in Fig. 2.38(b) reliably. Lowe has described the dispersion
curve tracing routine used by DISPERSE in Refs. [39,40,132]. Basically, he applies
an extrapolation method to make a guess for the next sample point. This works
in the wavenumber space since the curves are more straight there than in the fre-
quency space where the DC operates. A different method was implemented in the
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(a) (b)

FIG. 2.38. Lamb wave dispersion diagrams for (a) 10 mm thick aluminum alloy
1100 and (b) wave propagation along 45 ◦ in 2 mm thick unidirectional
SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135

DC, described in the following. For this method, the first requisite is robustness,
followed by efficiency.

The DC starts with a frequency sweep at the top phase velocity (20 m/ms in
Fig. 2.38) to detect the cut-off frequencies of all modes in the frequency range
of interest. In this frequency sweep, the characteristic function is evaluated at
every frequency step. The detected modes are classified into the six possible mode
families listed in Sec. 2.3.5. Then, the starting points of the fundamental modes
S0 and A0 are sought by phase velocity sweeps at 1 Hz. Usually, phase velocity
steps of 1 m/s or 10 m/s are used for these sweeps. For S0 in isotropic plates, the
plate wave velocity given by Eq. (2.31) defines the starting point. The evaluation
of the characteristic function detK, as required by the SMM, yields qualitatively a
similar result like the Rayleigh-Lamb equations shown in Fig. 2.37. Once the phase
velocity sweep has discovered a sign change that is also a minimum between two
phase velocity steps, the bisection algorithm starts, as sketched in Fig. 2.39. At
each iteration m, the characteristic function value must be known at three phase
velocities am, bm, cm. The red dot marks the exact location of the zero. Suppose
we have detected the zero between the phase velocities a0 and c0 by the phase
velocity sweep. In the following bisection iterations, we only need to calculate
the characteristic function at bm and retrieve those values at am and cm from the
preceding iterations instead of calculating am, bm, and cm in every iteration. This
increases the computational speed remarkably.

Let us now discuss the tracing of the S0 Lamb wave in 10 mm thick aluminum
alloy 1100 as an example. Consider situation A in Fig. 2.40. Suppose the sample
at 210 kHz has already been obtained, and we are now searching for the 220 kHz
sample (i = 23). It is expected at a lower phase velocity. It is therefore taken the
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FIG. 2.39. Schematic of the bisection routine. The modal solution, indicated by the red
spot, is detected between the phase velocities a0 and c0. Then, bisection is
applied to converge upon the solution. The efficiency is greatly improved
by calculating the characteristic function only at the phase velocities bm and
retrieving the values at am and cm from the preceding iterations.

difference between the phase velocities at the 200 kHz and at the 210 kHz sample
∆i−1. The curvature is determined to be negative here. The 220 kHz sample
is expected to lie within the search interval Γi, which spans from the 210 kHz
sample’s phase velocity down by the multiple Γi = j−∆i−1. The 220 kHz sample
is indeed found therein. As the tracing progresses, we pass the turning point
B, reach situation C, and search for the 270 kHz sample (i = 28). Since the
curvature is positive here, we now use a smaller multiple j+ < j−, and find the
270 kHz sample lying within the search interval Γi = j+∆i−1, where ∆i is the phase
velocity difference between the 250 kHz and 260 kHz samples. The factors j− and
j+ have to be chosen carefully. If they are too small, a sample point cannot be
reached, and if taken too large, the computation will take longer than necessary.
The factor j−, as used for negative curvature, must be large enough to cover strong
negative curvature gradients in dispersion curves like those of S0 and other modes
in Fig. 2.38(b). As obvious in Fig. 2.38(a), these curvature gradients are not so
pronounced in case of isotropic plates. To give the reader an idea of how large
j− should be, the default values in the DC are set to two for isotropic media and
ten for transversely isotropic ones. Basically, j+, as used for positive curvature,
could be chosen as j+ < 1 if the curvature was positive everywhere in a dispersion
curve. But this is the case only for shear horizontal modes. Otherwise, on Lamb
waves, the tracing could not go through turning points into negative curvature.
Therefore, j+ is set to two for isotropic media and five for transversely isotropic
ones by default.

Basically, with the described method, we perform some kind of simple extrapo-
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FIG. 2.40. The modal solution at each frequency step is sought by phase velocity sweeps
performed within the search interval Γi. The width of Γi is a multiple j± of
the phase velocity difference ∆i−1 between the two preceding samples.

lation. An extrapolation method in its actual sense, like Lowe did it, was tested as
well. The already obtained samples were fitted, and the fitted function evaluated
at the next frequency step of interest. However, due to the highly unpredictable
course of the dispersion curves in the frequency space, the fit went off frequently,
and the method failed. By contrast, the “simple extrapolation” method used by
the DC nowadays performs very well. This method utilizes the fact that all modes
tend to lower phase velocities with increasing frequency, except A0 and B0. To
trace A0 and B0, the search intervals must reach a certain multiple j±∆i above the
last known sample. In principle, we determine well-chosen search intervals that
cover much less phase velocity range than those used by the preceding method
described at the beginning of this section, where the search intervals covered the
complete phase velocity range of the dispersion diagram. This enables us also to
resolve modal solutions located extremely close to each other.

In the following, we discuss the algorithm used to find the modal solution within
the search interval with high precision and speed. The determination of the modal
solution in the search intervals works in two steps, similarly like the initial phase
velocity sweeps at 1 Hz. However, during the tracing, we benefit from the fact that
the search interval is already so small that the sign change can likely be resolved
without the need to divide the search interval into equally spaced sections, i.e.,
without any phase velocity sweep. If this is the case, we can immediately start
with the bisection of the search interval. Otherwise, if no sign change is found
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between the outer limits of the search interval, a k-loop, k = 1, 2, ..., is initiated,
wherein the search interval is divided into 5k sections until a change in sign is
detected. After that, the bisection of the critical section starts if it is still larger
than the desired resolution. This makes clear how important it is to have small
search intervals by choosing as small as possible, but as large as necessary values
for j− and j+. It allows us to find modal solutions with a lower number of sections
5k and therefore save processing time, or, respectively, to find solutions at all
with a chosen number k. Since the width of the search intervals increases as a
dispersion curve becomes steeper, the tracing efficiency decreases with increasing
steepness. In the DC, k is set to six for isotropic plates and five for transversely
isotropic ones by default, thus determining the ability to find modal solutions. If
the maximum number of sections has been reached, and the solution still not been
found, this does not necessarily cause problems in the curve tracing because there
is a routine involved that replaces missing solutions (i.e., samples). This routine
fits the already known samples and extrapolates them to the current frequency
step. However, if too many samples are missing, the fit goes off, and the tracing
fails. There are scenarios where very high numbers of k would be necessary to
find a solution, causing a very long computation since the algorithm must loop
through every iteration k and calculate five times more sections in each iteration.
Therefore, it is better to choose k not too large, but rather let the extrapolation
routine replace the missing sample. As default resolutions, the DC uses 10−6 m/s
and 10−2 m/s for isotropic and transversely isotropic specimens, respectively. The
modes are traced one after the other and for each mode family separately, starting
with the fundamental modes and continuing with increasing mode order. In order
to avoid that the tracing algorithm jumps to the next lower mode that has been
traced before, search intervals which reach the next lower mode are cut just above
this mode. However, if a dispersion curve crosses one (or several) lower modes
that have already been traced, we need an additional algorithm to enable the
tracing through those crossings. This algorithm is implemented in coupled cases
in transversely isotropic specimens, where the crossing of modes belonging to the
same mode family can appear. This situation is depicted in Fig. 2.41, showing the
symmetric modes in a small area, taken from the dispersion diagram in Fig. 2.38(b).
Suppose we have already traced S2, and now we continue with the tracing of S3.
Exemplary search intervals are drawn at each frequency step. Clearly, we could
afford to make them smaller by choosing smaller numbers for j− and j+, but we
want to be prepared for bigger curvature gradients that are likely to occur. At
1330 kHz, S3 turns down toward S2, and the search intervals are cut above S2 to
prevent the algorithm from jumping to this mode. Then, between 1350 kHz and
1360 kHz, S3 crosses S2. The algorithm loops through all iterations k to be sure
that S3 is definitely not located above S2 anymore. Hence, it should continue
below. Therefore, a second search interval is determined below S2, and the search
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FIG. 2.41. A robust algorithm allows the tracing of S3 as it crosses below S2. The search
intervals do not touch S2 to prevent the tracing algorithm from jumping from
S3 to S2.

restarted therein with k = 1. Eventually, the modal solution is found so that the
tracing can continue in the usual way below S2. If the second search would have
been unsuccessful either, the extrapolation routine would have interfered as a third
“search” and have replaced the sample. This routine is slow but very robust, which
is considered most important. Since the algorithm loops through every iteration k
before continuing the search below the mode to be crossed, this is another reason
to choose k not too large. Of course though, before a mode has the chance to cross
an already traced lower mode, this very lower mode must have crossed the higher
mode before the higher mode was traced. Ultimately, the jumping to yet unknown
modes cannot be avoided a priori.

Since the higher order modes are almost parallel to the phase velocity axis around
their cut-off frequency, the phase velocity sweeps do not work there very well, leav-
ing the dispersion curves often incomplete. Therefore, frequency sweeps are per-
formed at certain phase velocity steps to complete the curves up to the phase veloc-
ity limit. Figure 2.42 illustrates the completion of the tracing of S1 in 10 mm thick
aluminum alloy1100. Its cut-off frequency at 20 m/ms is 286.129 kHz. Since we
have chosen frequency steps of 10 kHz, the phase velocity sweeps start at 290 kHz,
leaving the curve incomplete below 290 kHz. The frequency sweeps continue the
curve at point D, which is above the 290 kHz sample by a certain phase veloc-
ity step. A fixed search interval width can be defined in the DC, which involves
a certain offset to higher frequencies in order to allow for the tracing routine to
overcome the point E where the dispersion curve turns to higher frequencies again.
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FIG. 2.42. Since the phase velocity sweeps at the frequency steps often leave the disper-
sion curves incomplete around their cut-off frequency, frequency sweeps at
certain phase velocity steps are performed to complete the curves.

2.6 Dispersion Calculator

The Matlab R©-based DC is an interactive and fully validated stand-alone software
for the computation of dispersion curves and mode shapes of guided waves in
isotropic and transversely isotropic composite plates, for which the user can enter
the corresponding material parameters and layups. Almost all calculations and
quantitative plots presented in this work have been obtained with the DC (and
therefore can be reproduced by the interested reader). The DC can be downloaded
free of charge on the DLR-homepage [64]. A copy of the DC user’s manual is
given in Appendix A. Since the DC is, beside the Adaptive End-Effector, the main
achievement of this thesis, one section should be dedicated to it. Section 2.6.1
outlines the motivation for its development as well as the development history. In
Sec. 2.6.2, we briefly introduce the functionality and key features of the DC, and
then we compare it to DISPERSE to give the reader an idea of its performance.

2.6.1 Development History

The task that triggered the development of the DC was the calculation of Lamb
wave excitation angles for the air-coupled ultrasonic inspection of rocket booster
pressure vessels of the future launcher Ariane 6. This task was to be accomplished
in the frame of a joint project, called Procomp, with the DLR and MT Aerospace,
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Augsburg, Germany, as participants. The Ariane 6 boosters are intended to be
made of CFRP in order to make them lighter, and therefore enable the launcher
to carry more payload. In some areas, such pressure vessels can consist of up to
four hundred layers, which is a challenging task to calculate them. To facilitate the
calculation, it is a common practice to group layers, but this is not possible in this
case because the layups are very complicated and irregular in terms of the winding
angle (fiber orientation) and the layer thicknesses. Therefore, every single layer
has to be calculated, and DISPERSE was purchased to perform those calculations.
DISPERSE has been developed by Lowe and Pavlakovic since the early 1990s, and
it is today the leading software in its field. However, it turned out that DISPERSE
in the version 2.0.20a was unable to calculate laminates containing several hundreds
of layers. This is because the GMM, used by DISPERSE v2.0.20a, is unsuitable for
the calculation of so many layers. Therefore, a new software had to be developed.
The key requirement was that the software should be able to calculate at least
four hundred layers, as required by the use case. The SMM is known to have this
capability, and although it is seventeen years old, it is still unparalleled by any
other stable computation method in this respect. The second requirement was the
ability to distinguish the different mode families. In 2017, however, Barski et al. [62]
stated that “Unfortunately, the applied method [the SMM] does not allow the full
identification of what kind of wave mods [sic] are.”. In the same year, Quintanilla
et al. [86] demonstrated the mode family determination with the SCM. Since the
ability to calculate many layers was considered essential, the author implemented
the SMM and introduced special boundary conditions to allow for the separate
tracing of the different mode types, as discussed in Sec. 2.3. Parts of this work
were published in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America in 2018 [63].

The development of the DC started in 2016 with a Matlab R©-script for the
dispersion curve calculation for isotropic plates. Since then, a tremendous amount
of time and effort has been committed to the development of more scripts and
functions, into validation and optimization8. DISPERSE always served as a guide
and benchmark for the development of the DC, as well as for its validation. Clearly,
without DISPERSE, the DC (and this thesis) would not exist in the way it does
today. The decision to create a software from the scripts and to publish it was
made only in mid 2018, triggering the work on the graphical user interface (GUI)
and the initial release in November 2018. It was never planned, neither by the
author nor by the Procomp project, which this thesis is funded from, to extend
the functionality so much and even create a software from it. This came with
time, similarly as the desire to write this doctoral thesis on the topic. In that
sense, the DC is a product of passion and commitment. However, everything could

8The current version DC v1.5, available at the time this thesis is completed, has grown to thirty
thousand lines of code.
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not have been done without spending a lot of time on it. This was possible only
thanks to the great freedom that was granted to the author by the DLR. Nowadays,
the DC has already attracted interest in the scientific community. For instance, it
serves for the analysis of acoustic emission signals done by Markus Sause, Professor
for mechanical engineering at the University of Augsburg, Germany, and also by
Marvin Hamstad, Professor Emeritus for mechanical engineering at the University
of Denver, Colorado, USA. Michel Castaings, Professor for physical acoustics at the
Institut National Polytechnique, Bordeaux, France, uses the DC in his lab and for
the education of students as well. The DC is used in the group of Victor Giurgiutiu,
Professor for mechanical engineering at the University of South Carolina, South
Carolina, USA.

Regarding future work, there is plenty to do. At the time this thesis is written,
only plates can be calculated, and although their modal solutions are valid for
structures with a small curvature in good approximation, the modeling of wave
propagation along the circumference of a cylinder, as the case in pipe inspection
applications, is worth to be implemented. The same for guided waves in rods. More
complicated geometries can only be solved by the FEM or by the SAFE and SCM
methods. Another interesting topic are hybrids from isotropic and transversely
isotropic materials such as fiber metal laminates (FML), e.g., glass laminate alu-
minum reinforced epoxy (GLARE). Of particular importance is the influence of
the surrounding medium on the dispersion characteristics, also referred to as fluid
loading. In the present work, we assume the plates to be surrounded by a vacuum,
which is a good approximation for air due to the large mismatch of the acousti-
cal impedances between a solid and a gas. However, as the surrounding medium
becomes denser and acoustically faster, the amount of energy leaking into the sur-
rounding medium increases, and the dispersion curves change accordingly. Also,
currently, the materials are assumed to be fully elastic. Therefore, a future model
should also take attenuation caused by viscoelasticity into account. Apart from
these topics, there are users asking for updates occasionally.

2.6.2 Dispersion Calculator and DISPERSE

Since DISPERSE is the benchmark for the DC, as well as for any software calculat-
ing dispersion curves, it suggests itself to conduct a comparison of both software.
The author is aware that this attempt might be somewhat critical, considering
that DISPERSE is a commercial software sold by Prof. Lowe. It is tried to keep
the comparison well-balanced and fair and on a strictly technical level. The author
wants to avoid any harm to the business of Prof. Lowe. For this reason, prior to
the publication of the DC, the author asked Prof. Lowe for his acceptance, which
he gave. In the following, a comparison between DISPERSE and the DC in terms
of layout, functionality, and performance is presented.
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FIG. 2.43. The “Transversely isotropic” tab of the DC v1.5.

Layout

The GUI of the DC (see the “Transversely isotropic” tab in Fig. 2.43) is basically
different from DISPERSE’s GUI (compare Fig. 2.44) in that it only provides the
parameter setting interfaces like editable fields and buttons as well as some output
windows displaying data and other information as numbers or text. All plots like
dispersion diagrams or mode shapes are displayed in extra windows that open
upon pressing the corresponding plot button. This basic arrangement is of course
a matter of personal preference, but without the need to spare space for a plot
window inside the GUI, there is no need to arrange options in sub menus, where
they are out of sight of the user initially. Instead, the DC provides all options
that are related to one superordinate topic in just one tab9. For instance, in
the “Isotropic” tab, the user can set up the specimen, define the computational
parameters, and calculate the dispersion curves, through thickness profiles, mode
shapes, adjust the plot layout, and manage the export of data and plots. Having all
options in sight improves the handling of the software and allows the unexperienced

9The only exception form this are the menus where transversely isotropic specimens are defined.
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FIG. 2.44. The main window of DISPERSE v2.0.20a.

user to achieve the desired results fast. On the other hand, DISPERSE is much
more versatile and consequently offers more options, which simply cannot fit into
one tab or menu. It calculates more different material classes, geometries, and
involves physics like viscoelasticity and fluid loading, requiring more options than
the modeling which the DC does.

The visualization of the results is considered very important in the DC. Basically,
the visualization of data acts as the interface between the obtained binary numbers
stored on the computer and the perception of the user. Therefore, the plots should
have the best possible quality, and this is best achieved in extra windows to make
optimal use of the screen size. The functionality is completed by comfortable
export functions for plots and raw data.

Accordingly, the layout of the DC is rather simple, currently consisting of seven
tabs, of which five cover the superordinate topics, one allows the user to enter
material parameters, and the last one contains advanced dispersion curve tracing
options. The following tabs are available:

1. Isotropic. For the calculation of dispersion diagrams and mode shapes for
isotropic plates (Sec. 2.4).

2. Transversely isotropic. For the calculation of dispersion diagrams and
mode shapes for multilayered transversely isotropic plates (Sec. 2.3).
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3. Polar diagrams. For the calculation of polar dispersion diagrams for mul-
tilayered transversely isotropic plates (Sec. 2.7.2).

4. Bulk waves. For the calculation of the bulk waves’ phase and group veloci-
ties, slownesses, and polarization propagating in transversely isotropic media
as well as their scattering on solid-fluid interfaces (Sec. 2.2).

5. Laminate stiffness. For the calculation of the HST of laminates (Sec. 2.1.5).

6. Material editor. To enter engineering constants or stiffness matrix compo-
nents of isotropic and transversely isotropic materials (Secs. 2.1.2 and 2.1.3).

7. Advanced. Contains the advanced options for the dispersion curve tracing
algorithms (Sec. 2.5).

The functionality and handling of these tabs are explained in the DC’s manual,
which is accessible via the “Help” button in the DC, and which is also reproduced
in Appendix A. Clearly, such kind of GUI layout can only be maintained as long as
there are not too many options so that they still fit on one screen in a convenient
way. Therefore, as new functionality will be implemented in the future, it is likely
that menus will have to be introduced into the DC’s GUI. However, the high quality
plotting in extra windows will be maintained.

Versatility

Concerning functionality, DISPERSE is much more versatile than the DC. The
extensive DISPERSE user’s manual [132] gives proof of that fact. All the future
work topics discussed in Sec. 2.6.1 and more features are covered by DISPERSE.
Basically, DISPERSE can handle more material symmetry classes beside isotropic
and transversely isotropic ones, namely also orthotropic and cubic as well as com-
binations of them. A very interesting feature provided by DISPERSE is the sim-
ulation of an ultrasonic A-scan (amplitude versus time) corresponding to a single
selected mode and frequency, or the simulation of an A-scan containing all modes
(components and sum) at a selected frequency. On the other hand, the DC allows
more modeling of elastic wave propagation in bulk material, and it calculates polar
dispersion diagrams.

Many Layers

In Sec. 2.6.1, the key requirement for the DC was established that it should be able
to calculate four hundred layers. In Sec. 2.7.3, dispersion diagrams for laminates
consisting of four hundred and one thousand layers are presented to proof that the
DC meets this key requirement. The number of layers appears to be theoretically
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unlimited. It will just take an unlimited amount of time. The largest layup that
could be calculated with DISPERSE was [0/90]15s, containing sixty layers.

Mode Family Determination

Both software distinguish the six mode families listed in Sec. 2.3.5, which occur
depending on the symmetry and coupling properties of a laminate. In addition,
the DC distinguishes symmetric and antisymmetric modes in the special case when
the laminate is nonsymmetric and the propagation direction is centered, like 40 ◦

in [0/80] or 45 ◦ in [0/45/90].

Speed and Robustness

To compare both software in terms of dispersion curve tracing speed and robust-
ness, we assume a 2 mm thick unidirectional layer SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135,
and calculate dispersion diagrams for wave propagation along 0 ◦ and 45 ◦ with re-
spect to the fiber direction with both software, using only the default parameters.
These calculations are performed on an i7-2700K central processing unit (CPU) at
4 × 3.5 GHz (Intel, Santa Clara, CA, USA). For wave propagation along the fibers,
both the DC and DISPERSE (see Figs. 2.45(a) and 2.45(b), respectively) calculate
the dispersion diagram correctly10. With DISPERSE, two modes in the upper right
corner in Fig. 2.45(b) were obtained by manual retracing. With manual tracing,
the user can perform sweeps to find modal solutions by dragging rectangles over
the region of interest in the dispersion diagram, and start tracings to complete
dispersion curves from locations where modal solutions are found. Regarding com-
putation time, it turns out that DISPERSE is extremely fast, taking well below
one second plus some seconds for the manual retracing, while the DC needs 26 sec.
The diagrams for 45 ◦ wave propagation are displayed in Figs. 2.45(c) and 2.45(d).
Again, while the DC requires comparatively long 425 sec, DISPERSE completes
the calculation after only 4 sec and some extra seconds for the manual retracing of
some parts of the dispersion curves. Although the DC calculates these dispersion
diagrams without any problem, it should be noted clearly that the DC also fails in
the tracing of dispersion curves occasionally, without having the possibility of man-
ual retracing. In practice, the user can always find examples where one software
has problems and the other does not. One thing that occurs in DISPERSE is that
it can find spurious solutions when the phase velocity of the guided wave is equal to
any of the bulk velocities in the layers of the laminate. In such cases, DISPERSE
stops tracing a given dispersion curve at the phase velocity in question, and draws
a horizontal line instead. This can be taken care of by manual tracing. Overall,
both software have a comparable robustness in the dispersion curve tracing.

10The conformity of the dispersion curves obtained with both software is studied in Sec. 2.7.1.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 2.45. Lamb wave dispersion diagrams for wave propagation along (a), (b) 0 ◦ and
(c), (d) 45 ◦ in 2 mm thick unidirectional SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135.
The left-hand side diagrams are calculated by the DC, the right-hand side
ones by DISPERSE.

Although the DC calculates very slowly compared to DISPERSE, there are state-
ments from DC users proofing that it is actually not slow, but rather that DIS-
PERSE is exceptionally fast. Below, four quotes from experienced researchers are
given to put the performance of the DC into perspective. All quotes were received
in the course of electronic mail correspondence.

The first assessment was done by Dr. Marvin Hamstad, Professor Emeritus for
mechanical engineering at the University of Denver, Colorado, USA, on 24 Novem-
ber 2018:

“I did one run so far for a 84 mm thick steel plate. The calculation
was much faster than the NASA program I have used for this same
calculation.”

The second rating was given by Michel Castaings, Professor for physical acoustics
at the Institut National Polytechnique (INP), Bordeaux, France, on 26 November
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2018:

“The computation is very fast and seems to find all solutions quite
properly. Moreover, the code offers numerous options and a con-
venient graphical user interface.”

Another electronic mail report given by Tobias Roelfes, scientist at ROSEN Tech-
nology and Research Center, Lingen, Germany, is reproduced here, giving a blueprint
of how the DC helps other researchers in their fields. The following text was re-
ceived in German on 15 October 2019:

“Within the scope of a publicly funded project we investigate fibre
composites with guided ultrasonic wave modes for typical defects
like delamination or similar. In order to get a better understanding
of the wave propagation in this highly anisotropic material, we
performed simulation calculations with a commercial FEM tool
(ANSYS). Alternatively, the DC was also used. The calculated
dispersion curves of both tools match perfectly.”

And most recently, Hanfei Mei, Ph.D. student in the group of Dr. Victor Giurgiu-
tiu, Professor for mechanical engineering at the University of South Carolina,
Columbia, South Carolina, USA, concluded on 21 January 2020:

“I have used the semi-analytical finite element (SAFE) approach
to calculate dispersion curves in composite plates. I have been
using Dispersion Calculator for a few days. It is really easy to use
and very efficient. It is a powerful software for the computation
of dispersion curves in isotropic and composite materials.”

In summary, the DC can calculate more layers, whereas DISPERSE is faster and
more versatile. In Table 2.8, it was tried to compare the performance by assigning
numbers and Booleans to each category. Whereas we can give exact numbers for
“Many layers” and “Speed”, on the other hand, “Versatility” and in particular
“Robustness” can only be estimated roughly. Since certainly some readers may
disagree with this assessment, it should be noted that the ratings for “Versatility”
and “Robustness” should only be considered as the author’s opinion rather than a
definite quantitative fact.
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TABLE 2.8. Comparison of the DC v1.4
and DISPERSE v2.0.20a.

DC DISPERSE

Many layers > 1000 60
Mode families X X
Speed 1 100a

Robustness 80 80
Versatility 30 100
a reduced if manual tracing required

2.7 Numerical Examples

Although we have already shown many computational results in this chapter, be
it dispersion diagrams, mode shapes, or bulk wave patterns, they all served to
visualize the mathematical discussions in the first place. An exception from this
is Sec. 2.2, where we evaluated the propagation of bulk waves in infinite trans-
versely isotropic materials and their scattering on interfaces quantitatively and
comprehensively. The current section is dedicated to a quantitative discussion of
the propagation of guided waves in isotropic and transversely isotropic single layers
and multilayered laminates. The suitability of specific modes for NDI purposes will
also be an issue. In Sec. 2.7.1, we compare dispersion diagrams calculated with the
DC and with DISPERSE to proof that the DC is working correctly. This is accom-
panied by an in-depth analysis of mode shapes and bulk wave patterns in guided
waves. Section 2.7.2 discusses how mode shapes depend on the frequency as well
as mode order and introduces polar dispersion diagrams for transversely isotropic
specimens. Finally, Sec. 2.7.3 demonstrates the most important capability of the
DC, namely the calculation of layups containing four hundred and one thousand
layers. We report also the interesting phenomenon of quasipure coupled modes and
discuss possible approximative modeling techniques to save computation time.

2.7.1 Validation

In this section, we superpose dispersion curves calculated with the DC with those
obtained with DISPERSE to proof that the DC is calculating correctly, and then
we explain mode shapes under consideration of the corresponding bulk wave pat-
terns. We perform this test on two exemplary layups, namely [0/90]2s and [0/90]4
SAERTEX R© 7006919/RIMR135 for wave propagation along 0 ◦ in both cases. The
dispersion diagram corresponding to the [0/90]2s layup is shown in Fig. 2.46(a).
The bold curves are calculated by DISPERSE for reference and the thin ones by the
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TABLE 2.9. Deviation of the DC v1.4 from DISPERSE
v2.0.20a in Fig. 2.46(a).

S0 S2

Average deviation (m/ms) 1.89× 10−5 1.25× 10−4

Average deviation (%) 4.10× 10−4 8.83× 10−4

Maximum deviation (m/ms) 1.20× 10−3 3.46× 10−2

Maximum deviation (%) 1.93× 10−2 1.73× 10−1

DC. Since the layup is symmetric, we can determine symmetric (red/orange) and
antisymmetric (blue) modes, and because we have only 0 ◦ and 90 ◦ layers and the
wave propagation is along 0 ◦, Lamb waves (solid lines) and shear horizontal waves
(dashed lines) can be separated. Obviously, both software’s dispersion curves are
matching in terms of the shape and mode type. In order to give a quantitative
measure of the conformity of both software, Table 2.9 lists the average and max-
imum deviation of the sample points of S0 and S2. The dispersion curves consist
of five thousand and 4171 sample points, respectively. Accordingly, the DC is in
a remarkable 99.9994 % agreement with DISPERSE. The dispersion diagram for
the [0/90]4 layup is shown in Fig. 2.46(b). Since the layup is nonsymmetric, the
solutions can be separated only into shear horizontal and Lamb waves. Again, the
results obtained with the DC match those from DISPERSE.

Let us take a closer look at the mode shapes. Notice that in those pictures the
displacement is scaled up for clarity and that only the shapes can be compared from
one mode shape to another but not the absolute displacements. Figure 2.47(a)
displays the mode shape of S5 at 10 MHz·mm from Fig. 2.46(a). Each layer’s
thickness is represented by five grid cells. Clearly, the mode shape is symmetric
about a thought line located at the half thickness. To distinguish this mode from
the antisymmetric ones, we used the special boundary condition that the in-plane
displacement u1 must have the same sign at the outer surfaces of the laminate. Such
a relation is not intrinsic in a nonsymmetric layup. Considering for example the
mode shape of B10 at 10 MHz·mm from Fig. 2.46(b), as displayed in Figure 2.47(b),
we find that u1 has the same sign on the top and bottom surfaces by chance, but this
situation changes with the frequency-thickness product so that no characteristic
special boundary condition based on u1 can be established.

The bulk wave patterns shown in Figs. 2.47(c) and 2.47(d) help us in an at-
tempt to interpret these mode shapes more physically. We notice that the in-plane
displacement component u1 is much smaller in the 0 ◦ layers than in the 90 ◦ lay-
ers. Consider Fig. 2.48(a). B10 at 10 MHz·mm in the [0/90]4 layup is excited
at an incidence angle in air of Θin = 7.33 ◦, indicated by the red slowness vec-
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TABLE 2.10. Relative bulk wave amplitudes
in B10 at 10 MHz·mm for wave
propagation along 0 ◦ in 0/904

SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135.

Layer Layup L Sfast Sslow

1 0 0.112/0.235 0.017 –
2 90 0.323 – 0.476
3 0 0.118/0.432 0.036 –
4 90 0.505 – 1
5 0 0.425/0.163 0.038 –
6 90 0.347 – 0.556
7 0 0.273/0.117 0.017 –
8 90 0.240 – 0.220

tor in the second quadrant. The third and fourth quadrant represent the top 0 ◦

layer. Guided by Snell’s law and the slowness profiles, two propagating bulk waves
Sfast and Sslow are generated at refraction angles of, respectively, ΘSfast

= 53.63 ◦

and ΘSslow
= 36.74 ◦, while L is evanenscent. Only L and Sfast possess displace-

ment in the x1-x3-plane and therefore contribute to the pure Lamb-type mode B10,
whereas Sslow has displacement only in the x2-direction, contributing to shear hor-
izontal modes. Accordingly, only L and Sfast appear in the 0 ◦ layers of the bulk
wave pattern in Figs. 2.47(c) and 2.47(d). Even without taking the bulk waves’
amplitudes into consideration, we can now give a qualitative explanation why the
displacement component u1 is small in the 0 ◦ layers. Since L waves are evanescent,
their (purely) longitudinal displacements, contributing to the u1-component of the
total displacement field, decay exponentially with the depth. A close look at the
top layer in Fig. 2.47(b) supports this finding. Figure 2.48(c) shows that Sfast is
polarized almost normal to the x1-direction (x′1 = x1). In fact, with a refraction
angle of ΘSfast

= 53.63 ◦ and the polarization angle of βSfast
= 57.40 ◦, the polariza-

tion vector deviates by 86.23 ◦ from the x1-direction, therefore contributing only
marginally to u1. By contrast, we have a substantial displacement component u1

in the 90 ◦ layers. At the bottom of our [0/90]4 layup, we have the (top-down)
situation depicted in Fig. 2.48(b). Again, B10 is excited at an incidence angle in
air of Θin = 7.33 ◦. Now, the third and fourth quadrant represent the 90 ◦ layer.
Three propagating bulk waves are generated with refraction angles of ΘL = 69.39 ◦,
ΘSfast

= 49.17 ◦, and ΘSslow
= 29.22 ◦. Figure 2.48(d) shows the polarization vec-

tors of the three bulk waves. All of them are pure modes. Only L and Sslow have
displacement in the x1-x3-plane (x′2 = x1), contributing to B10, while Sfast with
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TABLE 2.11. Relative bulk wave amplitudes
in S5 at 10 MHz·mm for wave
propagation along 0 ◦ in 0/902s

SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135.

Layer Layup L Sfast Sslow

1 0 0.092/0.240 0.015 –
2 90 0.281 – 0.478
3 0 0.146/0.144 0.035 –
4 90 1 – 0.386

5 90 1 – 0.386
6 0 0.145/0.145 0.035 –
7 90 0.280 – 0.476
8 0 0.239/0.092 0.015 –

its polarization along x2 (= x′1) contributes to shear horizontal modes. From this
picture, we see that the contributing bulk waves Sslow and in particular L have
substantial displacement components u1 along x1 (= x′2). On the other hand, it is
easy to imagine that the out-of-plane displacement u3 is not sensitive to the layer
orientation because the fibers are always oriented normal to x3.

To complete our investigation, we now take also the bulk waves’ relative ampli-
tudes listed in Table 2.10 into account. The evanescent bulk waves L propagating
at the top and bottom of the 0 ◦ layers have different amplitudes, while the other
nonevanescent waves propagating up and downward in a layer have the same am-
plitude. We find that the amplitudes of the shear waves propagating in the 0 ◦

layers are by one order of magnitude smaller than the amplitudes of the shear
waves propagating in the 90 ◦ layers. The corresponding relation between the lon-
gitudinal waves is less pronounced. Similar observations can be made for the bulk
wave amplitudes in S5 in [0/90]2s, as listed in Table 2.11. Here, we notice also that
the amplitudes are symmetric about the center line of the layup with only minor
deviations. Hence, our discussion of the small displacement components u1 in the
0 ◦ layers is confirmed by the evaluation of the bulk waves’ amplitudes.

Seen from the NDI point of view, S5 and B10 at 10 MHz·mm would be an unsuit-
able choice even if it would be possible to excite just these very modes with so many
other higher order modes located nearby in the dispersion diagram. Through the
size of a transducer, it has a phase velocity spectrum in addition to the well-known
frequency spectrum spanned by the bandwidth around the center frequency. This
results in a two-dimensional zone of excitation in a dispersion diagram rather than
in a point of excitation [102, 151]. Throughout the whole laminate, S5 and B10
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show a comparatively weak out-of-plane displacement u3, whereas a substantial
displacement u3 is essential for the detection of in-plane-flaws like delaminations.
In Sec. 2.7.2, however, we will show that mode shapes can change drastically
with the frequency-thickness product. Usually, the fundamental modes A0/B0 and
S0/B1 at rather low frequency-thickness products are used for NDI purposes. For
instance, Fig. 2.49(a) depicts the mode shape of A0 at 0.4 MHz·mm for wave prop-
agation along 0 ◦ in [0/90]2s SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135. The prominent and
homogeneous out-of-plane displacement is well-suited for most inspection tasks.
For comparison, Fig. 2.49(b) shows how drastically the shape of A0 has changed at
10 MHz·mm. While the two 90 ◦ layers in the center of the laminate experience a
considerable displacement, the layers above and below remain almost undeformed,
with remarkably sharp boundaries between both areas.
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 2.46. Dispersion diagrams for wave propagation along 0 ◦ in two different layups of
SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135. (a) [0/90]2s layup. Lamb waves (solid lines)
and shear horizontal waves (dashed lines) are decoupled, and can therefore be
distinguished. Since the layup is symmetric, we can also classify symmetric
(red/orange) and antisymmetric (blue) modes. (b) [0/90]4 layup. Lamb and
shear horizontal waves can be distinguished, but since the layup is nonsym-
metric, so are the modes.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 2.47. Mode shapes and bulk wave patterns at 10 MHz·mm for wave propagation
along 0 ◦ in SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135. (a), (c) S5 in [0/90]2s. (b), (d)
B10 in [0/90]4.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 2.48. Bulk waves generated in SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135 upon plane wave
incidence from air at Θin = 7.33 ◦. (a), (c) Φ = 0 ◦ and (b), (d) Φ = 90 ◦.
The upper half space is covered by air, the lower one by SAERTEX. (a), (b)
Construction of the bulk wave propagation directions based on Snell’s law.
(b), (c) Propagation directions and polarization of the generated bulk waves
in 3-D space.
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(a) (b)

FIG. 2.49. Mode shapes of A0 at (a) 0.4 MHz·mm and (b) 10 MHz·mm for wave propaga-
tion along 0 ◦ in [0/90]2s SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135. The displacements
are scaled up for clarity.

2.7.2 Guided Wave Characteristics

This section is of particular interest for any individual who performs NDI by means
of guided waves. The section provides valuable knowledge which allows us to choose
the appropriate mode for a certain inspection task. Firstly, we study dispersion
diagrams in more detail. In fact, they allow more insight into the guided waves’
characteristics and even into the behavior of the contributing bulk waves than one
might think. Of particular interest are also the mode shapes. Guided waves turn
out to have manifold shapes depending on the mode order and frequency. Hence,
they are certainly worth dedicating a discussion to them not only because it is
interesting, but also since the mode shapes determine whether a mode at a certain
frequency can be used to detect flaws of specific shapes, positions, and orientations
within a plate or layup. We will perform the corresponding study on an isotropic
layer, knowing that the behavior in a transversely isotropic layer is qualitatively
similar. For transversely isotropic samples on the other hand, we present the par-
ticularly interesting polar dispersion diagrams. This kind of diagram displays the
anisotropy of guided wave propagation at a given frequency immediately, with-
out the need for calculating multiple dispersion diagrams at different propagation
angles.

Isotropic Layer

Figures 2.50(a) and 2.50(b) show the phase velocity of Lamb and shear horizontal
waves as well as the longitudinal and transverse bulk velocities in aluminum alloy
1100. Let us start with a general examination of the dispersion diagrams. The
fundamental antisymmetric Lamb wave A0 starts at zero phase velocity while S0

starts at the plate wave velocity of that material. Both fundamental modes tend
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A B
C D

(a) (b)

FIG. 2.50. Dispersion diagrams for aluminum alloy 1100. L and T indicate the longitu-
dinal and transverse bulk velocities, respectively.

toward the Rayleigh wave velocity for high frequency-thickness products. The fun-
damental shear horizontal wave S′0 is nondispersive at the transverse bulk velocity.
The higher order modes start at their respective cut-off frequencies, and approach
the transverse bulk velocity asymptotically. Lamb wave dispersion curves tend
to “stay” longer at the longitudinal bulk wave velocity with increasing frequency-
thickness products, thereby forming plateau-like shapes just above L. This effect is
somewhat more pronounced for symmetric modes due to their more longitudinally
dominated displacement patterns. Below the longitudinal and transverse bulk ve-
locities, the corresponding bulk waves contributing to the guided waves become
evanescent. Accordingly, A0 always consists of evanescent waves only, while S0 has
propagating shear vertical wave contributors at low frequencies and thicknesses
that become evanescent when S0 falls below T. S′0 consists of evanescent shear
horizontal bulk waves propagating exactly at the transverse bulk velocity. Higher
order modes never fall below T. Therefore, guided shear horizontal waves are never
evanescent, which is exactly the reason why we do not encounter the numerical in-
stability when we calculate them using the TMM, as discussed in Sec. 2.3.3. By
contrast, higher order Lamb waves consist of propagating longitudinal and shear
vertical bulk waves above L, and evanescent longitudinal and propagating shear
vertical bulk waves below L.

Based on the dispersion diagram shown in Fig. 2.50(a), we would choose an
ultrasonic transducer with a center frequency below 1 MHz·mm for the excitation
of the fundamental modes. With increasing frequency-thickness, both modes A0

and S0 get closer to each other, increasing the unwanted risk that we excite both
of them simultaneously. S0 is more suitable for long range testing since it is less
dispersive at low frequency-thicknesses than A0. A high dispersion means that
the wave packets spread because the different frequency components propagate
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at different speeds, resulting in a decrease of the amplitude with the propagation
distance. On the other hand, A0 allows a higher resolution due to its smaller
wavelength, and, according to Castaings and Cawley [102], it is easier to excite
thanks to the predominant out-of-plane displacement.

It is interesting as well as instructive for an NDI inspector to examine the mode
shapes of guided waves in more detail since their displacement patterns allow di-
rect conclusions whether or not a mode is appropriate for the flaw detection in
a specimen. In Fig. 2.51, the modes shapes of the fundamental modes A0 (left)
and S0 (right) are studied for increasing frequency-thickness products. While in
A0, the top and bottom surfaces are displaced into the same direction x3, the
opposite is the case for S0. Therefore, antisymmetric and symmetric modes are
also called, respectively, flexural and compressional modes. At 1 MHz·mm (see
Figs. 2.51(a) and 2.51(b)), we observe in A0 a strong and quite evenly distributed
out-of-plane displacement u3, while in S0, u3 diminishes as we approach the center
of the plate, rendering S0 rather insensitive for in-plane flaws in the center. On
the other hand, the in-plane displacement u1 in A0 vanishes at the half thickness,
making A0 insensitive there for out-of plane flaws like cracks. By contrast, S0

would be a good choice to detect such flaws as it displays a substantial and evenly
distributed displacement u1 over the plate’s thickness. Upon increasing the fre-
quency or thickness of the plate, both displacement components get concentrated
closer to the top and bottom surfaces, gradually turning the Lamb wave into two
Rayleigh surface waves, as shown in Figs. 2.51(c) to 2.51(h). These waves are
predestinated for the detection of surface or near-surface defects but they do not,
however, interact with flaws located deeper in the specimen.

In Fig. 2.52, we perform a similar study on the higher order modes A1, S1, A2, and
S2. On the left-hand side, A1 (Figs. 2.52(a) and 2.52(c)) and A2 (Figs. 2.52(e) and
2.52(g)) are displayed, and on the right-hand side are the symmetric counterparts.
As the case in any resonance scenario, we expect a higher number of nodes occurring
between the two boundaries confining the oscillation. Going back to A0 and S0

displayed in Fig. 2.51, we see that the left and right edges of the displacement
patterns of A0 describe one round trip 2π and those of S0 one-and-a-half round
trips 3π. Interestingly enough, A1 and S1 show the same characteristics. Only
beginning with A2 and S2, the number of round trips increases with the mode
order, namely 4π and 5π, respectively. More nodes in both displacements u1 and
u3 means that there are more areas throughout the thickness where the modes
become insensitive to flaws. Figures 2.52(c) and 2.52(d) show A1 and S1, and
Figs. 2.52(g), 2.52(h) A2 and S2 at 20 MHz·mm. Accordingly, unlike the case
for the fundamental modes, the higher order modes do not display a comparable
behavior of turning into Rayleigh waves for high frequencies and thicknesses.

Finally, let us investigate specific points in the dispersion diagram in Fig. 2.50(a).
Consider situations A and B. The Lamb waves S1 and S2 cross the longitudinal
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TABLE 2.12. Bulk wave key data of A2 and S2 at
5.06 MHz·mm in 1 mm thick aluminum al-
loy 1100.

A2 S2

L SV L SV

Θ (◦) 52.48 23.55 52.59 23.59
vp (m/ms) 6.142 3.094 6.142 3.094
λ (mm) 1.214 0.611 1.214 0.611
Relative amplitude 1 2.133 1 0.825
Phase L−/SV− (◦) 0 0 0 180
Phase L+/SV+ (◦) 180 180 0 180

bulk velocity L at 3.58 MHz·mm and, at twice that frequency-thickness product,
at 7.16 MHz·mm, respectively. The corresponding mode shapes and bulk wave
patterns are displayed in Figs. 2.53(a) to 2.53(d). Accordingly, the normal dis-
placements u3 at the upper and lower surface of the plate are zero, while only
the longitudinal displacement u1 is nonzero. As discussed above and shown in
Figs. 2.53(c) and 2.53(d), the longitudinal bulk waves contributing to the guided
waves turn evanescent below the longitudinal bulk velocity. Since shear wave mo-
tion is not supported in an assumed fluid surrounding the plate, the surfaces are
traction free so that no energy gets lost to the surrounding medium but is retained
by the guided wave. Such waves are highly suitable for long range applications
like pipe inspection. This example demonstrates again how important it is for the
inspector to have the corresponding dispersion diagram at hand. It allows him
to choose the appropriate ultrasonic transducer and excite the desired mode at
the optimal frequency. Similar traction free patterns can be achieved with A2 at
5.06 MHz·mm (situation C) and with A3 at 8.77 MHz·mm (situation D). These are
the points where A2 and A3 cross S2 and S3, respectively. Their mode shapes and
bulk wave patterns are displayed in Figs. 2.53(e) to 2.53(h). In contrast to A2 and
A3, at these crossing points, S2 and S3 have zero longitudinal displacements u1 at
the plate’s surfaces. By analyzing the bulk wave patterns, we can explain more
physically how this behavior comes about.

The key data of the bulk waves in A2 and S2 at 5.06 MHz·mm are given in
Table 2.12. Both modes have the same bulk wave patterns but different amplitudes
and phases. The longitudinal wavelength is nearly twice the transverse one11. In
antisymmetric modes, the downward and upward propagating bulk waves have the

11It is not exactly twice because 5.06 MHz·mm is not exactly where A2 and S2 cross each other,
but our closest sample point. Notice also that the plate has a thickness of 1 mm.
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opposite phase, while in symmetric modes they have the same phase. The special
situation encountered in A2 at 5.06 MHz·mm is that the longitudinal waves have
the same phase as the shear vertical ones, apparently leading to a vanishing of
u3 at the plate’s surfaces. In S2 on the other hand, the longitudinal and shear
vertical waves having the opposite phase lead to a vanishing of the longitudinal
displacement u1 at the surfaces. A similar constellation occurs in A3 and S3 at
8.77 MHz·mm.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

FIG. 2.51. Mode shapes of A0 (left) and S0 (right) at (a), (b) 1 MHz·mm, (c), (d)
10 MHz·mm, (e), (f) 20 MHz·mm, and (g), (h) 30 MHz·mm in aluminum alloy
1100. The displacements are highly exaggerated for clarity.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

FIG. 2.52. Mode shapes of (a) A1 and (b) S1 at 3 MHz·mm, (c) A1 and (d) S1 at
20 MHz·mm, (e) A2 and (f) S2 at 6 MHz·mm, and (g) A2 and (h) S2 at
20 MHz·mm in aluminum alloy 1100.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

FIG. 2.53. Mode shapes and bulk wave patterns of (a), (c) S1 at 3.58 MHz·mm, (b),
(d) S2 at 7.16 MHz·mm, (e), (g) A2 at 5.06 MHz·mm, and (f), (h) A3 at
8.77 MHz·mm in aluminum alloy 1100. The bold lines indicate the polariza-
tion directions of the longitudinal (red) and shear vertical bulk waves (blue).
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Transversely Isotropic Layer and Layups

Figures 2.54(a) to 2.54(d) show the phase velocity of Lamb and shear horizon-
tal waves as well as the bulk velocities for wave propagation along, respectively,
0 ◦, 30 ◦, 60 ◦, and 90 ◦ in unidirectional SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135. Beside
the obvious anisotropy, the most striking difference to the dispersion diagram of
aluminum alloy 1100 in Fig. 2.50(a) is the particular proximity of (most of) the
symmetric modes to the longitudinal bulk velocity over broad frequency-thickness
ranges. This behavior indicates that in these ranges the symmetric modes are
dominated by longitudinal displacement u1 in case of wave propagation along 0 ◦

and u1 and u2 in case of 30 ◦ and 60 ◦ wave propagation. For wave propagation
along 90 ◦, we do not observe such a plateau-like behavior, supposedly because
the fast and slow shear bulk velocities are rather close to the longitudinal veloc-
ity. Antisymmetric modes with their more dominant normal displacement u3 show
much less plateau-like behavior around the longitudinal velocities in all dispersion
diagrams. Similarly as in aluminum, the plateaus are more likely to appear with
increasing frequency-thicknesses. As pointed out in Sec. 2.7.2, Lamb waves excited
in such low-dispersive frequency-thickness ranges are particularly suitable for long
range inspection tasks. We can also identify specific points in the dispersion dia-
grams where the corresponding modes have no normal displacement, making them
suitable for long range testing, too. For instance, S1 in Fig. 2.54(a) crosses the
longitudinal bulk velocity at 2.4 MHz·mm, having no normal displacement and, in
addition, being practically nondispersive. Accordingly, S1 would be a very good
candidate for long range inspection. However, although S0 has some normal dis-
placement (see Fig. 2.55(a)) at 0.4 MHz·mm, it would be an even better choice
because there are no other modes nearby in the dispersion diagram.

It is particularly interesting to analyze the propagation direction dependent dis-
persion in a single layer or layup. For a polar dispersion diagram, the dispersion
curves are traced in the frequency space as usual. This is done for every propaga-
tion angle from zero to ninety degrees (or to 360 ◦ if necessary) with a certain step.
Usually, only the fundamental modes are considered for this kind of diagram. In
principle, one could just calculate the phase velocity at the frequency of interest if
one was interested only in the phase velocity and excitation angle. However, to get
the group velocity and propagation time, we need complete curves for the fitting
and derivation, as explained in Sec. 2.3.6. Furthermore, if the phase velocity is
calculated at just one frequency, it is difficult to assign the found solutions to the
correct mode, since the modes can cross each other. This risk increases with the
frequency-thickness product.

Figure 2.56(a) shows the propagation direction-dependent phase velocities of the
three fundamental modes S0, S′0, and A0 in unidirectional SAERTEX R© 7006919/
RIMR135 at 0.4 MHz·mm together with the bulk waves’ phase velocities. It is
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 2.54. Dispersion diagrams for wave propagation along (a) 0 ◦, (b) 30 ◦, (c) 60 ◦, and
(d) 90 ◦ in unidirectional SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135. The light blue
lines indicate the bulk waves’ phase velocities.

striking how directly the anisotropic behavior of the guided waves is linked to the
bulk velocities, especially in the case of S0. Calculating the through thickness dis-
placement components of S0 at 0.4 MHz·mm for 0 ◦ wave propagation, as shown in
Fig. 2.55(a), reveals that S0 is dominated by longitudinal displacement. Hence, the
phase velocity of S0 is close to that of the pure longitudinal bulk wave. In contrast,
at 2 MHz·mm, Fig. 2.55(b) shows that S0 is dominated by normal displacement.
Consequently, its phase velocity is close to that of the pure fast (and slow) shear
bulk wave, as confirmed by Fig. 2.56. It is also noteworthy that the phase veloc-
ity variation with the propagation direction of A0 is very weak compared to that
of S0. The reason for this is because A0 is dominated by normal displacement,
which points normal to the fibers (out-of-plane) for any (in-plane) propagation di-
rection. This is of course different for the longitudinal displacement, encountering
the strong in-plane anisotropy. Figure 2.56(b) displays the group velocity. Since S0

and S′0 are only weakly dispersive at 0.4 MHz·mm, their group and phase velocities
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(a) (b)

FIG. 2.55. Through thickness displacement components of the fundamental Lamb wave
mode S0 at (a) 0.4 MHz·mm and (b) 2 MHz·mm for wave propagation along
0 ◦ in unidirectional SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135.

are almost coincident, unlike the case for A0. A0 is almost perfectly matching the
slow shear bulk wave velocity. This will be the case with its phase velocity only
at higher frequencies. The inverse character of both the propagation time and the
excitation angle with respect to the phase velocity becomes obvious in Figs. 2.56(c)
and 2.56(d).

It is also very instructive to compare the phase velocity diagram in Fig. 2.56(a)
with the polar plot of the transformed stiffness matrix components given in Fig. 2.2.
Although up to thirteen nonzero transformed stiffness matrix components (we
remember that the transformed stiffness matrix of a transversely isotropic layer
has monoclinic symmetry) contribute to the behavior of the phase velocity, it is
obvious that S0 is predominantly governed by C11 and C22. Figure 2.57(a) depicts
the polar phase velocity diagram of a [0/90]4s layup at 0.4 MHz·mm. Comparing
this diagram with the HST components displayed in Fig. 2.3(a), reveals an even
better qualitative coincidence. Again, S0 is dominated by C11 and C22, as expected,
while of the drawn HST components, C12 appears to have the most influence on the
behavior of S′0, while A0 behaves similarly as the coinciding C55 and C23. Finally,
Fig. 2.57(b) displays the phase velocity diagram corresponding to a quasiistropic
layup [0/90/45/-45]2s at 0.4 MHz·mm. The same correlations between the HST
components and the phase velocity are evident by comparing Fig. 2.57(b) with
Fig. 2.3(b).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 2.56. Polar dispersion diagrams of the fundamental modes in unidirectional
SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135 at 0.4 MHz·mm. (a) Phase velocity, (b)
group velocity, (c) propagation time at 1 m distance, and (d) Excitation angle
in air. In images (a) and (b), the three bulk waves’ phase velocities are drawn
in light blue color.
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(a) (b)

FIG. 2.57. Phase velocity of the fundamental modes in SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135
at 0.4 MHz·mm. (a) [0/90]4s and (b) [0/90/45/-45]2s layup.

2.7.3 Large Numbers of Layers

The key requirement imposed on the DC is the capability to calculate laminates
consisting of four hundred layers. These are the largest specimens we have en-
countered so far in the rocket booster manufacturing at the DLR in Augsburg. In
the current section, we proof that the DC meets this key requirement. For this
purpose, we assume two thick-walled layups. For convenience, the wave propaga-
tion in both layups is supposed to be along the 0 ◦-direction. Firstly, we calculate
a 50 mm thick [0/90/45/-45]50s layup, containing four hundred layers. This layup
poses the challenging obstacle to the tracing algorithms that Lamb waves and
shear horizontal waves are coupled so that we have to face the crossing of disper-
sion curves. Secondly, we model a 125 mm thick [0/90]250s layup, containing one
thousand layers. With the decoupling of the Lamb and shear horizontal waves,
the crossing of modes is absent, and therefore the tracing becomes much easier.
The corresponding dispersion diagrams are shown in Figs. 2.58(a) and 2.58(b),
respectively.

By analyzing the displacement components of various modes in both layups, we
make an interesting observation. Comparing the displacement of A2 in [0/90/45/-
45]50s (see Fig. 2.58(c)) with A1 in [0/90]250s (see Fig. 2.58(d)), both at 5 MHz·mm,
shows that both modes have practically the same shape. In particular, the shear
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horizontal displacement component u2 of A2 in [0/90/45/-45]50s nearly vanishes,
making A2 almost a pure Lamb wave like A1 in [0/90]250s. Also, the dispersion
curves of both modes have a comparable shape. It turns out that each mode
in Fig. 2.58(a), let us call them quasipure modes, has its true pure counterpart
in Fig. 2.58(b). Let us pick an example for a quasipure shear horizontal mode,
namely A4 in [0/90/45/-45]50s. Its sagittal displacement components u1 and u3,
depicted in Fig. 2.58(e), are close to zero while its u2-component has the typical
shape of a shear horizontal mode, as the case in the true pure counterpart, the
shear horizontal wave A′2 in [0/90]250s, drawn in Fig. 2.58(f). Again, we see in the
dispersion diagrams that both dispersion curves have a comparable shape. Disper-
sion curves of pure shear horizontal modes never have plateaus and turning points
unlike those of Lamb waves. We notice also that the fundamental shear horizontal
mode S′0 in Fig. 2.58(a) is nondispersive, as usually the case only in decoupled
cases. To further investigate our observation, we approximate the [0/90/45/-45]50s

layup by [0/90/45/-45]5s, having only forty layers with ten times the original layer
thickness. The corresponding displacement profiles of A2 and A4 are shown in
Figs. 2.59(a) and 2.59(b), respectively. Accordingly, A2 now has a substantial
shear horizontal displacement component u2, shifting it far from a pure Lamb-type
behavior. Similarly, A4 now has notable sagittal displacement contributions u1 and
u3, putting it away from the characteristics of a pure shear horizontal mode.

The phenomenon of quasipure coupled modes reported here is related to the
homogenization of periodically layered laminates. Rokhlin provides a detailed dis-
cussion about this topic in his book [59], chapter 7. Accordingly, if the wavelength
of the bulk waves, which the guided wave is composed of (also referred to as Flo-
quet waves), is large compared to the layer thickness, the effect of the layering
is negligible. Then, the laminate behaves like an effective medium with averaged
elastic properties. Physically, the bulk waves do not “feel” the anisotropy any-
more, and the coupling between them becomes small. This is the case only in the
homogenization domain located below a certain critical frequency fcrit. Rokhlin
approximates this frequency with

fcrit =
0.5vmin(Θin)

duc cosΘin

, (2.227)

where duc is the thickness of the unit cell, and vmin(Θin) is the minimum phase
velocity among all bulk waves in each layer of the unit cell excited at an inci-
dence angle Θin in the fluid. Clearly, the modeling of a large laminate by one
effective layer in the homogenization domain would be very worthwile considering
that the calculation of the dispersion diagram for the [0/90/45/-45]50s laminate in
Fig. 2.46(a) took many hours, whereas for one layer it takes only some seconds.
However, Rokhlin states in his book that “even at relatively modest frequencies in
commercially important composite layup geometries, a full consideration of lami-
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nate microstructure is essential for the accurate description of guided elastic wave
behavior in these materials.”.

Driven by this statement, we turn our focus to another approximative method
for periodic laminates, which is not burdened by a limited frequency range, namely
the grouping of layers. The idea is to model a certain number of repetitions of a
unit cell by a single unit cell with the layer thicknesses scaled by the number of
repetitions so that the resulting unit cell has the same thickness as the total of the
repeated original unit cells. The benefit is, of course, the saving of computational
expense achieved through the reduction of the number of layers to be computed.
In the following, we determine how good the dispersion curves match if we reduce
the number of layers by a factor of ten, and how much computation time is saved.

We approximate the [0/90]250s layup by [0/90]25s, having only one hundred layers
with ten times the original layer thickness. We perform the calculation with the
DC v1.4 running on an i7–6700 CPU at 4 × 3.4 GHz. The calculation of the
full laminate took 31 min, compared to 5.6 min for the approximation - a saving
of 82 %. Figure 2.60 compares the Lamb wave dispersion curves of the full lam-
inate, drawn in red color, with those of the approximative model, drawn in blue
color. Apparently, the approximative laminate fits the full laminate relatively well,
especially in case of the fundamental modes. Only for some of the higher order
modes at high phase velocities, we observe notable deviations. In an earlier study
presented by Huber and Sause [63], a [0/90/45/-45]50s layup was approximated by
[0/90/45/-45]10s, having one fifth of the original number of layers. In this study,
the calculation time was reduced by 85 % (from 101 min to 15 min). The funda-
mental modes were fitted quite well, too, while somewhat more deviation on the
higher order modes was observed.

Hence, provided a layup allows for the grouping of layers, this can be an appropri-
ate approach to obtain dispersion curves with minimized computational expense,
in particular if one is only interested in the fundamental modes, as usually the case
in NDI applications. However, as was already mentioned above, the grouping of
layers usually cannot be applied in typical thick-walled components used at the
DLR since the layups are often too complicated.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

FIG. 2.58. Dispersion diagrams for wave propagation along 0 ◦ in (a) 50 mm thick
[0/90/45/-45]50s and (b) 125 mm thick [0/90]250s SAERTEX R©7006919/
RIMR135. Through thickness displacement profiles of (c) A2 in [0/90/45/-
45]50s, (d) A1 in [0/90]250s, (e) A4 in [0/90/45/-45]50s, and (f) A′2 in [0/90]250s

at 5 MHz·mm.
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(a) (b)

FIG. 2.59. Through thickness displacement profiles of (a) A2 and (b) A4 for wave
propagation along 0 ◦ in 50 mm thick [0/90/45/-45]5s SAERTEX R©7006919/
RIMR135.
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FIG. 2.60. Lamb wave dispersion diagram for wave propagation along 0 ◦ in 125 mm
thick [0/90]250s (red) and [0/90]25s (blue) SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135.
The approximative model (blue) deviates notably from the full model (red)
only for some higher order modes at high phase velocities.
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In this chapter, we present the nondestructive inspection method of air-coupled
ultrasonic testing by means of Lamb waves. This is the application for which we
need the dispersion diagrams obtained by the methods presented in Chapter 2.
Specifically, the excitation of a Lamb wave mode requires the adjustment of the
correct excitation angle with respect to the component to be inspected. The exci-
tation angle is yielded from the corresponding dispersion diagram via Snell’s law.
However, real components like aircraft skin elements have variations both in the
layup as well as in the curvature, causing a variation also in the excitation an-
gle. Therefore, the aim of the Procomp project was the development of a robotic
end-effector, which adapts the excitation angle on-the-fly during the scanning of
a component according to an a priori calculated excitation angle map (EAM). To
pave the track for this new end-effector, we first discuss and compare the different
measurement modes in Sec. 3.1, namely the normal transmission mode (NTM) and
the focused slanted reflection mode (FSRM), where only the latter works through
the excitation of Lamb waves. Finally, Sec. 3.2 presents the AEE and the cor-
responding new inspection mode, the adaptive slanted reflection mode (ASRM),
which clearly outperforms the conventional nonadaptive FSRM.

3.1 Fundamental Concepts and Application

Aerospace vehicles are constructed from an increasing amount of CFRP because
its superior strength-to-weight ratio compared to traditional metal alloys yields
weight savings that enable these vehicles to operate more efficiently. However,
the manufacturing of composites is still very expensive due to the high amount of
handcraft that is involved and due to the usage of high-performance but also high-
cost prepreg material. Therefore, it is the aim of the ZLP to establish automated
and cost-efficient manufacturing processes for large-scale and light weight aerospace
vehicle components made from CFRP (see Fig. 3.1). This is accompanied by the
goal to enable infusion processes for large structures at high performance and
moderate cost.

In order to guarantee cost-efficiency, an inline quality assurance (QA) system
based on NDI methods must be established. Endline inspection is considered an
additional step that takes time and cost after a component has been completed,
which should be avoided consequently. It has been concluded that ACUT is a suit-
able NDI method [152]. An NDI method has to meet certain key criteria such as
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FIG. 3.1. A particular achievement by the ZLP was the manufacturing of a light weight
rocket booster pressure vessel demonstrator for the Ariane 6 launcher in 2017.
This vessel had a diameter of 3.4 m and a length of 6 m. It was subjected to a
final bursting test where it beared even more pressure than required while the
weight limit was met.

fast measurement speed and data evaluation as well as the ability to inspect large
components. This can only be achieved through the automation of the inspection
processes. However, there are more key criteria like noncontact measurement and
imaging options, the flaw detection resolution and probability of detection (POD)
as well as penetration depth and accessibility of the component. ACUT makes
a good compromise of these conditions. Compared to WCUT, ACUT is a rela-
tively new NDI method, and not developed as much, although the advantages of
ACUT as an inline QA method are obvious. We can abstain from all infrastruc-
ture that is related to the coupling medium water like immersion tanks, tubes,
water conditioning, etc. Furthermore, robots and electrical equipment are not af-
fected by moisture, and no water can infiltrate the CFRP components or cause
corrosion. Crucial parameters known from WCUT like contact pressure and flow
rate of the coupling medium are nonrelevant. Firm contact on uneven and rough
surfaces is also not an issue with ACUT. Furthermore, CFRP with a high amount
of porosity like thermoplastics can be inspected, where water-coupled ultrasound
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gets scattered heavily due to its shorter wavelengths.
An inline QA would not only have the benefit of merely removing the endline

inspection. Detecting a flaw when it happens to develop would allow to determine
what process deviation has caused the flaw. One would seek for deviations in
the process parameters taking place at the same instant of time. This would be
possible since process parameters such as the tow tension in a dry fiber winding
process or the heat source temperature in an in-situ consolidation process are
monitored. The process could then be optimized accordingly, a repair attempt be
made, and then the manufacturing be continued, or, if repair is impossible and the
flaw is critical, the manufacturing could be canceled, and the component discarded
without wasting time on finishing the component and finding out only by an endline
inspection that the component is waste. We can go one step further and think of
self-optimizing manufacturing processes. A deviation in the component’s quality
would be detected automatically and correlated with deviations in the process or
environment parameters, and appropriate measures would be taken accordingly.
The smart production line would be able to learn and optimize itself with only
minimal engagement required from humans, an idea described by the term Industry
4.0. The ZLP has already implemented data bases where manufacturing process
parameters as well as inspection data are stored. It is a matter of ongoing research
of how to store a large amount of data (Big Data) in a convenient way so as
to enable easy access and interpretability to the human. Machine learning with
respect to the automated evaluation of ultrasonic images or of any inspection data
is another field of research to assist the human and to improve the cost-efficiency
of the inspection processes.

Before ACUT can be integrated into the production line, it must first be set up
independently. At this stage, two main tasks have to be achieved. Firstly, the
method must be made operational at all. Therefore, the mechanical and electrical
integration into a robotic cell was conducted. The robot featuring high flexibility,
accuracy, speed, and range would carry the transducers and enable the scanning
of multi-dimensionally curved components while maintaining the orientation of
the transducers with respect to the component’s surface. On the other hand, the
electrical integration allows the simultaneous monitoring of the ultrasonic data
(A-scans) and the corresponding positions so that three-dimensional ultrasonic
images (C-scans) can be generated in the post processing or in real-time. The
second task is to learn actually how the quality of a component can be inspected
(and assured later in the production process) with the method. This requires
comprehensive testing of many different components with artificial flaws, various
geometries, materials, layups, and so on. By varying the many parameters like
transducer frequency, output voltage, and gain as well as software and hardware
filters, but also settings like scanning speed, measurement grid size, and working
distance, we learn how to apply the method to its best and ultimately detect as
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many flaws as possible. In case of inspection be means of guided waves, the ad-
ditional complication of the excitation angle adjustment (and adaptation) as well
as the more sophisticated image interpretation has to be managed. We should
be able at that point to locate the position and determine the size of any flaw.
Well-tried reference systems like the Olympus OmniScan SX/MX device (Olym-
pus K.K., Tokyo, Japan) which is based on water-coupled ultrasonic testing, are
used for comparison and validation. The determination of the type of a flaw is
also desirable but difficult in prototypic components and inspection setups where
we lack the experience of serial production. We cannot rely on well-known flaw
image characteristics occurring frequently in a production line, and we also usually
cannot apply a simple threshold like the common -6 dB amplitude criterion used in
aerospace. Since the appearance of anomalies in composite structures is so mani-
fold1, a vast and complex field of research has emerged upon the questions of what
an indication in an ultrasonic image is caused by and whether it should be classi-
fied as a flaw or not. These questions are closely related to the topic termed effects
of defects, and to tackle them, a physical understanding of the wave propagation
in the inspected body as well as of the interaction between the elastic waves and
anomalies is essential. In Chapter 2, we have covered the first aspect, while the
interaction with flaws is investigated more by means of the FEM. An impressive
study was conducted by Zelenyak et al. who have obtained the microstructure of a
composite from computed tomography (CT) images, and who created a model of
a pulse-echo ultrasonic measurement using COMSOL Multiphysics R© (COMSOL
Inc., Burlington, MA, USA). By including realistic models of the transducer as
well as of the composite, they were able to simulate ultrasonic signals affected by
porosity in good agreement with experimental signals [153]. Owing to all these
considerations, the evaluation of ultrasonic data at the ZLP is not conducted by
commercial software. The ultrasonic data and measurement coordinates are stored
and retrieved as raw data, namely as technical data management streaming files
(TDMS)2 and comma-separated values (CSV), respectively, and they are evaluated
by Matlab R©-scripts written by the author. Since the ultimate task is to inte-
grate ACUT in the production process, a raw data interface also helps to maintain
the required flexibility and adaptability of the inspection data processing to the
digital workflow running behind the physical production line.

In the above-described vision, we are currently at the point where we have gained
a profound understanding of the physics of the method, and where we have also
achieved a remarkable progress in terms of the automation of the method and its
application. In the following, we discuss the different measurement modes, namely

1Typical flaw types in composites are delaminations, porosity, cracks, inclusions, fiber or ply
misalignment or waviness, debonding, etc.

2The TDMS file format was developed by National Instruments (National Instruments, Austin,
TX, USA).
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the NTM in Sec. 3.1.1 and the FSRM in Sec. 3.1.2. Both measurement modes will
be compared in terms of their imaging capabilities in Sec. 3.1.3. The AEE as the
most recent and unprecedented automation technology will be presented only in
the following Sec. 3.2. The next and final step is the integration of the method
into the production line. This work has begun in the summer of 2019 and it is in
progress as this thesis is completed. Therefore, it is beyond the scope of the work
presented here.

3.1.1 Normal Transmission Mode

The NTM is the simplest configuration. The ultrasonic beam is directed normally
to the surface of the inspected component, and the transmitted amplitude is moni-
tored. The inspected component must be accessible from both sides. Figure 3.2(b)
shows a robotic cell at the ZLP while performing ACUT of a CFRP plate in NTM.
The robot used here is a KUKA KR120 R2700 extra HA (KUKA AG, Augsburg,
Germany) run by a KRC4 controller, possessing six axes and a particularly high
accuracy. Since the CFRP plate is relatively small, it is sufficient to attach the
ultrasonic transducers on a C-frame end-effector, which in turn is mounted on the
robot’s flange. However, for large structures like aircraft fuselages, one would have
to use two cooperating robots. The ACUT device used at the ZLP was constructed
by Inoson (Inoson GmbH, St. Ingbert, Germany), providing the interfaces for the
communication with the robotic controlling unit as well as for retrieving the ul-
trasonic data as a TDMS file. The ultrasonic testing device can be triggered by

(a) (b)

FIG. 3.2. ACUT in normal transmission mode at the ZLP. (a) The robot is programmed
offline in a CAD-like environment, containing a digital twin of the real com-
ponent. (b) Robot-assisted inspection of a CFRP plate with focused 570 kHz
transducers. The plate is scanned on a meander-like path, while the transduc-
ers are triggered path-equidistantly.
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the robot controlling unit path-equidistantly with a maximum pulse repetition fre-
quency (PRF ) of 250 Hz. This means that the sender transmits ultrasonic pulses
on-the-fly at every equidistant measurement point on the programmed path, no
matter how complicated the path is, and unaffected by acceleration ramps and high
velocities, as far as the maximum PRF is not exceeded. The offline programming
(OLP) was performed by using FASTSURFTM in conjunction with DELMIATM

(Dassault Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France), as shown in Fig. 3.2(a). Thereby,
a meander-like path was programmed on the digital twin of the real component.
By simultaneously monitoring the ultrasonic data together with its respective mea-
surement coordinates xi, yi, zi, three-dimensional C-scans resembling the geometry
of the inspected body can be generated.

The disadvantages of the NTM compared to the pulse-echo mode (PEM) are that
it does not provide information about the depth of a flaw and that access from
both sides of the component is required. In the PEM, a single transducer transmits
at normal incidence and collects the reflected signal. As pointed out however by
Castaings in Ref. [102], the enormous acoustic impedance mismatch between air
and the solid to be inspected causes the reflection of almost the complete energy
from the surface, with only minimal energy transmitted into the solid. Therefore,
the reflected signal from the interior of the solid will be much weaker than the
one reflected from the surface. Since the transducer is set up to detect the weak
signal from the interior, it will be overloaded by the surface reflection and unable
to recover fast enough to detect the interior signal, unless the plate is very thick,
as demonstrated by Hayward and Farlow [154]. The author has tested all ACUT
transducers available at the ZLP (64 kHz, 110 kHz, 200 kHz, and 570 kHz) in PEM.
No reflection from the back wall could be detected. New opportunities would arise
if the new broad-band polyCMUTs discussed above enabled the PEM in noncontact
ultrasonics.

3.1.2 Focused Slanted Reflection Mode

In this section, we discuss how the FSRM works and how we have automated
the method at the ZLP. Then, the inspection of a rocket booster pressure vessel
demonstrator using the FSRM is reported.

Working Principle

The FSRM is generally more sophisticated in its application than the NTM. This
inspection mode is based on the interaction of Lamb waves with flaws inside a
plate. Most importantly, the FSRM requires knowledge of the excitation angle
(respectively incidence angle) Θin (see Eq. (2.171)) for a certain mode. In fact, this
is the actual reason why the numerical modeling and dispersion diagram calculation
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FIG. 3.3. ACUT in focused slanted reflection mode at the ZLP. (a) The conventional
FSRM end-effector carries nonfocusing 200 kHz transducers, specifically de-
signed for the excitation of Lamb waves. The excitation angle can be adjusted
manually. (b) The working principle of the FSRM. A beam shield is used to
block the direct sound so that only the signal emitted by the Lamb waves
propagating in the plate reaches the receiver.

for guided waves in the frame of this thesis was done. It is the reason why the DC
was created. Without the possibility to calculate Θin, we have to find it manually
by rotating the transducers until the desired Lamb wave (usually A0) is excited at
its maximum amplitude.

A Lamb wave propagating along a plate causes displacement throughout its
whole thickness. Since ultrasound is reemitted along the propagation path of the
Lamb wave, it can be detected with the receiver. As depicted in Fig. 3.3, both
the sender and the receiver must be oriented at the same excitation angle with
respect to the surface normal. A flaw causes a change in the displacement ampli-
tude, and can be detected thereby. In principle, this can be achieved on the same
side where the Lamb waves are excited from as well as on the opposite side, as
shown here. In the first case, the method is called focused slanted transmission
mode (FSTM). However, the obvious advantage of the FSRM is that single-sided
access to the specimen, as we have it in the rocket booster manufacturing, is suf-
ficient. Figure 3.3(a) shows the conventional FSRM end-effector mounted on an
industrial robot. A beam shield made of cardboard is attached between the two
transducers to screen the sound propagating directly from the sender to the re-
ceiver. Both transducers can be rotated and moved horizontally and vertically,
but only manually. Similarly as in the NTM, the industrial robot scans the speci-
men while ultrasonic pulses are triggered such that a square grid of measurement
points, comprising the base coordinates xi, yi, zi, and the corresponding ultrasonic
data, is generated.
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(a) (b)

FIG. 3.4. ACUT in focused slanted reflection mode on a down-scaled rocket booster
pressure vessel demonstrator at the ZLP. (a) The longer one of the two parts
of the pressure vessel is mounted on the tilt-turn table. (b) Inspection of one
of the domes of the pressure vessel. The winding structure is clearly visible.

Inspection of a Rocket Booster Pressure Vessel Demonstrator

The largest component inspected with ACUT at the ZLP so far was a down-scaled
rocket booster pressure vessel demonstrator in 2014. This work was published in
Ref. [118]. The vessel was manufactured at the Chair of Carbon Composites of
the Technical University of Munich (TUM), München, Germany, from carbon fiber
thermoplastic prepregs by using a winding process with in-situ laser consolidation.
It contained a high amount of porosity of 2 % to 4 %, which made the inspection
by using WCUT impossible. Compared to the real size of a pressure vessel, the
inspected demonstrator was scaled down to about one third. It consisted of two
parts, which together had a length of 3.7 m and a diameter of 1.4 m. In Fig. 3.4(a),
the longer part of the pressure vessel (2.3 m) was mounted on a tilt-turn table
(TTT), which allowed the rotation of the structure. The task was a complete
inspection of both parts of the vessel, the detection of all flaws with a diameter of
at least 10 mm, and the visualization of the results in two-dimensional and three-
dimensional C-scans.

Before the inspection of the pressure vessel, a test had to be conducted to clarify
whether Lamb waves could be excited in a 40 mm thick laminate at all, which
was the maximum thickness of the pressure vessel. To get a test component, a
ring with a height of 120 mm was cut from the 40 mm thick area (at the lower
end of the vessel shown in Fig. 3.4(a)). As shown in Fig. 3.5(a), 10 mm thick
layers of different sizes of the thermal protection material (ethylene propylene diene
monomer rubber, EPDM) of the booster were glued on the inner side of the ring. If
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(a) (b)

FIG. 3.5. (a) EPDM layers glued on the inner side of the test ring to prove the excitation
of Lamb waves in a 40 mm thick laminate, and a C-scan obtained with 64 kHz
transducers in 2-D and (c) 3-D. The EPDM layers affect the Lamb wave’s
amplitude, thereby proving the excitation of Lamb waves rather than Rayleigh
surface waves.

Lamb waves could be excited (from the outside of the ring), a change in amplitude
was expected upon scanning an EPDM layer. By contrast, if only Rayleigh surface
waves would be excited, no change in amplitude should occur, and therefore the
laminate could not be inspected throughout its whole thickness. In thin laminates,
this test can be done simply by pressing the thumb on the far side of the laminate.
Figure 3.5(b) displays the resultant three-dimensional C-scan obtained by using
64 kHz transducers, and at the bottom of Fig. 3.5(a), a 2-D cutout of the 3-D
representation is displayed. The positions and sizes of the EPDM layers are drawn
true to scale in green color. The EPDM layers become visible by an increase
of the Lamb wave’s amplitude (indicated by red color), beginning at a size of
20 × 20 mm2. Hence, the excitation of Lamb waves in a 40 mm thick laminate
using 64 kHz transducers was proven. This was not possible with 110 kHz and
200 kHz transducers.

After this test, the inspection of the pressure vessel was carried out, starting on
the cylindrical part and continuing on the domes, which was more sophisticated
due to their three-dimensional curvature. Again, the OLP was performed using
FASTSURFTM and DELMIATM. For the OLP, a digital twin of the vessel was
obtained from a LEICATM T-scan measurement (LEICA AG, Wetzlar, Germany)
in order to have its real dimensions. A meander-like scanning was realized by
rotating the vessel while keeping the end-effector at one position and triggering
the transducers every 2 mm on the path. After a rotation of 360 ◦, the TTT
stopped, the robot moved the end-effector up by 2 mm, and then the TTT rotated
back in the other direction and so on. Thereby, a 2 × 2 mm grid of measurement
points on the pressure vessel was generated. Hence, taking the maximum PRF
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FIG. 3.6. Visualization and evaluation of ultrasonic data. The C-scan in the upper
panel shows the Lamb wave’s amplitude measured on the cylinder mantle
of the pressure vessel using 64 kHz transducers. Red color indicates a high
Lamb wave amplitude. The binary image in the lower panel indicates three
delaminations.

into account, the highest possible scanning speed for that grid was 500 mm/s, while
the actual scanning speed was 230 mm/s. The Lamb wave’s excitation angle was
adjusted manually on the cylindrical part and on the dome, and it did not have to
be changed since the layup and the thickness of the laminate remained practically
constant in these areas. Figure 3.4(b) shows the scanning of one of the domes of
the vessel. At the top, the nozzle opening can be seen.

Only a cutout from the complete C-scan of the cylinder, covering a circumfer-
ential length of 800 mm and a height of 300 mm, may be shown in Fig. 3.6. The
image shows distinct delamination indications accounting for deviations during the
winding process, possibly caused by an insufficient tension on the tape or by a poor
consolidation through the laser. However, these were the only indications found
in the cylindrical part of the booster. The top image in Fig. 3.6 shows the Lamb
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FIG. 3.7. Three-dimensional C-scan of one dome of the pressure vessel. The winding
structure has been revealed clearly. In the bluish area, Lamb waves could
hardly be excited due to the highly inhomogeneous laminate structure.

wave’s amplitude measured using 64 kHz transducers. Red color indicates a high
amplitude. In the lower image of Fig. 3.6, the amplitude is evaluated by applying
an amplitude as well as an area criterion. Accordingly, amplitudes less than 0.9
covering an area larger than 100 mm2 are indicated and declared to be flaws. Cer-
tainly, the chosen amplitude and area criteria are debatable since they are more or
less arbitrary, much like the well-known -6 dB criterion. Meaningful criteria should
correspond to a critical stiffness loss, which can ultimately lead to a failure of the
structure.

Finally, the domes were inspected. Figure 3.7 shows the C-scan obtained using
64 kHz transducers, with the winding structure clearly visible. Due to the crossing
of the tapes, large cavities were contained in the laminate, making it hard to
generate and propagate a Lamb wave, in particular close to the pole opening.
However, at some distance from the pole, four Lamb wave modes were excited
simultaneously, and these could be evaluated separately. Figure 3.8(a) shows a
representative A-scan comprising the four wave packets, which are separated just
enough to be evaluable independently from one another. To do this, a so-called gate
is set around a wave packet, covering a certain sample point range in Fig. 3.8(a), so
that only the amplitude within the gate’s boundaries is evaluated. The maximum
peak-to-peak amplitude within the gate is extracted from every A-scan. Hence, a
single amplitude value results from each measurement point. This amplitude value
is subsequently scaled to a color map and represents one pixel in a C-scan.
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Unfortunately, the layup of the dome as well as the material’s stiffness tensor
are not available so that we cannot calculate a dispersion diagram and determine
which modes were excited. Therefore, we simply denote the modes appearing in
Fig. 3.8(a) consecutively with the letters “A”, “B”, “C”, and “D”, starting with
the highest phase velocity on the left in the A-scan. Figures 3.8(b) to (e) display
the C-scans resulting from each Lamb wave mode. As expected, the resolution
of the C-scans improves with decreasing phase velocity, which is equivalent to a
shorter wavelength since the frequency is constant. It is obvious from this exper-
imental study that each mode interacts individually with the inspected material
and the contained anomalies. We have discussed in Sec. 2.7.2 that this is due to the
modes’ specific shapes, respectively, their distributions and proportions of in-plane
and out-of-plane displacements. We have also pointed out that, in general, one
should always try, if possible, to excite only single modes since the superposition
of multiple modes can result in misleading C-scans. Although it is quite fortunate
that the modes excited in the dome could be separated sufficiently, the best choice
for a single mode excitation would have been the slowest mode denoted with the
letter “D”. The three-dimensional C-scan presented in Fig. 3.7 was generated from
this mode. It is impossible today to clarify if it was actually possible to excite only
the D mode in that dome in 2014.
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FIG. 3.8. Inspection results of the dome. (a) Representative A-scan containing four
Lamb wave modes excited at the same time. (b)-(e) Top-view C-scans obtained
from evaluating each mode separately. Modes with a lower phase velocity yield
a higher resolution.
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3.1.3 Comparison

We have seen in Secs. 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 that the NTM is easier in its application
compared to the FSRM, where we have to adjust the correct excitation angle.
On the other hand, the NTM has the drawback of requiring two-sided access to
the specimen. In the current section, we want to compare the both inspection
modes in terms of their imaging capabilities, in particular their ability to resolve
flaws. Therefore, a high quality CFRP plate shown in Fig. 3.9(a) with a size
of 550×600 mm2 and with artificial delaminations was manufactured to perform
both inspection modes upon. The noncrimp biaxial fabric PRIFORMTM 24k IMS
WNCF 550 gsm with the Cycom R© 977-20 resin (Cytec Industries, Inc., Woodland
Park, NJ, USA) was used, and a vacuum assisted resin infusion process (VARI)
applied for the consolidation. The layup is [45/-45/90/0]3s with a thickness of
7 mm and a fiber volume content of 54.5 %. As depicted in Fig. 3.9(b), artificial
delaminations in the form of twofold polypropylene sheets of different sizes were
inserted into various depths. According to the Airbus specifications for the nonde-
structive inspection of composite parts, the minimum detectable defect size should
be 6×6 mm2 [155]. In order to definitely meet this standard, the smallest defects
were sized to 5×5 mm2.
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1.22.43.64.86.0
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50 Size

Depth Plate thickness: 7.0
(b)

FIG. 3.9. A CFRP plate containing artificial delaminations made from polypropylene
sheets was manufactured. (a) The delaminations’ positions are marked by
arrows. (b) Flaw plan showing the sizes and depths of the delaminations. All
measures are in millimeters.
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The C-scan displayed in Fig. 3.10(a) was obtained by the NTM measurement
shown in Fig. 3.2(b) using focusing 570 kHz transducers. An area of the plate of
260×260 mm2 containing the delaminations was inspected. In order to achieve a
particularly high resolution, a very fine grid of 0.2×0.2 mm2 was scanned with a
speed of 40 mm/s (PRF = 200 Hz). This resulted in a quite long scanning time
of 3:47 h. The C-scan does not directly show the transmitted amplitude. Instead,
to reduce the noise, the A-scans were Fast Fourier-transformed (FFT), and the
spectral amplitude at the center frequency taken in Matlab R©. Obviously, the
flaws have been resolved with a high accuracy regarding size and shape. Further-
more, the layup structure is clearly visible on the flaws’ indications as well as on
the surrounding plate. It appears that, by laying the polypropylene sheets onto
the somewhat uneven surface of the dry fabric, small channels between the rovings
filled with resin or air had been created. The usual evaluation process for a C-scan
is then to apply thresholds for the (spectral) amplitude and for the flaw size. Fig-
ure 3.10(c) shows the resulting binary image for spectral amplitudes less than 25
and sizes greater than 10 mm2. The white areas represent the flaws, and the con-
vex hulls and flaw centers are marked in red color. The Matlab R©-routine then
generates the flaw list shown in Appendix F, containing all acquired information
about the flaws, most importantly the flaw centers, sizes, and shapes (convex hull
points xi, yi, zi, i = 1, 2, ..., 20). The flaw list also reports in the header the number
of found flaws as well as the percentage of flaw area of the total inspected area.
This facilitates in particular the quality comparison of multiple specimens of the
same batch. The flaw list is stored in a data base together with other inspection
results and manufacturing data to allow for later investigations with the ultimate
goal of optimizing the production processes.

The C-scan displayed in Fig. 3.10(a) demonstrates the excellent imaging capa-
bilities of ACUT in the NTM. However, a scanning time of 3:47 h required for a
small area of 260×260 mm2 is of course not feasible in the use case. Therefore,
NTM scans with lower resolutions of 1×1 mm2 and 2×2 mm2 were performed, tak-
ing only 19 min and 9 min, respectively. The scanning speed in both measurements
was 100 mm/s (PRF = 100 Hz, 50 Hz). Considering that the ACUT module could
sustain a maximum PRF of 250 Hz, we could have increased the scanning speed
to 250 mm/s and 500 mm/s, respectively. However, the robot does not reach that
top velocity on a sweep distance of only 260 mm since one acceleration ramp and
one deceleration ramp must be carried out. Fortunately, this is not a problem
on large components like aircraft fuselages or pressure vessels where the scanning
speed can be increased to 250 Hz·grid size. Figures 3.11(a) and 3.11(b) present
the C-scans obtained with grid sizes of 1×1 mm2 and 2×2 mm2, respectively. The
1×1 mm2 inspection shows almost the same detailing as the one obtained with the
0.2×0.2 mm2 grid seen in Fig. 3.10(a), whereas the 2×2 mm2 inspection is clearly
reduced in detail. However, the delaminations are still resolved acceptably.
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FIG. 3.10. Inspection results of the flaw plate. (a) High resolution C-scan (resolution:
0.2×0.2 mm2, duration: 3:47 h) obtained by the NTM using focusing 570 kHz
transducers. To reduce the noise, the A-scans were Fast Fourier-transformed
and the spectral amplitude at the center frequency taken. The structure of
the plate as well as of the flaws is resolved in high detail. (b) C-scan (resolu-
tion: 1×1 mm2, duration: 14 min) obtained by the FSRM measurement us-
ing 200 kHz transducers. The indications are smeared along the Lamb wave’s
propagation direction (X-axis) and they consist of two spots. The appearance
is also depth dependent. (c) The delaminations from image (a) can be iso-
lated easily by filtering spectral amplitudes less than 25 and sizes larger than
10 mm2. (d) The filtering of amplitudes exceeding 70 % and less than 55 %
as well as sizes larger than 10 mm2 isolates only some of the delaminations
from image (b).
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FIG. 3.11. C-scans of the flaw plate obtained by the NTM using focusing 570 kHz trans-
ducers. (a) Resolution: 1×1 mm2, duration: 19 min and (b) resolution:
2×2 mm2, duration: 9 min. Even at low resolutions, the shape and size of
the delaminations is resolved clearly.

Let us now assess the FSRM. The C-scan in Fig. 3.10(b) was obtained by using
nonfocusing 200 kHz transducers. Due to the broad and very intense ultrasonic
beam, a very high signal-to-noise ratio was achieved so that an FFT of the A-
scans, as done for the NTM measurements, was unnecessary here. A grid size of
1×1 mm2 and a scanning speed of 150 mm/s (PRF = 150 Hz) were used, resulting
in an inspection time of 14 min. The sweeping as well as the Lamb wave prop-
agation were parallel to the X-axis. Sweeping perpendicular to the Lamb wave
propagation direction makes no difference in the C-scan. The present C-scan looks
strikingly different compared to the ones obtained with the NTM, so more careful
interpretation is required. Each flaw has caused two indications aligned parallel
to the X-direction. This happens when flaws are smaller than the distance which
the Lamb waves propagate between the transducers. Consequently, this distance
should be kept as small as possible. Since the transducers have a large housing of
75 mm diameter, this effort is hampered to some extent. However, the distance of
Lamb wave propagation could be shortened by elevating the transducers by 80 mm
above the plate so that the ultrasonic beam was close to hitting the beam shield
(see Fig. 3.3(a)). The increased attenuation suffered from the longer propagation
distance in air was over-compensated by the shorter propagation distance in the
plate.

Let us examine the indication in the lower right corner in Fig. 3.10(b), caused
by a delamination of 25 mm size, residing in a depth of 1.2 mm. Two round spots,
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FIG. 3.12. C-scan (resolution: 1×1 mm2, duration: 14 min) of the flaw plate obtained by
the FSRM using 200 kHz transducers. In contrast to Fig. 3.10(b), the Lamb
wave propagation direction was parallel to the Y -axis, resulting in a different
appearance of the C-scan.

slightly distorted parallel to the X-axis, with approximately 25 mm in diameter
have appeared with a center-to-center distance of 35 mm between them, represent-
ing the propagation distance of the Lamb waves between the transducers. Upon
reducing this distance, the resultant spots would approach each other until theo-
retically coinciding in the middle between the current spots, which is the actual
location of the flaw. We can attempt to explain this picture as follows. When the
first transducer reaches the flaw, the amplitude rises. The corresponding indication
shows up in the C-scan, shifted by an offset of the half of the propagation distance
before the actual position of the flaw because the ultrasonic data are assigned to
the tool center point (TCP), which is located in the middle between the trans-
ducers. When the flaw is between both transducers, the amplitude approaches
values similar to those measured in absence of any flaw. Eventually, the second
transducer passes the flaw, and another indication shows up, shifted by the same
offset after the actual flaw location. The size determination of the flaws from its
indications is problematic. If one considers all five 25 mm flaws, only the one in
1.2 mm depth has caused two distinct spots of 25 mm size. Moreover, also the
shape of the indications is distorted as compared to the real flaws.

Ultrasonic data obtained from the FSRM does not provide depth information.
However, in Fig. 3.10(b), it seems that the depth of the flaws has affected the
appearance of the indications. In contrast to the 25 mm delamination in 1.2 mm
depth discussed above, an opposite effect regarding the amplitude can be observed
for the 25 mm delamination in the lower left corner, residing 6 mm deep. There
are two spots with reduced amplitudes compared to the surrounding, and they
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do not have such a pronounced boundary. Interestingly enough, for the center
column of flaws, which are located at nearly the half thickness of the plate, we
find an amplitude very close to the surrounding one, and thus the indications
can hardly be distinguished. The 25 mm flaws located in depths of 2.4 mm and
4.8 mm show some intermediate picture. However, if we take the smaller flaws
into account as well, we find that the amplitude depends on the flaw size as well.
Indications caused by smaller flaws reach less striking amplitude leaps. Therefore,
we can conclude that the amplitude of flaw indications is a function of flaw depth
and size, potentially offering an indirect method of deducing the depth from the
amplitude. However, to really understand how the appearance of this C-scan comes
about, a FEM simulation similar to the one discussed in the introduction of the
present section would help [153]. The appearance of two spots and the distortion
along the propagation direction of the Lamb waves are well-known effects, and
their overcoming is the topic of ongoing research. For instance, Springmann et
al. have proposed a deconvolution approach to improve the image sharpness of C-
scans obtained by means of Lamb waves [156]. The general problem is that such a
solution works only for a given specimen and inspection setup. If any parameter is
changed, the calibration process has to be repeated all over. Consider for example
Fig. 3.12. The only parameter that had been changed was that the Lamb wave
propagation direction was now parallel to the Y -axis, resulting in a different flaw
pattern.

The binary image displayed in Fig. 3.10(d) shows an attempt to automatically
evaluate the C-scan in Fig. 3.10(b). Owing to the fact that the delaminations cause
the amplitude to both rise and fall, we define two thresholds, namely for amplitudes
exceeding 70 % and such less than 55 %. Flaw sizes less than 10 mm2 are filtered
out. Clearly, not all flaws have been isolated, namely those of 10×10 mm2 size and
smaller as well as those located at a depth of 3.6 mm. The human inspector, of
course, finds more flaw indications in the original C-scan shown in Fig. 3.10(b).
The sizes and shapes of the indications do not at all resemble the true dimensions
of the found delaminations.

In summary, the advantage of the FSRM to be single-sided comes at the cost
of reduced imaging quality as compared to the NTM. However, in our application
at the ZLP, namely as a production inline QA method for large components, we
do not need to resolve high levels of detail. We reported in Sec. 3.1.2 that it was
sufficient to detect flaws with a size of at least 10×10 mm2 on the rocket booster,
and this requirement was met by the FSRM inspection. Indications smaller than
10×10 mm2 were considered noncritical. For the inline QA process, it will be even
beneficial if small indications are not detected at all so as to decrease the amount of
indications that have to be processed in real-time, and therefore enabling a shorter
reaction time of the system.
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3.2 Adaptive End-Effector

In Sec. 3.1, we have presented the inspection of a flat plate and of a pressure
vessel by using the FSRM, where the excitation angle was determined manually.
Since the layup of the plate was continuous, the inspection could be carried out
with one and the same angle. The pressure vessel consisted of three large areas
with continuous layups, namely the cylinder mantle, the reinforced area of the
cylinder mantle, and the domes. The Lamb waves were propagating along the
circumferential direction of the vessel, having of course a constant curvature within
each of the aforementioned areas. Therefore, each area could also be inspected with
one excitation angle. However, skin elements of aircraft like an A350 for instance
have variations both in the layup as well as in the curvature. This means, whenever
one or both features change during the scanning, the inspection process had to be
interrupted and the orientation of the ultrasonic transducers adapted such that the
correct excitation angle is met again. Otherwise, the Lamb wave’s amplitude would
drop and eventually cease. Since interrupting the inspection process frequently is
highly impractical, we have developed the fully automated AEE, which enables the
inline adjustment of the ultrasonic transducers such that Lamb waves are excited
at optimal efficiency at any location on the component. This measurement mode
is called ASRM, and the related work was published in Ref. [119].

The section is organized as follows. In Sec. 3.2.1, we explain the features of our
specimen, which we used to validate the AEE. Section 3.2.2 is dedicated to the
software tool chain, which we have developed to operate the AEE. The mechanical
layout and integration of the AEE into the robotic environment is covered by
Sec. 3.2.3, and in Sec. 3.2.4, we compare inspection results obtained with the
conventional nonadaptive end-effector and with the AEE.

3.2.1 Aircraft Skin Element Demonstrator

To validate the AEE, a testing specimen (skin element demonstrator) was designed.
The following requirements were defined:

• The demonstrator should mimic real components and materials used in air-
craft.

• It must possess all possible features that cause a change in the excitation
angle, namely variable thicknesses (layups) and curvature.

• Artificial flaws must be inserted into the layup to enable the quantification
of the flaw detectability of the AEE.

The skin element demonstrator was manufactured from SAERTEX R©7006919 dry
fabric, infiltrated with RIMR135 resin by VARI. The fiber volume content is 55 %.
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FIG. 3.13. Layup of the skin element demonstrator. (a) Cross sectional sketch and (b)
top view. Artificial flaws are drawn in red color.

A schematic of the skin element is drawn in Fig. 3.13. Figure 3.13(a) shows a cross
section through the laminate. The base laminate is a 2.2 mm thick quasi-isotropic
layup [0/90/-45/45]s. A step-like reinforcement layup [0/90]4s was placed on top
of the base laminate with a maximum thickness of 4.4 mm. Therefore, the overall
laminate thickness varies between 2.2 mm and 6.6 mm. Artificial flaws made of
5×5 mm2 and 10×10 mm2 square pieces of Kapton R© sheet (DuPont Inc., Wilm-
ington, DE, USA) were laminated into different depths. As shown in Fig. 3.14, the
layup was performed in a small area close to the tail of an aircraft fuselage preform
where significant curvature gradients occur. The resulting skin element is shown

FIG. 3.14. The layup of the skin element was done in an aircraft fuselage preform.
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(a) (b)

FIG. 3.15. ACUT of the skin element demonstrator with the conventional FSRM end-
effector at the ZLP. (a) The OLP was done based on a digital twin of the
skin element, using FASTSURFTM and DELMIATM. (b) The inspection was
carried out with a fixed excitation angle.

in Fig. 3.15(b). It is 935 mm long, 505 mm wide, and has a maximum height of
110 mm. The reinforcing layup covers a length of 420 mm.

3.2.2 Software Toolchain

Since commercial software could not be used for the OLP of a kinematic system
like the AEE, we had to develop our own software tool chain. This section discusses
our requirements, the shortcomings of commercial software in this respect, and our
solution to the problem.

Problem

Basically, we need to generate a square grid of i measurement points on the skin
element with the coordinates xi, yi, zi in the base coordinate system (see Fig. 3.16).
This must be done based on a digital twin of the skin element. Once we have the
measurement points, we must put them into a suitable order such that the robot
scans the skin element on a meander-like path. To fully define the directions of
motion and the orientations of the AEE, we must obtain the tripods spanned by
the surface normals ~ni, bi-normals ~bi, and path tangents ~ti. Furthermore, we need
to calculate the excitation angles Θin(i). To enable this, we must have the layup
at each measurement point, which in turn requires the laminate thicknesses di.
We must also ensure that the distances which the ultrasound propagates in air
and in the laminate are always kept constant. From these data, we must calculate
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Sender
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FIG. 3.16. Working principle of the ASRM on a laminate with varying thickness and
curvature. For each measurement position, the transducers hit their poses in-
dependently from one another according to the excitation angle map (EAM).
This enables the excitation and detection of the A0 Lamb wave at optimal
efficiency at every measurement point. The EAM calculation is done by using
the same basic routine which the DC uses.

the sender positions XS(i), YS(i), ZS(i) and the orientations AS(i), BS(i), CS(i) as well
as the receiver positions XR(i), YR(i), ZR(i) and the orientations AR(i), BR(i), CR(i)

with respect to the measurement points. Since both transducers point at different
locations on the skin element at any given time, they must hit different excitation
angles/orientations. Therefore, we must implement a pairwise look-up for the
required positions and orientations for each measurement instant. Finally, these
data must be transformed into axes values for the kinematic system, and a robot
program must be generated.

State-of-the-art

Usually, as shown in Fig. 3.15(a), we are using computer-aided design (CAD) and
OLP tools like CATIATM, DELMIATM, and FASTSURFTM for the path planning
of our robots. Here, we have a digital representation of the robotic environment,
and the path as well as the orientation of the end-effector can be generated based on
the skin element’s surface. However, the required additional kinematics of the AEE
as well as events like the adaptation of the excitation angle cannot be simulated
with these software. Furthermore, the possibilities to generate a square raster on
the skin element and to probe its thicknesses di are insufficient in CATIATM.

For the calculation ofΘin(i), we used a Matlab R©-script which is able to calculate
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many excitation angles Θin(i) in one loop. For instance, a square grid with 2 mm
spacing on the skin element has more then 105 points. DISPERSE is unsuitable
for this task since one has to enter each layup manually, calculate the complete
dispersion diagram, and then extract the excitation angle of the A0 Lamb wave
mode at the transducer’s frequency.

Solution

We have mentioned four different software, which were considered essential for the
software tool chain initially, but which were found insufficient later. Therefore,
our task became to bypass as many of those software as possible, and solve their
deficiencies in our own implementation. Our tool chain consists of two software,
namely CATIATM and Matlab R©.

We start with the CATpart of the skin element in CATIATM. We perform
separate tesselation of the top and bottom surfaces of the skin element, and export
two stereolithography (STL) files. These files can be loaded into Matlab R©. The
top surface of the skin element is shown in Fig. 3.17(a). We extract the point cloud
of the top surface from its vertices, and use the built-in Matlab R© Curve Fitting
app (it requires the Curve Fitting Toolbox) to obtain a three-dimensional fit. Now,
we define the spacing of the measurement grid and whether the transducers should
sweep parallel to the X-axis or to the Y -axis. Square grid coordinates xi, yi are
generated in the X-Y -plane, covering the X-Y -range of the point cloud of the
top surface. The grid coordinates are ordered in such a manner that alternating
sweeps in the positive and negative sweep direction are performed. By evaluating
the fitting function at xi, yi, we obtain the yet missing third coordinates zi. The
resulting path is indicated by the black lines in Figs. 3.17(b) and 3.17(c). At

each measurement grid point xi, yi, zi, we can now calculate the tripods ~ni,~bi,~ti,
indicated by, respectively, blue, red, and green lines in Fig. 3.17(b).

Next, we probe the thicknesses di. The algorithm uses the surface normals ~ni,
seeks the vertex of the lower surface, which is pierced by ~ni, and calculates the
normal distance di between this vertex and the corresponding grid point. The
thicknesses di are indicated by magenta colored lines in Fig. 3.17(b) (their lengths
are magnified by a factor of ten for clarity). With the now known di, we can
determine the local layups as follows. We know that the skin element has twenty-
four layers where it is 6.6 mm thick. Hence, we can deduce the number of layers at
any given measurement point from di. Then, from the sequence of layer orientations
in the “maximum” layup, we get the local layup at the ith measurement point.

For the Θin(i) calculation, the basic algorithm used by the DC was adopted.
Therein, depending on the sweep direction, the propagation of Lamb waves is
supposed to be either along the 0 ◦ or 90 ◦-direction of the layup. Since we do not
need complete multi-modal dispersion diagrams Θin(i)(f), where f covers a broad
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FIG. 3.17. Offline programming (EAM generation) in Matlab R©. (a) The STL file
representing the digital twin is loaded and fitted. (b) Path (black), surface
normals (blue), path tangents (green), excitation angles (gray), and magnified
thickness (magenta). (c) The sender positions are located at the ends of the
cyan lines and the receiver positions at the orange lines’ ends. In this example,
a 50 mm grid was generated, whereas a spacing of 2 mm is more realistic in a
real measurement.

frequency range, we enter the transducer’s frequency (f = 200 kHz), and calculate
only Θin(i)(200 kHz) for the A0 Lamb wave, which we intend to excite. As drawn in
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FIG. 3.18. Excitation angles at all 170 measurement points of the EAM shown in
Fig. 3.17. The largest angles correspond to measurement points on the 2.2 mm
thick area, and the smallest angles correspond to 6.6 mm thick areas.

Fig. 3.18, the excitation angles Θin(i)(A0 @ 200 kHz) vary between 14.4 ◦ where the
skin element is 2.2 mm thick and 13.2 ◦ where it is 6.6 mm thick. The excitation
angles are indicated by gray lines in Fig. 3.17(b).

Now that we have the coordinate system frames and excitation angles for each
measurement point, we can calculate the sender and receiver poses. This is done
by applying a local coordinate system displacement that calculates the poses of the
ultrasonic transducers according to the excitation angle and fixed distance offsets
on and from the surface. Throughout the experiments discussed in this section, we
used 50 mm for both offsets. We call the final prepared data set an EAM.

3.2.3 End-Effector Design

The ASRM requires that the positions and the orientations of the sender and the
receiver vary with respect to each other independently over time according to the
EAM. If we consider Fig. 3.16, it becomes clear that mere rotations of the transduc-
ers would not be sufficient because the distances, which the incident and reemitted
sound have to propagate in air would vary with the rotation. Similarly, the dis-
tance between the points of Lamb wave excitation and detection would change.
Hence, the amplitude of the received signal would already vary just from experi-
encing different amounts of attenuation without the presence of flaws. Therefore,
to ensure constant propagation distances, the transducers must be able to move
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(a) (b)

FIG. 3.19. Two prototypes of the AEE. (a) Preliminary design with a KUKA LBR iiwa
and (b) more compact final design with HEBITM actuators attached to a
KUKA KR120.

freely within the plane of rotation. This requires another two degrees of freedom
for each transducer, resulting in a total of six degrees of freedom, namely two ro-
tational and four translational ones. The KUKA robot alone cannot provide that
much flexibility, so an additional kinematics, the AEE, has to be attached to the
industrial robot. The robot serves as a kinematic for the positioning of the sender,
while the second attached arm does the positioning of the receiver. Preliminary
tests have been conducted with a KUKA Leichtbauroboter (LBR) iiwa as a second
kinematic attached to the KR120, as this robot arm was available at the ZLP (see
Fig. 3.19(a)). Since these tests had been promising, a dedicated end-effector was
designed. The new design should be as compact and as simple as possible, so it was
decided to reduce the functionality to the necessary minimum of six degrees of free-
dom (see Fig. 3.19(b)). Basically, this can be implemented as a combination of two
prismatic joints and one revolute joint or three coplanar revolute joints. We chose
the latter because it allowed a more compact and collision-free design while provid-
ing the necessary workspace. Three HEBITM X-Series actuators (HEBI Robotics,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA) were integrated into the system. As shown in Fig. 3.20,
the AEE consists of a quick-release plate, which is a standard at the ZLP, an alu-
minum profile, and the three X-Series actuators. The actuators are mounted on
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(a) (b)

FIG. 3.20. Closeup of the final AEE design in two different situations. Combined with
the KUKA robot, each transducer has the required three degrees of freedom.

aluminum links as close as possible to each other without risking collisions. The
default positions of the static and moving transducers are parallel to each other
with the two links in a 45 ◦-90 ◦-45 ◦ arrangement. With this default position, a
widely adjustable angle between the transducers is possible. Another advantage
of this configuration is the reduction of the torques on the axes “One” and “Two”
(the axis “Three” holds the receiver) while providing a large workspace. To in-
crease the precision of the AEE, all of the fixed parts as well as the quick-release
plate are equipped with counterbores, which can be measured with a LEICATM

laser tracker. By this way, the intrinsic dimensions of the AEE could be calibrated
with high precision, thereby avoiding the position accuracy of the actuators as a
source of imprecision.

For the positioning of the skin element for the inspection process, a framework
was manufactured (see Figs. 3.15(b) and 3.21). It was designed in CATIATM

from the lower face of the skin element, and produced on a RIDDER WariCut
water jet cutter (H.G. RIDDER Automatisierungs-GmbH, Hamm, Germany). This
cutter was also used for the trimming of the skin element. With this form fitting
framework, it is easy to place the skin element precisely on a welding table in front
of the robot repeatedly without recalibration.
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3 Air-coupled Ultrasonic Inspection

FIG. 3.21. The skin element is mounted on the framework, and the assembled AEE is
ready to perform ACUT. The skin element has a strong curvature gradient on
the right-hand side and three times the thickness on the left-hand side. These
features require an adaptation of the excitation angle during the scanning.
We call this new inspection method adaptive slanted reflection mode.

3.2.4 Experimental Validation

In this section, we present the inspection results of the skin element obtained
with the AEE to proof that it is working correctly, and to demonstrate how the
ASRM outperforms the conventional FSRM. The measurements presented here
were conducted before a conference at the ZLP, which took place in May 2019. A
live demonstration of the AEE was given to the visitors. In fact, there was quite
a limited time available for the measurements and demonstration preparations,
and the project (and funding) ended directly after the conference. Therefore, the
task was to proof the capabilities of the AEE in the most efficient way possible.
There was no time to scan the skin element with a square 2×2 mm2 grid. Instead,
sweeps with 25 mm spacing and measurement points at every 2 mm increment
on that sweeps were performed, resulting in a total of 8419 measurement points.
However, the reader will see that, despite this somewhat perforated coverage of
the skin element, the superiority of the ASRM over the FSRM, and therefore the
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FIG. 3.22. C-scans of the skin element obtained with the FSRM using 200 kHz trans-
ducers, superimposed with the digital twin. (a) The excitation angle was
adjusted on the thick area and kept constant during the scanning. Lamb
waves were excited only in the thick area and in the flat area to the right.
Only two flaws, indicated by the arrows, could be detected. (b) If the exci-
tation angle is adjusted to the strongly curved area, Lamb waves are hardly
excited anywhere else. No flaws were detected.

function of the AEE is demonstrated clearly. First, we used the AEE to inspect the
skin element without excitation angle adaptation, i.e., in the conventional FSRM.
This served as a reference measurement to which we compared then the inspection
results obtained by using the full functionality of the AEE.

Focused Slanted Reflection Mode

In a first measurement, the excitation angle was adjusted in such a way to excite
the A0 Lamb wave in the 6.6 mm thick area of the skin element (on the left-hand
side in Fig. 3.21) using 200 kHz transducers. The gain was set to achieve a Lamb
wave amplitude of about 50 % to avoid an overload of the receiver upon scanning
the 2.2 mm thick area with excitation angle adaptation in a later measurement
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FIG. 3.23. Owing to the limited time available for the measurements, the sweeps had a
spacing of 25 mm, while the distance between the measurement points was
2 mm. The blue dots mark the 8419 points, and the magenta lines indicate
the corresponding thicknesses.

(we will see later that overloading still happened). Of course though, we could
have increased the gain to get a much higher amplitude, but then we could hardly
compare this measurement with those conducted using the ASRM later. The
scanning speed throughout all measurements was 100 mm/s (PRF = 50 Hz). The
skin element was scanned without adapting the excitation angle to the variations in
the thickness and curvature, i.e., using the FSRM. The resulting C-scan is shown
in Fig. 3.22(a). We get a rather stable amplitude in the thick area, but as the
thickness and curvature change, the Lamb wave was not excited at all, except in
an area close to the right edge. Here, the skin element is 2.2 mm thick and flat,
and the excitation angle matched these conditions just by coincidence. In the
second measurement, we adjusted the excitation angle in the area possessing the
strongest curvature. As can be seen in Fig. 3.22(b), we obtained an amplitude of
up to 90 % in a small area around Y = 640 mm. The gain was the same as the
one used in the first measurement, but since the thickness in the strongly curved
area is only 2.2 mm, we get a higher amplitude there than in the 6.6 mm thick
area in Fig. 3.22(a). However, A0 was excited only sporadically in the remainder
of the skin element. Clearly, the FSRM is unsuitable for the inspection of the skin
element, and we shall see in the next section how the ASRM solves the deficiency.

Adaptive Slanted Reflection Mode

Finally, we inspected the skin element in the ASRM, using the full functionality of
the AEE. The corresponding C-scan is presented in Fig. 3.25(a). As expected, we
find the same amplitude in the thick area as we got it from the FSRM inspection
shown in Fig. 3.22(a). However, in the complete remainder of the skin element, we
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FIG. 3.24. The thickness versus the measurement point number. The C-scan shown in
Fig. 3.25(b) is obtained by multiplying the amplitudes with these thickness
values.

were now able to excite A0 despite the different thicknesses and curvatures present
there. It turns out that we should have decreased the gain even more because
now the amplitude in the 2.2 mm thick areas exceeds 100 %. Only in the strongly
curved area between Y = 600 mm and 700 mm, we had an unstable Lamb wave
excitation. This happened due to technical issues with the HEBITM actuators3.

We have seen that the amplitude is affected by the thickness of a specimen not
only due to the dispersional effect, but also by the mere fact that a thicker plate
takes more energy for the vibration. It is the purpose of the gain to compensate this
effect. Therefore, one could think of also adapting the gain according to the thick-
ness at a given measurement point. However, our software tool chain provides us
with the thicknesses at every measurement point, and we can use this information
upon the amplitude in the post process. The magenta lines in Fig. 3.23 repre-
sent the thicknesses of the skin element at every measurement position, whereas
Fig. 3.24 plots the actual values. The C-scan in Fig. 3.25(b) plots the multiplication
of the raw amplitude values shown in Fig. 3.25(a) with the thicknesses. The thick
area shows a higher amplitude-thickness product than the surrounding because the
raw amplitude in the thin area was overloaded, i.e., it is actually higher. However,
the color difference between both areas is already notably smaller than the one

3They were leased exhibits only, and there was no time and funding left to replace them with
new ones.
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FIG. 3.25. C-scans of the skin element obtained with the ASRM using 200 kHz trans-
ducers, superimposed with the digital twin. The C-scans clearly outperform
the FSRM results from Fig. 3.22. (a) Raw amplitude. The receiver was over-
load in the thin areas. At least seven flaws, indicated by the arrows, were
detected. (b) Amplitude-thickness product. Since the amplitude in the thin
area is actually higher than 100 %, the amplitude-thickness product should
be higher as well, and hence closer to the one in the thick area (between
Y = 250 mm and 520 mm). At least eight flaws could be detected.

seen in Fig. 3.25(a). Unfortunately, there was no time for another inspection with
a lower gain to avoid the amplitude overloading in the thin areas. From such a
measurement, we may readily expect a (nearly) homogeneous color distribution all
over the skin element.

Comparison

Nevertheless, already with this overloaded inspection, the improvements achieved
by the ASRM as compared to the FSRM inspection seen in Fig. 3.22 are tremen-
dous. We can excite Lamb waves everywhere on the skin element and achieve a
more homogeneous C-scan by the multiplication with the thicknesses. Let us quan-
tify the improvement in terms of the detected flaws, although the large distance of
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25 mm between each sweep makes it harder. By using the FSRM, we can detect
only two flaws (see Fig. 3.22(a)) compared to (at least) eight flaws identified with
our ASRM (compare Fig. 3.25). We count the several indications present in the
strongly curved area as one since, owing to the wide gaps between the sweeps, we
cannot distinguish them very clearly.
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4 Conclusions and Outlook

In this thesis, two developments were presented. Firstly, with the Dispersion Cal-
culator, the first free software for calculating guided wave dispersion diagrams in
multilayered composites was released, featuring the unique capability of calculat-
ing laminates consisting of several hundreds of layers. And secondly, an Adaptive
End-Effector was developed, enabling the automated single-sided air-coupled ultra-
sonic inspection of components with varying thicknesses and curvatures. Through
the on-the-fly adaptation of the Lamb wave excitation angle, the Adaptive End-
Effector clearly outperforms the conventional nonadaptive inspection. The devel-
opment of the Adaptive End-Effector required the creation of a program for the
calculation of tens of thousands of excitation angles in one loop. Therefore, the
stiffness matrix method was implemented in Matlab R©, ultimately leading to the
creation of the Dispersion Calculator.

4.1 Dispersion Calculator

The Matlab R©-based Dispersion Calculator is an interactive and fully validated
stand-alone software for the computation of dispersion curves and mode shapes of
guided waves in isotropic materials and multilayered composites. The Dispersion
Calculator can be downloaded1 free of charge. For instance, dispersion diagrams
are needed for the nondestructive ultrasonic inspection of components by means of
Lamb waves, for example in the aerospace manufacturing at the DLR, as well as
for acoustical emission investigation or pipe inspection. In fact, there is no other
free software available, and in particular there is no software that parallels the
capability of the Dispersion Calculator of calculating laminates consisting of several
hundreds of layers, as we encounter them in the rocket booster manufacturing at
the DLR. To give prove of this capability, we have calculated dispersion diagrams
for a 50 mm thick [0/90/45/-45]50s layup, containing four hundred layers as well
as for a 125 mm thick [0/90]250s layup, consisting of one thousand layers. User
reports and requests prove that the Dispersion Calculator has quite an impact in
the scientific community since its initial release in November 2018. In particular,
the speed and reliability of the Dispersion Calculator compared to code owned by
the NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, D.C.,

1https://www.dlr.de/bt/en/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-2478/11208_
read-53373/
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USA) was acknowledged by Professor Marvin Hamstad. Similarly, Professor Michel
Castaings (Institut National Polytechnique (INP), Bordeaux, France) assessed the
performance of the Dispersion Calculator to be very fast. To make this performance
possible, the Dispersion Calculator relies basically on three components. Firstly on
Rokhlin and Wang’s stiffness matrix method, secondly on the implementation of
special characteristic functions and boundary conditions for modal solutions, and
thirdly on the implementation of highly efficient and robust dispersion curve tracing
algorithms. The stiffness matrix method is known for its capability of efficiently
calculating many layers, and although it is seventeen years old, to the best of
the author’s knowledge, it is still unparalleled by any other stable computation
method in this respect. However, it was not yet shown how to distinguish the
six different mode families (symmetric, antisymmetric, and nonsymmetric Lamb
and shear horizontal modes) with it. Depending on the symmetry and coupling
properties of a laminate, a maximum of four different mode families can occur
simultaneously, and not distinguishing them has a critical effect on the dispersion
curve tracing. Crossing dispersion curves pose the well-known risk of jumping
to the wrong mode during the tracing. This problem is avoided by assigning
the modes to their respective families and by tracing them using family-specific
characteristic functions and boundary conditions, thereby providing also the mere
information of what family a mode belongs to. Since crossing modes still occur in
coupled cases (Lamb and shear horizontal modes cannot be distinguished) and in
nonsymmetric layups (symmetric and antisymmetric modes cannot be separated)
intrinsically, particularly robust tracing algorithms are implemented to take care of
that. Moreover, since the dispersion curve calculation for a multilayered composite
would be extremely slow without any curve tracing algorithms, the implementation
is optimized for speed without compromising robustness. Parts of this work were
published in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America in 2018 [63].

We have utilized the DC to calculate and discuss mode shapes and bulk wave
patterns of Lamb waves propagating in [0/90]2s and [0/90]4 layups. A mode shape
plot shows the through thickness displacement pattern of a mode, whereas the bulk
wave pattern displays the reflection of the contributing bulk waves in every layer.
With the help of the bulk wave pattern, and by considering also the bulk waves’
amplitudes, we explained the appearance of the mode shape of the B10 Lamb wave
in the [0/90]4 layup qualitatively. Whereas DISPERSE can plot modes shapes
of guided waves in multilayered specimens, the author is not aware of any other
literature or software plotting quantitative bulk wave patterns in multilayers. In
another study, we have revealed how mode shapes depend on the mode type, mode
order, and on the frequency in a given plate. Beside the dispersion diagram, this
knowledge is important for an NDI inspector to choose the appropriate mode and
frequency for a specific task. The ratio of in-plane and out-of-plane displacement
determines a mode’s suitability to detect flaws of specific shapes and orientations
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within a plate. The through thickness distribution of the displacement field affects
the sensitivity of a mode to flaws residing in different depths (for instance, Rayleigh
waves are predestined for the detection of near-surface flaws). Modes excited in a
region of minimal phase velocity dispersion are well-suited for long-range inspec-
tion tasks. Specific points in a dispersion diagram exist where a mode has zero
out-of-plane displacement, leading to traction free surfaces in a fluid. Such modes
are also suitable for long-range testing. In most scenarios, the fundamental modes
A0/B0 and S0/B1 at rather low frequency-thickness products are optimal for NDI
purposes. For transversely isotropic specimens, we have presented polar dispersion
diagrams. This kind of diagram displays the anisotropy of guided wave propagation
at a given frequency, without the need for calculating multiple dispersion diagrams
at different propagation angles. We have reported the existence of quasipure cou-
pled modes in the 50 mm thick [0/90/45/-45]50s layup mentioned above. These
kind of modes show nearly-pure characteristics, namely coupled waves where ei-
ther the shear horizontal displacement almost vanishes (quasipure Lamb waves) or
the sagittal displacement is almost zero (quasipure shear horizontal waves). This
phenomenon occurs if the wavelength of the bulk waves contributing to the guided
wave is large compared to the layer thickness. The bulk waves do not “feel” the
anisotropy anymore, and the coupling between them becomes small. Then, the
laminate behaves like an effective medium with averaged elastic properties. The-
oretically, this offers the possibility of modeling a large laminate by just one layer
with averaged elastic properties, thereby reducing the computational expense from
hours to minutes or even seconds. However, even at relatively modest frequencies
in commercially important composite layups, a full consideration of the layering is
essential for the accurate description of guided waves in these materials. We there-
fore investigated the benefit of another approximation method where a number of
unit cells is represented by a single unit cell of larger thickness. Approximating
[0/90]250s by [0/90]25s yielded a reduction of the processing time by 82 %, while
both dispersion diagrams were in very good agreement, except for some deviations
occurring between the higher order modes’ dispersion curves. However, the group-
ing of layers usually cannot be applied to typical thick-walled components such as
rocket booster pressure vessels since the layups are often too complicated. There-
fore, we ultimately need the full capacity of the DC to calculate large numbers of
layers.

Although the Dispersion Calculator v1.5, available at the time these lines are
written, has already reached a high level in terms of functionality, reliability, speed,
and user friendliness, the work is far from being terminated after the completion of
this thesis. Michel Castaings and Cherif Othmani [157] are awaiting the implemen-
tation of viscoelasticity to enable a comparison with their codes. This implemen-
tation will provide the attenuation experienced by guided waves, which is of course
an important effect when it comes to long range testing applications. The next
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important physical phenomenon to be implemented is the energy leakage to a fluid
surrounding the laminate, also referred to as fluid loading. As the fluid becomes
denser and acoustically faster, the amount of energy leaking from the laminate
and in turn the attenuation increases, and the dispersion curves change accord-
ingly. Furthermore, since the Dispersion Calculator currently calculates isotropic
materials besides the transversely isotropic laminates, it suggests itself to calcu-
late also combinations of them such as fiber metal laminates like glass laminate
aluminum reinforced epoxy. Michel Castaings has also asked to have orthotropic
materials included with the full set of nine independent stiffness matrix compo-
nents compared to the five stiffness matrix components of transversely isotropic
materials. Another useful future implementation would be the modeling of guided
wave propagation along the circumference of a cylinder and along rods. It is also
planned to simulate the temporal and frequency responses of guided wave modes
propagating in plates. The user will be able to analyze the signal of voltage versus
time, which he acquires in his experiment, in terms of what modes are excited.
Finally, it will always remain a task to increase the speed of computation.

4.2 Adaptive End-Effector

The second development presented in this thesis is the Adaptive End-Effector, en-
abling a new inspection mode termed adaptive slanted reflection mode. This mode
is a significant improvement compared to the conventional focused slanted reflec-
tion mode. Here, Lamb waves are excited in a component by a sender transmitting
ultrasound at the appropriate excitation angle with respect to the component.
Likewise, the receiver is oriented under the same angle to detect the ultrasound
reemitted by the Lamb waves propagating in the component. Since both trans-
ducers are located on the same side of the component, this arrangement enables
the single-sided inspection of components, which do not provide access from both
sides like rocket booster pressure vessels. However, the Lamb wave excitation angle
depends upon the layup and curvature of a laminate. Therefore, if one or both
parameters vary from one location to another during the scanning, the excitation
angle changes accordingly, and Lamb waves are excited at poor efficiency or not at
all. Such geometric variations are common in structures like aircraft fuselages for
instance. Therefore, the Adaptive End-Effector allows the on-the-fly adaptation of
the excitation angle during the scanning so that Lamb waves are excited at opti-
mal efficiency according to the local layup and curvature. The required excitation
angle map of the component is calculated in Matlab R©, based on the same algo-
rithms used by the Dispersion Calculator. The program loops through all points
of the measurement grid covering the component, extracts the local thicknesses
and layups and calculates the corresponding excitation angles of the fundamental
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Lamb wave mode A0 at the transducer frequency. The excitation angles in turn
are converted into the transducers’ poses, and a robot program is generated.

We have inspected an aircraft skin element demonstrator possessing variable
layups and curvatures with the Adaptive End-Effector, with and without excitation
angle adaptation. Only with this adaptation, it was possible to excite Lamb waves
everywhere in the skin element. In addition, we have multiplied the thicknesses
obtained at each measurement point with the corresponding ultrasonic amplitudes
to balance the effect of a reduced Lamb wave amplitude with increasing laminate
thickness. This resulted in a tremendous improvement of the ultrasonic imaging
quality and of the probability of flaw detection. Only two of the artificial flaws
inserted into the skin element were detected in the focused slanted reflection mode
compared to eight using the adaptive slanted reflection mode. The more robotic-
focused part of this work was published in the proceedings of the 16th International
Conference on Informatics in Control in 2019 [119], while the mainly ultrasonics-
concerned part was submitted to the World Conference on Non-Destructive Testing
to take place in 2020. Furthermore, a patent process is currently pending at
the German Patent and Trademark Office (Deutsches Patent- und Markenamt,
Munich, Germany). A patent was granted to an earlier version of the Adaptive
End-Effector by the same institution in 20182.

2https://register.dpma.de/DPMAregister/pat/register?AKZ=
1020141051106&CURSOR=0
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1 Introduction

The nondestructive inspection (NDI) of components by means of guided waves is an
emerging technology in fields like aerospace or pipeline construction. The guided waves’
capability of propagating many meters in a structure is utilized for swift inspection tasks
as well as structural health monitoring by means of acoustical emission. The German
Aerospace Center (DLR) uses Lamb waves excited by air-coupled ultrasound for the
quality assurance of large-scale aerospace vehicle components made from carbon com-
posites. However, the use of guided waves in NDI requires knowledge of the dispersion
curves. DISPERSE1 (Imperial College London, London, UK) is the most renown soft-
ware for the calculation of dispersion curves. It has been developed since the early 1990s
by Lowe and Pavlakovic, and it is used for the validation of the Dispersion Calculator
(DC).

The task that triggered the development of the DC was the calculation of incidence
angles for the excitation of Lamb waves for the air-coupled ultrasonic inspection of
rocket booster pressure vessels of the future launcher Ariane 6. These vessels are made
of carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) in order to make them lighter, and therefore
enable the launcher to carry more payload. In some areas, such pressure vessels can
consist of up to four hundred layers, which is a challenging task to calculate them. To
facilitate the calculation, it is a common practice to group layers, but this is not possible
here because the layups are very complicated and irregular in terms of the winding
angle (fiber orientation) and of the layer thicknesses. Therefore, every single layer has
to be calculated, and the stiffness matrix method (SMM), which has been developed by
Rokhlin and Wang [1, 2], has been implemented with Matlab R© (MathWorks, Natick,
MA, USA) to perform these calculations [3]. The DC is the compiled version of the
Matlab R©-scripts and can be downloaded2 free of charge since its initial release in
November 2018. The DC is an interactive and fully validated stand-alone software for the
computation of dispersion curves (phase and group velocity and more) and mode shapes
(displacement, stress, strain, and more) of guided waves in isotropic and multilayered
composite plates. The DC features the particularly challenging capability of calculating
laminates consisting of several hundreds of layers and is able to distinguish the different
mode families, like symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb and shear horizontal waves,
depending on the symmetry and coupling properties of a given layup. Lastly, the DC
features highly efficient and robust dispersion curve tracing algorithms. The specimen
geometry is currently limited to plates, but the results can be used for curved specimens
with a not too small radius in good approximation. Also, the DC does currently not
include attenuation caused by viscoelasticity and energy leakage to the surrounding
medium. These features will be implemented in future releases.
The handling of the DC is explained in Sec. 3. Section 4 contains some examples to
enable the reader to use the settings systematically depending on what kind of problem

1http://www.imperial.ac.uk/non-destructive-evaluation/
products-and-services/disperse

2https://www.dlr.de/zlp/en/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-14332/24874_
read-61142/#/gallery/33485
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he encounters in the dispersion curve tracing procedure. The default materials available
in the DC are listed in Appendix A.

2 Quick start

1. Go to the Material editor.

2. In the Transversely isotropic materials panel, enter the engineering constants
or stiffness matrix components of your material.

3. Enter a Material name and press Save.

4. Go to the Transversely isotropic tab.

5. Press Edit, select your material, and enter your layup.

6. Press Calculate to calculate the dispersion diagram.

7. Press Plot in the Dispersion diagrams panel.

8. Click on a dispersion curve to display values. Press the Shift key to place multiple
data tips.

9. Press Plot in the Through thickness profiles panel to display the displace-
ment components of the A0 Lamb wave at the highest frequency covered by the
dispersion diagram.

10. Activate the Animate check box in the Animation settings panel and press
Plot below to animate the displacement pattern of the A0 Lamb wave at the
above frequency.
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3 The graphical user interface

The GUI of the DC requires 1200×800 pixels so that it does not fit on smaller screens
like the common 1366×768 notebook screen. In this case, maximize the GUI and use
the slider in the lower left corner of the Isotropic tab to shift the GUI up and down.

3.1 Menu bar

In the File menu, an existing project file can be opened or the current project be saved
as *.mat by pressing Open project or Save project, respectively. A project file
comprises the complete GUI including your data. If you open a project, wait until the
saved GUI opens. You can close the other GUI. Press Help to read the DC’s manual.
Press Homepage to open the web page of the DC in your system’s browser.

3.2 Isotropic

The Isotropic tab consists of several panels. Start by defining the Specimen (1) (see
Fig. 1). Select an isotropic Material from the drop-down menu and set the Thickness
of the plate in millimeters. You can directly Calculate (7) the dispersion diagram or
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FIG. 1. The tab for the calculation of isotropic specimens.
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change the Computational settings (2) first. The Phase velocity limit determines
up to which phase velocity the dispersion curves are calculated. A value is proposed
based on the material’s plate wave velocity. The Frequency limit determines up to
which frequency the dispersion curves are calculated. Again, a value is proposed, now
depending on the plate wave velocity and the Thickness of the plate. The Frequency
step sets the frequency resolution of the dispersion curves. It is set to 0.0001 of the
default Frequency limit. The number of Phase velocity sections determines the
ability to find a modal solution. At each frequency step, starting at low frequency, a first
guess is made in which phase velocity search interval the modal solution for a particular
mode should lie in-between (find more information in Sec. 3.8). This is necessary to avoid
an extremely slow curve tracing. It is then checked, whether there is a modal solution in
the search interval (sign change and minimum in the characteristic function). If yes, then
a bisection algorithm starts to converge upon the root until the desired phase velocity
resolution is obtained. If no root is found, an x-loop starts to divide the search interval
into 5x sections, until a root in a section is found, and then the bisection of the critical
section starts unless the desired resolution has already been reached. The number of
Phase velocity sections x as the power of five sets the maximum number of sections
into which the search interval is divided. Since the higher order modes are almost parallel
to the phase velocity axis at high phase velocities, the usual phase velocity sweeps at
certain frequency steps do not work there very well, and the dispersion curves are often
incomplete. Therefore, frequency sweeps are performed at certain phase velocity steps
to complete the curves up to the Phase velocity limit. The Frequency sections
work similarly like the Phase velocity sections. Higher values in Phase velocity
sections and Frequency sections increase the chance to find modal solutions, and
therefore accomplish the tracing successfully at the cost of processing time. However,
setting low numbers does not necessarily cause problems in the curve tracing because
there is a routine involved that replaces missing samples. This routine fits the already
known samples and extrapolates them to the current frequency step. However, if too
many samples are missing, the fit goes off and the tracing fails. The modes are traced
one after the other and for each mode family separately, starting with the fundamental
modes and continuing with increasing mode order.

In the Mode selection (3) panel, you can select which mode families shall be calcu-
lated and whether the higher order modes shall be calculated in addition to the funda-
mental ones or not. There exist symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb and shear horizontal
waves. Use the check boxes accordingly.

If you want to calculate the higher order modes, a frequency sweep at the Phase
velocity limit is performed to detect their cut-off frequencies. This can be done in the
Manually detect higher order modes (4) panel by pressing Detect. Otherwise, it
will be performed automatically upon pressing Calculate. The Step determines the
increments at which the characteristic functions of all mode families are evaluated. Vary
this value if you are not sure whether you have detected all modes. A smaller Step yields
a higher mode cut-off frequency detection probability. It is essential for the dispersion
curve tracing that you must have detected all modes.

The upper output windows (5) list the detected modes with their cut-off frequen-
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FIG. 2. Dispersion diagram of a 10 mm thick AluminumAlloy1100 plate. Solid lines indicate
Lamb modes, dashed lines are shear horizontal modes. Red curves represent symmetric
and blue ones antisymmetric modes.

cies. The primed letters denote shear horizontal modes. The lower output windows (6)
summarize how many modes of each family have been found.

Upon pressing Calculate (7), a window opens showing the dispersion curve tracing
in live. Press Stop calculation (8) to terminate the calculation. When the calculation
is complete, a message informs you about the elapsed time.

Now you can go to the Dispersion diagrams (9) panel. Use the Quantity drop-
down menu to choose between the phase velocity, group velocity, propagation time,
excitation angle, wavelength, and wavenumber. The option below Quantity switches
depending on what kind of Quantity you have selected. If you have selected “Phase
velocity” or “Group velocity”, you have a check box to choose whether the Bulk
velocities should be displayed in the dispersion diagram or not. If you have se-
lected “Propagation time”, you can enter the Distance for which the propagation
time shall be calculated. Finally, if you have chosen “Excitation angle”, you have
a drop-down menu that allows to choose the Couplant. This coupling medium yet
affects only the excitation angle via Snell’s law of refraction (for the calculation of
the phase velocity dispersion, a vacuum is assumed to surround the plate so that no
energy can leave the plate). The excitation angle is given with respect to the nor-
mal to the plate. Use the X-axis mode drop-down menu to draw the dispersion
curves as function of the frequency in kHz, MHz, or frequency-thickness product in
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MHz·mm. Set the X-axis, e.g., [0 1000], and the Y-axis limits, e.g., [0 20]. Upon
pressing Plot, the diagram is plotted in a new window. In the menu bar, you can ex-
port the plot by going to File → Save, or Save As, or Export Setup. The Show
modes menu allows you to show/hide every particular dispersion curve in an easy way.

Upon hovering the cursor over the plot, the axes toolbar be-
comes visible. It offers up to seven tools, depending on the plot
type (see on the right). The first symbol opens a drop-down
menu containing three more symbols. The floppy disk symbol
allows to export tightly cropped png and pdf-images, a very
useful tool if you want to insert the plots into publications. If
you want to remove data or replace them by NaN, toggle the

Brush/Select Data tool and left-click on a data point or drag an rectangle over the
data while pressing the left mouse button. Then right-click on the selected data and
choose an action from the pop-up menu. Note that data are removed only from the
plot, but not from the storage, i.e., your changes will be lost once you close the plot
window. Activate the Data Tips and click on a curve to display actual values. You
can place multiple data tips by pressing the “Shift” key. Move the curves by using Pan
and Zoom In and Zoom Out. Use Restore View to reset the plot.

Figure 2 shows the phase velocity dispersion of Lamb and shear horizontal waves in
10 mm thick AluminumAlloy1100. Red curves indicate modes with a symmetric dis-
placement pattern, blue curves are antisymmetric modes. Solid lines indicate Lamb
waves, dashed ones represent shear horizontal waves. The fundamental antisymmetric
Lamb mode A0 starts at zero phase velocity while S0 starts at the plate wave velocity
of that material. Both fundamental modes tend toward the Rayleigh velocity for high
frequencies. The fundamental shear horizontal wave S′0 is nondispersive at the trans-
verse bulk velocity. The higher order modes start at their respective cut-off frequencies
at high phase velocity and tend toward the transverse velocity. The higher order modes
are labeled An, Sn, A′n, S′n, n = 1, 2, ..., from left to right in the dispersion diagram. The
primed letters denote shear horizontal modes.

Now go to the Through thickness profiles (10) panel. Use the Quantity drop-down
menu to choose between “Displacement”, “Stress”, “Strain”, “Energy density”, “Power
flow density”, and “Bulk waves”. Let us introduce a coordinate system xi = (x1, x2, x3),
where the plate lies in the x1-x2-plane, x1 is the propagation direction of the guided
wave, and x3 is normal to the plate. The total energy density Etotal is the energy per
unit volume carried by a guided wave. It has two contributions, namely the strain energy
density Estrain and the kinetic energy density Ekin so that Etotal = Estrain + Ekin, where

Estrain =
1

2
σijεij, i, j = 1, 2, 3, (1)

with the stress tensor σij and the strain tensor εij, and

Ekin =
1

2
ρu̇i

2, (2)

where ρ is the material’s density and u̇i is the particle velocity vector, which is obtained
from the time derivative of the particle displacement vector ui. These energy densities
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(a) (b)

FIG. 3. (a) Displacement and (b) stress field components of the A0 Lamb wave at 1 MHz in
10 mm thick AluminumAlloy1100.

vary over the thickness (x3) of a plate, and to obtain the total energy carried by a guided
wave, one would integrate the energy density contributions over x3 (and x2). The power
flow density Pj is the energy flow per unit volume and unit time carried by a guided
wave. It is a vector (Poynting vector) indicating the magnitude and direction of the
power flow

Pj = −1

2
σiju̇i = −1

2



σ11u̇1 + σ21u̇2 + σ31u̇3
σ12u̇1 + σ22u̇2 + σ32u̇3
σ13u̇1 + σ23u̇2 + σ33u̇3


 . (3)

Much like the energy density, Pj varies over the thickness of the plate. In absence of
attenuation caused by energy leakage, there is only power flow along the propagation
direction P1, (and P2 in coupled cases in transversely isotropic media) while P3 (normal
to the plate) is zero. An important improvement has been introduced with the DC v1.7,
namely the power normalization of the through thickness profiles in accordance with
DISPERSE. This means that all quantities like displacement, stress, etc. are calculated
for modes having a power flow of unity along the propagation direction. Mathematically,
the power flow density component P1 is integrated over the thickness x3. Then, for
instance, to get the power normalized displacements, the displacements are divided
through the square root of P1. The advantage of this is that values of displacement,
stress, strain, etc. can now be compared at different points on dispersion curves whereas
in earlier releases, only their SHAPES could be compared. The developer of DISPERSE,
Mike Lowe, describes the benefit of power normalization as follows: “[...] once we
normalise the mode shapes to power flow then we can do some meaningful comparison
from one point on a curve to another, provided our understanding of the comparison is
in that context only - e.g., if the mode has unit power flow, then it has a displacement
at frequency xxx that is yyy times bigger than it would be at frequency zzz.”
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(a) (b)

FIG. 4. (a) Bulk wave pattern and (b) mode shape of the A4 Lamb wave at 1 MHz in a 10 mm
thick AluminumAlloy1100 plate.

Select the Mode you want to analyze from the drop-down list. Set the Frequency at
which to analyze the selected mode. The option below Frequency switches depending
on the selected Quantity. In case you have selected any other quantity than “Bulk
waves”, Samples x3 determines the number of sample points over the plate’s thickness
(x3) at which the selected quantity is calculated. Otherwise, if you have chosen “Bulk
waves”, you can determine the number of Reflections to be displayed. Press Plot to
plot the through thickness profile of the plate in a new window. The top surface of
the plate is represented by the top of the plot. Let us discuss the displacement. u1 is
the in-plane component along the propagation direction (x1) of the guided wave. u2 is
in-plane but perpendicular (x2) to the propagation direction, usually referred to as shear
horizontal, and u3 is the out-of-plane or normal displacement. In isotropic materials,
there exist only pure Lamb and shear horizontal waves. Pure Lamb waves have only
u1 and u3 components (see Fig. 3(a)), and pure shear horizontal modes have only a
u2 component. A symmetric Lamb wave is defined by having the same displacement
component u1 (sign and absolute value) at the top and bottom of the plate, while an
antisymmetric Lamb wave has the same absolute component u1 at the top and bottom,
but with opposite sign, as depicted in Fig. 3(a). The character of a shear horizontal
wave is determined by the same rules applied to u2. Figure 3(b) displays the four
nonzero stress components present in a pure Lamb wave. The components σi3 vanish at
the surfaces, i.e., the surfaces are traction-free and no energy can leak to the assumed
surrounding vacuum. Now, select the “Bulk waves” from the Quantity drop-down
menu to display the bulk wave pattern. Since there exist only pure modes in isotropic
materials, Lamb waves consist of the superposition of four bulk waves, namely two
upward and downward propagating longitudinally polarized bulk waves (L+, L−), and
two upward and downward propagating shear vertically polarized bulk waves (SV+, SV−)
(see Fig. 4(a)). By contrast, shear horizontal guided waves consist of the superposition of
only two bulk waves, namely two upward and downward propagating shear horizontally
polarized bulk waves (SH+, SH−). The polarization is indicated by the bold lines. Click
on a bulk wave to display its refraction angle, phase velocity, wavelength, amplitude,
and phase.

In the Mode shape (11) panel, you can visualize the displacement pattern (mode
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shape) in a plate as it is deformed by a propagating Lamb or shear horizontal wave
(see Fig. 4(b)). This is particularly helpful to get an idea of how a certain mode looks
like at a certain frequency. Of course, the displacement is highly exaggerated in this
plot. Again, the top of the plot refers to the top of the plate. Select the Mode you
want to analyze from the drop-down list. Set the Frequency at which to analyze the
selected mode. Wavelengths determines how many wavelengths along the propagation
direction are displayed. Samples x1 determines at how many sample points along the
propagation direction the mode shape is calculated, while Samples x3 determines the
number of sample points over the plate’s thickness. If you change Samples x1, then
Samples x3 will be set to one half of that number, which yields a nearly square grid on
most screens. Use Scale to scale the displacement for clarity. The value n in Grid line
specifies that a grid line is drawn at every nth sample point. If you change Samples
x1 by a certain factor, n is adjusted accordingly to maintain the number of grid lines
drawn in the mode shape. Check Undistorted to toggle the undistorted grid. Go to
the Animation settings sub-panel to set up an animation of the grid. If you don’t
want to export a movie, it is enough to calculate only one Cycles. That cycle will be
repeated as long as the animation is running, and there should not be a notable break
between each cycle. If you want to export a movie, however, it is better to compute
multiple Cycles. The Cycle duration determines how long an animated cycle takes.
Adjust the Frame rate of the movie. The Movie quality affects only the quality of
the exported movie. Set a value between zero and one hundred. If you check Animate
and press Plot, the animation starts running in an extra window until you close that
window. If you leave Animate unchecked, only a static grid is plotted.

If you want to export plots and movies in an easy way, you can use the Export
settings (12). Use the check boxes PDF and PNG to specify the format of the
exported plot. PDF is a vectorized graphic that I used for the plots made by the
DC for this manual. PNG in contrast is a rendered graphic for which you can set
the PNG resolution in dots per inch (dpi). The better performance of a vectorized
graphic becomes obvious upon zooming in. Compare Fig. 4, which is a PDF, to one
of the DC screenshots, which are PNG. The font in all plots made by the DC is the
standard LATEX-font “Computer Modern”. Type the File name and the Directory
to specify where the plot/movie is exported to. If you check Export plots and then
press any of the three Plot buttons (their labels change to “Export”), the respective
plot will be exported. If you check Animate in (11) and then press the Plot button,
the animation is displayed in a new window. Once all frames are captured, the window
will close automatically and the movie be exported.

If you want to perform your own processing on the dispersion curves, you can Export
them. Enable the Dispersion curves check box and select to export them to Excel
sheets and/or TXT files. For each mode family, a separate file will be generated in
the specified Directory, containing all modes belonging to the respective family. For
each mode, the frequency-thickness product (MHz·mm), phase velocity (m/ms), group
velocity (m/ms), propagation time (µs), excitation angle (◦), wavelength (mm), and
wavenumber (mm−1) are exported. In the drop-down menu below the Export button,
you can select to arrange the modes’ data horizontally or vertically in the Excel or TXT
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files. You can also export the through thickness profiles (except the bulk waves) selected
in the Through thickness profiles (10) panel. Enable the Through thickness check
box and upon pressing Export, the selected through thickness Quantity of the selected
Mode at the chosen Frequency is exported to Excel sheets and/or TXT files.

Adjust the Plot layout settings (13) according to your preferences. For the plots
in this manual, I toggled the Title off. You can also toggle the Mode labels on the
fundamental Lamb modes A0 and S0 and on the fundamental shear horizontal mode S′0.
Use the Legend location drop-down menu to place the legend in through thickness
plots inside or outside the axes. You can also adjust the Box line width and the
Curve line width. Only for the dispersion curves, you can also adjust the Dispersion
curve colors, for symmetric modes in the field S and for antisymmetric modes in the
field A. You can compose any color by setting the proportions of red, green, and blue.
Set a value between zero and one for each proportion, e.g., [1 0 .5]. Shift the mode labels
along the three fundamental modes named above by using Mode labels x-position.
Set values between zero and one. Change the Font size of the Title, Axes labels,
Axes ticks, Mode labels, and the Legend. Press Default, to restore the default
settings.

3.3 Transversely isotropic

In this section, we conduct guided wave modeling in multilayered composites such as
sketched in Fig. 5. These are basically stackings of m layers with layer thicknesses dm,
consisting of a fiber-epoxy combination. For each layer, we assign a local (crystallo-
graphic) Cartesian coordinate system x′i(m) = (x′1, x

′
2, x
′
3)(m) residing on the top of the

mth layer, and we define the layers to lie parallel to the x′1-x
′
2-plane. The fibers are

x1

dm

x′1

x2

x′2

x′3, x3

Φm

a)

x′3(1), x3
Θ

x1

x′3(2)

x′3(3)

b)

FIG. 5. (a) Single composite layer with local (crystallographic) coordinate system x′i and global
coordinate system xi, i = 1, 2, 3. (b) Layered composite plate with [0/90/0] orientation
with respect to the x1-axis.
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FIG. 6. The tab for the calculation of transversely isotropic specimens.

oriented along x′1(m), while x′3(m) is normal to the layer. To describe this system with
arbitrary layer orientations in a convenient way, we introduce the nonprimed global co-
ordinate system xi = (x1, x2, x3). We choose it such that the x1-x3-plane coincides with
the incidence plane of the incoming plane wave, and guided wave propagation is along
the x1-direction. With respect to the global coordinate system, the local coordinate
systems are yielded by a counterclockwise rotation of an angle Φm between x1 and x′1(m)

about the x3-axis. Hence, x3 and x′3(m) coincide.
The Transversely isotropic tab looks similar to the Isotropic tab. Only panels that

are new or different will be explained in this section. First, define the laminate in the
Specimen (14) panel shown in Fig. 6. Press Edit to open the specimen setup depicted
in Fig. 7. Select a transversely isotropic Material from the drop-down menu. If you
check Uniform layer thickness, the DC deduces the layer thicknesses from the overall
Plate thickness. Unit cell repetitions specifies how many repetitions of the unit cell
are contained in the layup. Use only integer numbers. Check Symmetric system if the
layup is symmetric with respect to the middle plane of the plate/laminate. In the table
on the right, you can define the Unit cell. If Uniform layer thickness is checked,
it is enough to enter the fiber Orientation of every layer in the left column. The
Thickness column is inactive. If you have a layup with nonuniform layer thicknesses,
uncheck Uniform layer thickness and enter every layer’s thickness in the Thickness
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column, which is now active, in addition to their orientations. The Unit cell table offers
an immense amount of four hundred entries. This ensures that even the largest rocket
booster laminates, which can be a nonrepeated unit cell by their own, can be entered.
By contrast, unit cells in more common laminates are much smaller, often having only
four or eight layers. Note that the uppermost layer in the table refers to the uppermost
layer of the laminate. Now, you can Save the specimen definition and Load it in future
sessions. Press OK to accept the specimen definition or Cancel to discard it. The setup
closes, and the specimen definition is displayed below the Edit-button.

Now, go to the Computational settings (15). Define the Propagation angle Φ
for the guided waves with respect to the Layer orientations. Consider for example
the [0/90/45/-45] layup sketched in Fig. 8. A positive Propagation angle Φ results
in a counterclockwise rotation of the propagation direction (solid arrow) vs. the fiber
orientations, yielding the Effective layup, respectively, the angles Φm [0/90/45/-45]-10
= [-10/80/35/-55]. Prior to the DC v1.4, the opposite convention was used, namely
that a positive Φ resulted in a clockwise rotation (dashed arrow), yielding [0/90/45/-
45]+10 = [10/100/55/-35]. This choice was reversed since it contradicted the common
convention used for polar angles as well as the notation of the layup, and because the
dispersion curves can depend upon this choice. The Phase velocity limit is set to
20 m/ms by default and does not change automatically. The Frequency limit is set
such that a maximal frequency·thickness product of 2 MHz·mm is covered by default.
The Frequency step is set to 0.005 of the default Frequency limit.

The Mode selection (16) panel now offers more options than the one in the isotropic
case. You will find that some of the check boxes are inactive. This depends on the
Specimen settings and the Propagation angle in the following way:

1. If the laminate consists solely of 0 ◦ and 90 ◦ layers, and the wave propagation
is along either direction, Lamb and shear horizontal waves decouple and can be
traced separately.

2. If the laminate is symmetric (including a single layer) or if the laminate is non-
symmetric and the propagation direction is centered, like 40 ◦ in [0/80] or 45 ◦ in
[0/45/90], one can distinguish between symmetric and antisymmetric modes.

FIG. 7. The specimen setup.
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0 ◦

90 ◦

45 ◦

-45 ◦

Φ
Φ

[0/90/45/-45]

Φ = 10 ◦

[-10/80/35/-55]

[10/100/55/-35]

(prior to DC v1.4)

FIG. 8. Wave propagation along a Propagation angle of Φ = 10 ◦ in a [0/90/45/-45] layup.
A positive Φ results in a counterclockwise rotation of the propagation direction (solid
arrow) vs. the fiber orientations, yielding the Effective layup [0/90/45/-45]-10 = [-
10/80/35/-55]. Prior to the DC v1.4, a positive Φ meant a clockwise rotation (dashed
arrow), yielding [0/90/45/-45]+10 = [10/100/55/-35].

TABLE 1. Possible configurations in
transversely isotropic speci-
mens.

symmetric decoupled modes

3 3 S, A, S′, A′

3 7 S, Aa

7 3 B, B′

7 7 B
a S and A exist also in nonsymmetric

layups in certain cases.

The four possible configurations are listed in Table 1. If Lamb and shear horizontal
waves are coupled, they are called Lamb waves anyway in reminiscence to Sir Horace
Lamb who described Lamb waves mathematically for the first time in 1917 [4]. Lamb
dealt only with isotropic media wherein the coupling does not occur. In contrast to
pure modes, coupled modes have three displacement components. If the laminate is
nonsymmetric, the modes do not have a clear symmetric or antisymmetric character. In
the DC, these modes are unconventionally denoted with the letter “B”. To the best of
my knowledge, there does not exist an official notation for nonsymmetric modes.

If the solutions are coupled, you can toggle the display of the S′0/B′0 shear horizontal
mode. This mode is always located between A0 and S0 (or B0 and B1, which are the
corresponding modes in nonsymmetric layups). If you have a Symmetric system
(including a single layer), you can choose to calculate the Symmetric modes and/or
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20

21

22

23

FIG. 9. The tab for the calculation of polar dispersion diagrams of the fundamental modes.

the Antisymmetric modes. If it is a Nonsymmetric system, you can toggle the
two fundamental modes B0 and B1. In the Decoupled case, you can calculate Lamb
modes and Shear horizontal modes separately.

In the Through thickness profiles (17) panel and in the Mode shape (18) panel,
the Samples x3 option is replaced by Samples per layer. Of course, now you can
also analyze B-type modes. In the Plot layout settings (19) panel, you can use the
Title drop-down menu to display the plot title with or without the layup or no title
at all. In the Dispersion curve colors sub-panel, you find an additional option for
B-type modes.

3.4 Polar diagrams

Often, it is useful to have the guided wave dispersion versus the propagation direc-
tion in a laminate at a certain frequency rather than versus the frequency for a certain
propagation direction. In the Polar diagram tab (see Fig. 9), you can calculate polar
diagrams that give a very intuitive picture of the anisotropic propagation characteristics
of the fundamental modes in a laminate. Since the wave propagation in isotropic mate-
rials is independent from the propagation direction, this tab considers only transversely
isotropic materials. These are set up as usual except that only unit cells that contain
at least one zero degree layer are accepted. Then use the Computational settings
(20) panel. The dispersion curves are traced in the frequency space, as usual, up to
the Frequency limit with a certain Frequency step. In case of layups that yield the
same propagation characteristics in all four quadrants, the dispersion curves are traced
for every propagation angle from zero to ninety degrees with increments defined in the
Propagation angle step field. Such layups have unit cells which sum up to zero or
ninety degrees like [0], [0/90], or [0/90/45/-45]. Otherwise, like for [0/45] or [0/45/90],
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the quadrants show different profiles. In these cases, the complete 360 ◦ propagation
angle range is calculated. In the Mode selection (21) panel, you can choose which
ones of the fundamental modes A0/B0, S′0/B′0, and S0/B1 shall be calculated. In the
Dispersion diagrams (22) panel, you can choose which Quantity to plot, namely
the phase velocity, group velocity, propagation time, excitation angle, wavelength, and
wavenumber versus the propagation direction. Select a Frequency. Note that you can
plot the diagram at any Frequency step from zero to the Frequency limit. Upon
pressing Plot, a new window will open with a polar diagram like the one displayed in
Fig. 10. In the Export settings (23) panel, you can export the plots as usual. If you
press Export, the polar dispersion curves at the selected Frequency are exported to
Excel and/or TXT files.

3.5 Bulk waves

Guided waves evolve from the propagation and superposition of bulk waves. In the
Isotropic and Transversely Isotropic tabs (Secs. 3.2 and 3.3), one can display the
bulk wave pattern of a mode at a certain frequency (see Fig. 4(a)). In the Bulk wave tab
(see Fig. 11), you can model the behavior of elastic waves (bulk waves) in bulk material
and their scattering on interfaces. In isotropic materials, the phase velocity of bulk waves
is independent from the propagation direction, and the polarization is along the wave
propagation direction for longitudinal waves (L) and perpendicular for shear vertical

FIG. 10. Polar dispersion diagram at 500 kHz for 1 mm thick unidirectional T800M913.
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24

25

26

FIG. 11. The Bulk wave tab.

(SV) and shear horizontal waves (SH). Therefore, if we consider bulk waves emanating
from a point source in an isotropic bulk material, the phase velocity surfaces for both
wave types are spherical with the radii being the longitudinal velocity for L waves and
the transverse velocity for SH and SV waves. These velocities are given in the Material
editor (Sec. 3.7) tab. The group velocity surfaces coincide with the phase velocity
surfaces. L waves are polarized along the radial direction, and SH and SV waves normal
to it. In transversely isotropic materials, however, each of the three bulk wave types
has its own phase velocity, which depends on the propagation direction ~n′ in Fig. 12(a),
and the group velocity surface does not coincide with the phase velocity surface. In
general, the group velocity vector deviates from the phase velocity vector, where the
latter is parallel to the propagation direction unit vector ~n′. In absence of attenuation,
the group velocity is the same as the energy flow velocity, and its vector represents
the actual direction of the acoustic beam. This situation leads also to differences in the
magnitude of the phase and group velocities. The bulk waves’ polarization is either along
or perpendicular to the propagation direction, respectively, only in case of propagation
along or perpendicular to the fibers (in these cases, the modes are called ‘pure’), except
for one shear type bulk wave, which has pure character for any propagation direction.
The shear waves do not have the same phase velocity anymore. Because of that, the
bulk waves in transversely isotropic materials are called quasilongitudinal waves (L),
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FIG. 12. Crystallographic and global coordinate systems x′i, xi and fiber orientation in trans-
versely isotropic material. (a) Elastic wave propagation in the bulk material as
treated in the Elastic waves in bulk material (24) panel. (b) A plane wave
impinging from a fluid generates three bulk waves in transversely isotropic material
propagating in the x1-x3-plane of the global coordinate system. This topic is covered
in the Bulk waves on interfaces (25) panel.

fast quasishear waves (Sfast), and slow shear waves (Sslow). Figure 12(a) displays the
conventions used for the elastic wave propagation in a transversely isotropic fiber-epoxy
system. Here, x′1 is along the fiber direction, and x′2 and x′3 are normal to it. Θ defines
the wave propagation angle with respect to the x′1-x

′
2-plane (elevation), and Φ is the angle

between the propagation direction projected into the x′1-x
′
2-plane and x′1 (azimuth).

In the Elastic waves in bulk material (24) panel, you can plot the phase velocity,
group velocity, the corresponding slownesses s, the energy deviation angle γ between
the bulk waves’ phase velocity vectors and the group velocity (or energy) vectors, and
the polarization angle deviation δ of bulk waves in transversely isotropic materials in
2-D and 3-D. The slowness is the inverse phase velocity, and the polarization deviation
is the deviation angle from perpendicular polarization (β = 90 ◦) in case of Sfast and
parallel polarization (β = 0 ◦) in case of L. δ for Sslow is always zero since it is a pure
mode for any propagation direction. Select a material from the Material drop-down
menu. Choose the Quantity to be plotted and use ∆Θ to determine the Θ resolution.
In the 2-D profiles sub-panel, you can plot the quantity for a given angle Φ, as shown
in Figs. 13(a), 13(c), and 13(e) for T800M913 at Φ = 45 ◦. In the 3-D surfaces and
vectors sub-panel, you can plot the complete surface. Now, you have to set ∆Φ to
determine also the Φ resolution. Upon pressing Calculate, the point cloud made up by
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

FIG. 13. Bulk waves in T800M913. (a) Phase velocity, (c) slowness, and (e) polarization
deviation profiles at Φ = 45 ◦, and (b) Sfast phase velocity, (d) Sfast slowness, and (f)
L and Sfast polarization deviation surfaces.
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FIG. 14. Bulk wave slownesses and polarizations in T800M913 for propagation along Φ = 30 ◦,
Θ = 10 ◦. The polarization vectors are always mutually orthogonal.

∆Θ and ∆Φ will be calculated and the key data be displayed in the output window (26).
Use the Mode drop-down menu to select which one of the three bulk wave mode surfaces
you want to plot. Figures 13(b) and 13(d) show the phase velocity and slowness surfaces
of Sfast in T800M913, respectively, and Fig. 13(f) shows the (coinciding) polarization
angle deviation from pure mode polarization of L and Sfast. It can readily be seen that
the deviation angle becomes zero for wave propagation parallel and normal to the fibers.
These are the propagation directions for which pure L and Sfast modes occur. In the
center column of the 3-D surfaces and vectors sub-panel, you can plot the slowness
and polarization vectors of bulk waves propagating along a specific direction. Define
the propagation direction using Φ and Θ, and press Plot to get an image like the one
shown in Fig. 14. In addition to the Plot layout settings, which apply to all plots
on the current tab, you find some additional layout settings in the 3-D surfaces and
vectors sub-panel, which apply only to the 3-D plots. You can adjust the view by using
View Φ and View Θ. Of course, you can also use the Rotate 3-D tool inside the plot
window. You can also change the Marker size and the x-position of the colorbar.

In the Bulk waves on interfaces (25) panel, you can model the bulk waves that are
generated in an isotropic or transversely isotropic material when a plane wave impinges
from a fluid. This situation is depicted in Figs. 12(b) and 15(a). Here, the upper half
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(a) (b)

FIG. 15. Bulk waves generated in T800M913 through plane wave incidence from water at
Φ = 0 ◦, ΘI = 8 ◦. The upper half space is covered by water, the lower half space by
T800M913. (a) Construction of the bulk wave slownesses based on Snell’s law. (b)
Slownesses and polarizations of the generated bulk waves.

space is covered by water and the lower half space by transversely isotropic T800M913.
The incident as well as the reflected and transmitted waves propagate in the Φ = 0 ◦

plane, i.e., x1 = x′1. The blue profiles represent the slownesses in water and T800M913.
Water as well as any other nonviscous fluid supports only the longitudinal wave type
(because the shear modulus is zero), represented by the red vectors in the upper half
space. The plane wave is incident under an angle of ΘI = 8 ◦. Its wavenumber ζI is given
by

ζI =
ω

vI
= ωsI, (4)

where ω is the angular frequency 2πf , with the frequency f , and vI is the phase velocity
in water. At the boundary to the solid, a certain proportion of energy is reflected, and
the rest is transmitted into T800M913 where three bulk waves with the wavenumbers
ζL, ζSfast , ζSslow are generated. For these waves, Eq. (4) applies with their respective phase
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velocities and slownesses vL, vSfast , vSslow , sL, sSfast , sSslow . According to Snell’s law, all scat-
tered waves (reflected and transmitted ones) must have the same projected wavenumber
along the boundary ζIx1 as the incident wave, i.e.,

ζI sinΘI = ζ(k) sinΘ(k) = ζI1, k = 1, 2, ...4, (5)

where ζ(k) stands for the wavenumber of any scattered wave, and Θ(k) is the correspond-
ing reflection or refraction angle, respectively. With the use of Eq. (4), we can write
Eq. (5) in terms of the slownesses of the scattered waves s(k) as

sI sinΘI = s(k) sinΘ(k) = sI1. (6)

This important constraint is indicated by the two vertical guide lines in Fig. 15(a). The

utility of this picture is that the wave slowness vectors ~ζ(k)/ω can be constructed simply
by drawing lines from the origin to the points, where the right guide line intersects
the slowness profiles. Then, by assigning a frequency, the actual wavenumber can be
obtained. From Fig. 15(a), it becomes also clear that, as the incidence/excitation angle
increases, critical angles will be reached beyond which a slowness vector for a given
bulk wave cannot be constructed anymore. Physically, these waves are evanescent, i.e.,
their amplitude decays exponentially with depth, and they are confined to a certain area
below the boundary. Basically, these are surface waves (Rayleigh waves). By contrast,
below the critical angles, we have propagating bulk waves. Now, let us look at Fig. 15(b)
to find out more about the polarization of the bulk waves in T800M913. Here, only the
lower half space from Fig. 15(a) is displayed. The bold lines emanating from the middle
of the wave vectors indicate their polarization.

To do your modeling, select a Fluid from the drop-down menu or enter the phase
velocity on the right. Then select the Solid Type. Depending on your choice, you can
now select an isotropic or transversely isotropic Solid. All other parameters in this panel
work similarly to those in the Elastic waves in bulk material (24) panel. Whenever
you make an entry, information about the generated bulk waves in the solid, including
critical angles, will be displayed in the output window (26). Press Plot 2-D or Plot
3-D to generate (and export) the kind of plots shown in Fig. 15.

3.6 Laminate stiffness

The Laminate stiffness tab, as depicted in Fig. 16, is an additional tool that allows to
calculate the laminate stiffness matrix, which is also referred to as the homogenized stiff-
ness tensor. The laminate stiffness matrix is the stiffness matrix of a layered, anisotropic
laminate. It is calculated using the classical laminate theory (CLT). First, the layer
stiffness matrices are transformed into the global coordinate system to account for their
individual fiber orientations, and then the transformed stiffness matrices are multiplied
by their respective layer thickness-to-unit cell thickness ratio and summed up to obtain
the unit cell stiffness matrix. Since every unit cell has the same stiffness matrix, and
because of the multiplication with the thickness ratios, the laminate stiffness matrix does
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27

28

29

30

FIG. 16. The Laminate stiffness tab.

not depend on the repetitions of the unit cell, i.e., it is equal to the unit cell stiffness
matrix.

The Specimen (27) setup is reduced accordingly. The Laminate stiffness matrix
components (28) are displayed for the chosen Azimuthal angle. This matrix has
the form of monoclinic material symmetry. In the polar diagram (29), every laminate
stiffness matrix component can be plotted with respect to the wave propagation angle
in the defined laminate. Use the check boxes on the left accordingly. You can Export
(30) the laminate stiffness matrix displayed in (28) to an Excel and/or TXT-file, which
is saved to the specified directory.

3.7 Material editor

In the Material editor tab, you can view the parameters of the materials available in
the three lists and add or remove materials. In the Isotropic materials (31) panel in
Fig. 17, you can choose an isotropic Material from the drop-down menu. From the
Density, Poisson’s ratio, and Young’s modulus, the DC computes Lamé’s 1st
param. and Lamé’s 2nd param., and then Longitudinal velocity, Transverse
velocity, plate velocity, and Rayleigh velocity. There are only two independent
Stiffness matrix components. Once you change the fields Density, Poisson’s ra-
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31 32

33

FIG. 17. The Material editor tab.

tio, or Young’s modulus, the parameters below as well as the Stiffness matrix
components are recalculated accordingly. After you have edited your material, assign
a Material name to it and press Save. If you want to remove a material from the list,
select it from the Material drop-down menu and press Delete.

The panel Transversely Isotropic materials (32) works in the same way except
that you can enter the Stiffness matrix components also directly without editing the
Engineering constants. The stiffness matrix contains five independent components.
Below, you get the Longitudinal velocity, Fast shear velocity, and the Slow shear
velocity of the three bulk wave types for propagation parallel and normal to the fibers,
and the Ratio between those values. In the coupling media (33) panel, you can add
coupling media.

3.8 Advanced

The Advanced tab offers options, which do not need to be changed on a regular basis,
but which might help to overcome specific tracing problems. For each option, you
have two fields. The left-hand field is for isotropic materials, the right-hand field is for
transversely isotropic materials. First of all, you can also adjust the Phase velocity
resolution. The bisections are performed until the desired resolution is obtained. Some
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34

35

FIG. 18. The Advanced tab.

information about the Phase velocity sweeps (34) has already been given in Sec. 3.2.
In order to understand the Lamb wave search width for negative curvature,
please have a look at Fig. 19. It shows the tracing of the S0 Lamb wave in 10 mm thick
AluminumAlloy1100. Consider situation A. Suppose the sample at 210 kHz has already
been obtained, and we are now searching for the 220 kHz sample. It is expected to be at
a lower phase velocity. It is therefore taken the difference of the phase velocities between
the 200 kHz and the 210 kHz sample ∆i. The curvature is determined to be negative
here. The 220 kHz sample is expected to lie within the search intervali+1, which reaches
from the 210 kHz sample’s phase velocity down by the multiple n1 ·∆i, where n1 is the
Lamb wave search width for negative curvature. The 220 kHz is indeed found
there. As the tracing progresses, we pass the turning point B and reach situation C.
Since the curvature is now positive, the DC uses the Lamb wave search width for
positive curvature n2, which is smaller than the value for negative curvatures n1. The
Shear horizontal wave search width is used for shear horizontal waves in transversely
isotropic media only, which have a positive curvature everywhere. In isotropic materials,
the shear horizontal modes are calculated by an analytic equation so that the dispersion
curve tracing is unnecessary.

If the search interval crosses the next lower mode, the search interval is cut just above
the lower mode. In the coupled case in transversely isotropic material, the crossing of
modes occurs. This can cause the well-known jumping-mode problem, where a tracing
routine follows the wrong mode from the crossing point onward. Therefore, if the current
mode crosses a lower mode that has already been traced, the tracing routine will not find
a solution above the lower mode. Then, a new search interval will be defined below the
lower mode, and the tracing be continued there. This procedure is slow but prevents the
jumping to modes that have already been traced effectively. Of course though, before
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FIG. 19. The search interval as it is applied by the phase velocity sweeps.

such an instance could happen, the lower mode must have crossed the higher mode
before the latter mode was traced. The jumping to yet unknown modes basically can
not be avoided in any case, but one can try varying the Frequency step.

Frequency sweeps to complete dispersion curves at high phase velocity (35)
are applied if the phase velocity sweeps fail to do so. Please consider Fig. 20. After the

�-

���

Phase velocity step

Search interval

S0

S1 S2

D

E

FIG. 20. The search interval and the phase velocity step as used by the frequency sweeps.
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tracing of the fundamental modes, the higher order modes are traced. S1 comes first.
The cut-off frequency at 20 m/ms is 286.129 kHz. Since we have a Frequency step
of 10 kHz, the phase velocity sweeps starts at 290 kHz, leaving the curve incomplete
below 290 kHz. The frequency sweeps continue the curve at point D, which is above
the 290 kHz sample by an amount of S phase velocity step. This point is within a
search interval spanning from a certain offset above 290 kHz to 290 kHz − x/d, where
x is the S search interval in kHz·mm and d is the plate’s Thickness in millimeters.
The same search interval is used for the following samples. The aforementioned offset
is needed to overcome point E, where the curve turns to higher frequencies again. This
procedure continues until the cut-off frequency is reached. Different search intervals and
phase velocity steps can be defined for S, A, and B type modes.

Lowe describes a different tracing routine in Refs. [5, 6], which he applies in DIS-
PERSE. An extrapolation method is used to make a guess for the next sample point.
This works well in the wavenumber space since the curves are more straight there than
in the frequency space.
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4 Examples

4.1 T800M913 single layer @ 45 ◦

We want to obtain the dispersion diagram for an unidirectional layer of the fiber-matrix
system T800M913. The thickness shall be 2 mm and the wave propagation along an
angle of 45 ◦ with respect to the fiber orientation. Since a single layer is symmetric, we
can determine symmetric and antisymmetric modes. Lamb and shear horizontal waves
are coupled. Take a look at situation A in Fig. 21. The symmetric modes S12 and S13

are very close without crossing each other (although they should). If you use the default
Frequency step of 5 kHz, S phase velocity step of 100 m/s, and S search interval
of 20 kHz·mm, the frequency sweeps of S13 will hit S12, and follow S12 up to its cut-off
frequency. That problem can be solved in two ways:

1. Use an S phase velocity step of 50 m/s and an S search interval of 6 kHz·mm.

2. Or set the Frequency step to 1 kHz.

Be aware that the mode designation done by the DC is not always right. Checking the
displacement fields of S12 and S13 above and below A reveals that both modes should
actually cross each other, although they don’t in this tracing. This means that what is
now designated as S12 below A should actually belong to S13 and vice versa. There are
more instances like that in Fig. 21.

A
S12 S13

FIG. 21. Dispersion diagram for wave propagation along 45 ◦ with respect to the fiber direction
in 2 mm thick unidirectional T800M913.
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4.2 T800M913 [0/90]4 @ 45 ◦

Now, let us compute a 2 mm thick layup [0/90]4 from the same material, and again
we let the guided waves propagate along 45 ◦. Although the layup is nonsymmetric in
the usual sense, we can distinguish symmetric and antisymmetric modes because the
propagation direction is centered to the layup. Lamb and shear horizontal waves are
coupled. Look at S1 and A1 in Fig. 22. They appear to tend toward the same cut-off
frequency and therefore get closer to each other with increasing phase velocity. First
of all, you must set the default Step of 0.5 kHz to 0.2 kHz in order to detect S1 at all.
Therefore, once you see in the output window that modes have almost the same cut-off
frequencies, consider taking finer steps than the default. You can also reduce the Phase
velocity limit to avoid problems. Then, with the default Frequency step of 5 kHz
and Phase velocity sections of five, S1 cannot be traced. You can solve the problem
by two ways:

1. Increase the search resolution by setting the Phase velocity sections to six.

2. Or set the Frequency step to 2 kHz.

S1 A1

FIG. 22. Dispersion diagram for wave propagation along 45 ◦ in a 2 mm thick layup [0/90]4
T800M913.
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4.3 T800M913 [0/90]100s @ 0 ◦

It was mentioned in the introduction that modern rocket booster pressure vessels can
consist of up to four hundred layers in certain areas. Now, we want to calculate such kind
of laminate. We assume a layup [0/90]100s with layer thicknesses of 0.125 mm yielding a
50 mm thick laminate. In contrast to booster layups, this highly repetitive layup could
be simplified to [0/90]20s, for instance, having only 80 layers with layer thicknesses of
0.625 mm, although the dispersion curves would not be exactly the same. However, the
point we want to prove here is that the DC can deal with four hundred layers. Set
the Lamb wave search width for negative curvature to five and the Lamb wave
search width for positive curvature to two in order to accelerate the calculation.
The phase velocity search interval is narrower so that the solution will be found faster.
The resulting dispersion diagram is shown in Fig. 23. Lamb and shear horizontal waves
decouple and can therefore be calculated separately. Figure 24 shows the displacement
and stress field components of the S0 Lamb wave at 50 kHz. The periodicity of the layup
becomes obvious in the displacement u1 and in the stresses σ11 and σ22.
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FIG. 23. Dispersion diagram for wave propagation along 0 ◦ in a 50 mm thick layup [0/90]100s
T800M913.
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(a) (b)

FIG. 24. (a) Displacement and (b) stress field components of the S0 Lamb wave at 50 kHz in
a 50 mm thick layup [0/90]100s, T800M913.
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A List of default materials

A.1 Isotropic

If not stated otherwise, the materials are taken from Ref. [7].

Density Young’s modulus Poisson’s ratio
(g/cm3) (GPa)

AluminumAlloy1100 2.71 69 0.33
AluminumAlloy2024 2.77 72.4 0.33
AluminumDisperse [8] 2.7 70.76 0.3375
AluminumOxide 3.98 380 0.22
CastIronG3000 7.3 101.5 0.26
CastIronG4000 7.3 124 0.26
Concrete 2.4 31 0.2
CopperAlloyC17200BerylliumCopper 8.25 128 0.3
CopperAlloyC26000CartridgeBrass 8.53 110 0.35
CopperAlloyC36000FreeCuttingBrass 8.5 97 0.34
CopperAlloyC71500CopperNickel30 8.94 150 0.34
CopperAlloyC93200BearingBronze 8.93 100 0.34
DiamondNatural 3.51 950 0.2
DiamondSynthetic 3.36 863 0.2
Epoxy [8] 1.17 3.94 0.39
GlassBorosilicate 2.23 70 0.2
GlassCeramic 2.6 120 0.25
GlassQuartz 2.2 73 0.17
GlassSodaLime 2.5 69 0.23
Gold 19.32 77 0.42
Ice [8] 0.9 9.55 0.33
Inconel625 8.44 207 0.31
Lead 11.34 13.5 0.44
MagnesiumAlloyAZ31B 1.77 45 0.35
Molybdenum 10.22 320 0.32
Monel400 8.8 180 0.32
Nickel200 8.89 204 0.31
Nylon 1.14 2.69 0.39
Platinum 21.45 171 0.39
Plexiglass 1.19 2.74 0.31
Polycarbonate 1.2 2.38 0.36
Polystyrene 1.05 2.78 0.33
PolyvinylChloride 1.44 3.28 0.38
SiliconNitride 3.3 304 0.3
Silver 10.49 74 0.37
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StainlessSteelAlloy304 8 193 0.3
StainlessSteelAlloy405 7.8 200 0.3
SteelAlloy1020 7.85 207 0.3
Tantalum 16.6 185 0.35
Teflon 2.17 0.475 0.46
Tin 7.17 44.3 0.33
Titanium 4.51 103 0.34
TitaniumAlloyTi6Al4V 4.43 114 0.34
Tungsten 19.3 400 0.28
Zinc 7.14 104.5 0.25
Zirconium 6.51 99.3 0.35

A.2 Transversely isotropic

Density E1 E2 G12 ν12 ν23
(g/cm3) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa)

AS4M3502 [9] 1.55 144.646 9.63556 6 0.29927 0.284742
SAERTEX7006919RIMR135 1.454 119.91 7.25 6.02 0.322 0.447
SigrafilCE125023039 [9] 1.5 128.555 6.87324 6.1 0.330357 0.374648
T300M914 [10] 1.56 139.917 10.052 5.7 0.313131 0.478235
T700M21 [11] 1.571 125.5 8.7 4.135 0.37 0.45
T700PPS [9] 1.6 149.956 9.98828 4.5 0.291925 0.368257
T800M913 [9] 1.55 152.137 6.6353 4.2 0.251701 0.543093
T800M924 [12] 1.5 161 9.25 6 0.34 0.41
T800 Michel 1.51 178.96 9.17 5.5 0.355 0.529
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B Material Parameters

Aluminum Alloy 1100

ρ E ν
2.71 g/cm3 69 GPa 0.33 [158]

λ µ vL vT cPlate cR

50.4 GPa 25.9 GPa 6.142 m/ms 3.094 m/ms 5.345 m/ms 2.884 m/ms

Cij =




102.2 50.4 50.4 0 0 0
102.2 50.4 0 0 0

102.2 0 0 0
25.9 0 0

sym 25.9 0
25.9




GPa (B.1)

Lead

ρ E ν
11.34 g/cm3 13.5 GPa 0.44 [158]

λ µ vL vT cPlate cR

34.4 GPa 4.7 GPa 1.964 m/ms 0.643 m/ms 1.215 m/ms 0.608 m/ms

Cij =




43.8 34.4 34.4 0 0 0
43.8 34.4 0 0 0

43.8 0 0 0
4.7 0 0

sym 4.7 0
4.7




GPa (B.2)
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B Material Parameters

SAERTEX R©7006919/RIMR135

ρ E ′1 E ′2 G′12 ν ′12 ν ′23

1.45 g/cm3 119.9 GPa 7.3 GPa 6.0 GPa 0.32 0.45

C ′ij =




122.7 4.3 4.3 0 0 0
9.2 4.2 0 0 0

9.2 0 0 0
5.0 0 0

sym 6.0 0
6.0




GPa (B.3)

TABLE B.6. The bulk waves’
phase and group
velocities parallel
and normal to the
fibers in m/ms.

‖ ⊥ Ratio

L 9.186 2.517 3.649
Sfast 2.035 2.035 1
Sslow 2.035 1.313 1.55
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C Polynomial Forms of the Christoffel Matrix

Phase velocity form:

v6
p + A1v

4
p + A2v

2
p + A3 = 0

Wavenumber ratio form:

α6 + A1α
4 + A2α

2 + A3 = 0

Coefficients of the Phase Velocity Form
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′
22C

′
55n
′4
1 n
′2
2

− C ′11C
′
33C

′
44n
′2
1 n
′4
3 − C ′11C

′
33C

′
66n
′4
1 n
′2
3 − C ′11C

′
44C

′
55n
′4
1 n
′2
3

− C ′22C
′
33C

′
55n
′2
2 n
′4
3 + 2C ′13C

′
44C

′
55n
′2
1 n
′4
3 − C ′11C

′
44C

′
66n
′4
1 n
′2
2

+ 2C ′12C
′
44C

′
66n
′2
1 n
′4
2 − C ′22C

′
33C

′
66n
′4
2 n
′2
3 − C ′22C

′
44C

′
55n
′4
2 n
′2
3

+ 2C ′23C
′
44C

′
55n
′2
2 n
′4
3 + 2C ′12C

′
55C

′
66n
′4
1 n
′2
2 + 2C ′13C

′
55C

′
66n
′4
1 n
′2
3

+ 2C ′23C
′
44C

′
66n
′4
2 n
′2
3 − C ′22C

′
55C

′
66n
′2
1 n
′4
2 − C ′33C

′
44C

′
66n
′2
2 n
′4
3

− C ′33C
′
55C

′
66n
′2
1 n
′4
3 + C ′11C

′2
23n
′2
1 n
′2
2 n
′2
3 + C ′213C

′
22n
′2
1 n
′2
2 n
′2
3

+ C ′212C
′
33n
′2
1 n
′2
2 n
′2
3 − 2C ′12C

′
13C

′
23n
′2
1 n
′2
2 n
′2
3 − C ′11C

′
22C

′
33n
′2
1 n
′2
2 n
′2
3

− 2C ′12C
′
13C

′
44n
′2
1 n
′2
2 n
′2
3 + 2C ′11C

′
23C

′
44n
′2
1 n
′2
2 n
′2
3 − 2C ′12C

′
23C

′
55n
′2
1 n
′2
2 n
′2
3

+ 2C ′13C
′
22C

′
55n
′2
1 n
′2
2 n
′2
3 − 2C ′13C

′
23C

′
66n
′2
1 n
′2
2 n
′2
3 + 2C ′12C

′
33C

′
66n
′2
1 n
′2
2 n
′2
3

− 2C ′12C
′
44C

′
55n
′2
1 n
′2
2 n
′2
3 − 2C ′13C

′
44C

′
66n
′2
1 n
′2
2 n
′2
3 − 2C ′23C

′
55C

′
66n
′2
1 n
′2
2 n
′2
3

− 4C ′44C
′
55C

′
66n
′2
1 n
′2
2 n
′2
3 )/ρ3

(C.1)
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C Polynomial Forms of the Christoffel Matrix

Coefficients of the Wavenumber Ratio Form

A1 = [2(C13C36C45 − C16C33C45 − C13C44C55 + C13C
2
45)

+ C11C33C44 + C33C55C66 − C44C
2
13 − C55C

2
36

− (C33C44 + C33C55 + C44C55 − C2
45)ρc2

p]/∆

A2 = [2(C13C16C36 + C13C16C45 + C16C36C55 − C13C55C66

− C11C36C45) + C11C33C66 + C11C44C55 − C11C
2
36 − C33C

2
16

− C11C
2
45 − C66C

2
13 + (2(C16C45 + C13C55 + C36C45)− C11C33

− C11C44 − C33C66 − C44C55 − C55C66 + C2
13 + C2

36 + C2
45)ρc2

p

+ (C33 + C44 + C55)ρ2c4
p]/∆

A3 = [C11C55C66 − C55C
2
16 − (C11C55 + C11C66 + C55C66 − C2

16)ρc2
p

+ (C11 + C55 + C66)ρ2c4
p − ρ3c6

p]/∆

∆ = C33C44C55 − C33C
2
45

(C.2)

Roots

xL± = ± ((((A3
1/27− A2A1/6 + A3/2)2 + (−A2

1/9 + A2/3)3)1/2

− A3/2− A3
1/27 + A1A2/6)1/3 − A1/3− (−A2

1/9

+ A2/3)/(((A3
1/27− A2A1/6 + A3/2)2 + (A2/3− A2

1/9)3)1/2

− A3/2− A3
1/27 + A1A2/6)1/3)1/2

xS±fast
= ± ((−A2

1/9 + A2/3)/(2(((A3
1/27− A2A1/6 + A3/2)2 + (A2/3

− A2
1/9)3)1/2 − A3/2− A3

1/27 + A1A2/6)1/3)− (((A3
1/27

− A2A1/6 + A3/2)2 + (−A2
1/9 + A2/3)3)1/2 − A3/2− A3

1/27

+ A1A2/6)1/3/2− (31/2((((A3
1/27− A2A1/6 + A3/2)2

+ (−A2
1/9 + A2/3)3)1/2 − A3/2− A3

1/27 + A1A2/6)1/3

+ (−A2
1/9 + A2/3)/(((A3

1/27− A2A1/6 + A3/2)2 + (A2/3

− A2
1/9)3)1/2 − A3/2− A3

1/27 + A1A2/6)1/3)i)/2− A1/3)1/2

xS±slow
= ± ((−A2

1/9 + A2/3)/(2(((A3
1/27− A2A1/6 + A3/2)2 + (A2/3

− A2
1/9)3)1/2 − A3/2− A3

1/27 + A1A2/6)1/3)− (((A3
1/27

− A2A1/6 + A3/2)2 + (−A2
1/9 + A2/3)3)1/2 − A3/2− A3

1/27

+ A1A2/6)1/3/2 + (31/2((((A3
1/27− A2A1/6 + A3/2)2

+ (−A2
1/9 + A2/3)3)1/2 − A3/2− A3

1/27 + A1A2/6)1/3

+ (−A2
1/9 + A2/3)/(((A3

1/27− A2A1/6 + A3/2)2 + (A2/3

− A2
1/9)3)1/2 − A3/2− A3

1/27 + A1A2/6)1/3)i)/2− A1/3)1/2

(C.3)
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Phase velocity form:

vp(L) = |real(xL)|, vp(Sfast) = |real(xSfast
)|, vp(Sslow) = |real(xSslow

)| (C.4)

Wavenumber ratio form:

αq =




αL−

αL+

αS−fast
αS+

fast

αS−slow
αS+

slow




=




xL−

xL+

xS−fast
xS+

fast

xS−slow
xS+

slow




(C.5)
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D Transfer Matrix

Coupled Case



um+1
1

um+1
2

um+1
3

σ∗m+1
33

σ∗m+1
13

σ∗m+1
23




=




eiξα1dm eiξα3dm eiξα5dm 1 1 1
V1eiξα1dm V3eiξα3dm V5eiξα5dm V1 V3 V5

W1eiξα1dm W3eiξα3dm W5eiξα5dm −W1 −W3 −W5

D11eiξα1dm D13eiξα3dm D15eiξα5dm D11 D13 D15

D21eiξα1dm D23eiξα3dm D25eiξα5dm −D21 −D23 −D25

D31eiξα1dm D33eiξα3dm D35eiξα5dm −D31 −D33 −D35




·




1 1 1 eiξα1dm eiξα3dm eiξα5dm

V1 V3 V5 V1eiξα1dm V3eiξα3dm V5eiξα5dm

W1 W3 W5 −W1eiξα1dm −W3eiξα3dm −W5eiξα5dm

D11 D13 D15 D11eiξα1dm D13eiξα3dm D15eiξα5dm

D21 D23 D25 −D21eiξα1dm −D23eiξα3dm −D25eiξα5dm

D31 D33 D35 −D31eiξα1dm −D33eiξα3dm −D35eiξα5dm




−1 


um1
um2
um3
σ∗m33

σ∗m13

σ∗m23




(D.1)

Decoupled Case



um+1
1

um+1
3

σ∗m+1
33

σ∗m+1
13


 =




eiξα1dm eiξα3dm 1 1
W1eiξα1dm W3eiξα3dm −W1 −W3

D11eiξα1dm D13eiξα3dm D11 D13

D21eiξα1dm D23eiξα3dm −D21 −D23




·




1 1 eiξα1dm eiξα3dm

W1 W3 −W1eiξα1dm −W3eiξα3dm

D11 D13 D11eiξα1dm D13eiξα3dm

D21 D23 −D21eiξα1dm −D23eiξα3dm




−1 


um1
um3
σ∗m33

σ∗m13




(D.2)
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E Stiffness Matrix

Coupled Case




σ∗m33

σ∗m13

σ∗m23

σ∗m+1
33

σ∗m+1
13

σ∗m+1
23




=




D11 D13 D15 D11eiξα1dm D13eiξα3dm D15eiξα5dm

D21 D23 D25 −D21eiξα1dm −D23eiξα3dm −D25eiξα5dm

D31 D33 D35 −D31eiξα1dm −D33eiξα3dm −D35eiξα5dm

D11eiξα1dm D13eiξα3dm D15eiξα5dm D11 D13 D15

D21eiξα1dm D23eiξα3dm D25eiξα5dm −D21 −D23 −D25

D31eiξα1dm D33eiξα3dm D35eiξα5dm −D31 −D33 −D35




·




1 1 1 eiξα1dm eiξα3dm eiξα5dm

V1 V3 V5 V1eiξα1dm V3eiξα3dm V5eiξα5dm

W1 W3 W5 −W1eiξα1dm −W3eiξα3dm −W5eiξα5dm

eiξα1dm eiξα3dm eiξα5dm 1 1 1
V1eiξα1dm V3eiξα3dm V5eiξα5dm V1 V3 V5

W1eiξα1dm W3eiξα3dm W5eiξα5dm −W1 −W3 −W5




−1

·




um1
um2
um3
um+1

1

um+1
2

um+1
3




(E.1)

Decoupled Case



σ∗m33

σ∗m13

σ∗m+1
33

σ∗m+1
13


 =




D11 D13 D11eiξα1dm D13eiξα3dm

D21 D23 −D21eiξα1dm −D23eiξα3dm

D11eiξα1dm D13eiξα3dm D11 D13

D21eiξα1dm D23eiξα3dm −D21 −D23




·




1 1 eiξα1dm eiξα3dm

W1 W3 −W1eiξα1dm −W3eiξα3dm

eiξα1dm eiξα3dm 1 1
W1eiξα1dm W3eiξα3dm −W1 −W3




−1 


um1
um3
um+1

1

um+1
3




(E.2)
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F Flaw List

FIG. F.1. Flaw list corresponding to Fig. 3.10(c).210



Acronyms and Symbols

Mathematical Notations and Symbols

symbol description

· dot product a · b =
∑

i aibi = |a||b| cosΘ
× cross product a× b = |a||b| sinΘn, n ⊥ a, b, |n| = 1
◦ Hadamard product A ◦B = (aijbij)
T transpose aT

| | absolute value |a| =
√∑

i a
2
i∑n

i=1 summation
∑n

i=1 ai = a1 + a2 + ...+ an
∇ Nabla operator

[
∂/ ∂x1 ... ∂/ ∂xi

]
, gradient

δij Kronecker delta property δij = 1 if i = j, δij = 0 if i 6= j
∆ increment ∆x = |xi+1 − xi|
‖ parallel
⊥ perpendicular
∈ element in x ∈ [a, b]
det determinant
sin sine function sin(Θ) = opposite/hypotenuse
cos cosine function cos(Θ) = adjacent/hypotenuse
tan tangent function tan(Θ) = opposite/adjacent
real real part a of complex number a+ ib

Acronyms

General Acronyms

acronym description

2-D two-dimensional
3-D three-dimensional
ACUT air-coupled ultrasonic testing
AEE Adaptive End-Effector
ASRM adaptive slanted reflection mode
CAD computer-aided design
CFRP carbon fiber reinforced plastics
CMUT capacitive micromachined ultrasound transducer
CPU central processing unit
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Acronyms and Symbols

CSV comma-separated values (file format)
CT computed tomography
DC Dispersion Calculator
DLR Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt
EAM excitation angle map
EPDM ethylene propylene diene monomer rubber
FEM finite element method
FFT fast Fourier-transform
FML fiber metal laminate
FSRM focused slanted reflection mode
FSTM focused slanted transmission mode
GLARE glass laminate aluminum reinforced epoxy
GMM global matrix method
GUI graphical user interface
HST homogenized stiffness tensor
INP Institut National Polytechnique
LBR Leichtbauroboter
LISA local interaction simulation approach
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NDI nondestructive inspection
NTM normal transmission mode
OLP offline programming
PEM pulse-echo mode
polyCMUT polymer-based CMUT
QA quality assurance
SAFE semi-analytical finite element method
SCM spectral collocation method
SHM structural health monitoring
SMM stiffness matrix method
STL stereolithography (file format)
TCP tool center point
TDMS technical data management streaming file (file format)
TMM transfer matrix method
TTT tilt-turn table
TUM Technical University of Munich
VARI vacuum assisted resin infusion
WCUT water-coupled ultrasonic testing
ZLP Zentrum für Leichtbauproduktionstechnologie
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Acronyms and Symbols

Bulk Wave and Guided Wave Acronyms

acronym description

Ap antisymmetric Lamb wave mode of order p = 0, 1, 2,...
A′p antisymmetric shear horizontal guided wave mode of order p = 1, 2, 3,...
Bp nonsymmetric Lamb wave mode of order p = 0, 1, 2,...
B′p nonsymmetric shear horizontal guided wave mode of order p = 0, 1, 2,...
L (quasi) longitudinal bulk wave
Sp symmetric Lamb wave mode of order p = 0, 1, 2,...
S′p symmetric shear horizontal guided wave mode of order p = 0, 1, 2,...
Sfast fast (quasi) shear bulk wave
SH shear horizontal bulk wave
Sslow slow shear bulk wave
SV shear vertical bulk wave

Lower Case Symbols

symbol unit description

~b - bi-normal unit vector ~b ⊥ ~n ⊥ ~t
c, cijkl Pa stiffness tensor
cg ms−1 guided wave group velocity
cp ms−1 guided wave phase velocity
cPlate ms−1 plate wave velocity
cR ms−1 Rayleigh wave velocity
d m plate/laminate thickness
duc m unit cell thickness
f Hz frequency
fcrit Hz critical frequency (homogenization domain)
h m = d/2
j+, j− - search interval factors for positive and negative curvature

~n - surface normal unit vector ~n ⊥ ~b ⊥ ~t
n, ni - wave propagation unit vector
p, pi - polarization vector
p m−1 L bulk wave wavenumber component = αLξ = ζ3(L)

q m−1 SV bulk wave wavenumber component = αSVξ = ζ3(SV)

s, sijkl Pa−1 compliance tensor
s sm−1 slowness
t s time
~t - path tangent unit vector ~t ⊥ ~b ⊥ ~n
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Acronyms and Symbols

u, ui m particle displacement field
vg, vgi, vg ms−1 bulk wave group velocity
vp, vp ms−1 bulk wave phase velocity
xi - global coordinate system
x′i - crystallographic coordinate system
x, y, z m TCP coordinate in X, Y, Z

Capital Symbols

symbol unit description

A transfer matrix
A1, A2, A3 Christoffel matrix polynomial coefficients
AR, BR, CR

◦ receiver orientation (Euler angles)
AS, BS, CS

◦ sender orientation (Euler angles)
Cij Pa Voigt’s notation stiffness matrix
D Pa = αC44

D1, D2, D3 Pa bulk wave stress amplitudes of σ33, σ13, σ23

D Pa bulk wave stress amplitude matrix
E - exponential functions matrix (Nayfeh [22])
E,Ei Pa Young’s modulus
G,Gij Pa shear modulus
H - exponential functions matrix (Rokhlin et al. [59])
I - symmetry identity matrix
K stiffness matrix (SMM)
Mij Pa Christoffel matrix (wavenumber ratio form)
P - bulk wave displacement amplitude ratio matrix
POD - probability of detection
PRF Hz pulse repetition frequency
T - transmission coefficient
U Pa strain energy density
U, Ui m bulk wave displacement amplitude vector
V - bulk wave displacement amplitude ratio U2/U1

W - bulk wave displacement amplitude ratio U3/U1

X bulk wave displacement and stress amplitude matrix
X, Y, Z - robotic coordinate system
XR, YR, ZR m receiver position
XS, YS, ZS m sender position
Z kgm−2s−1 acoustic impedance
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Acronyms and Symbols

Greek Symbols

symbol unit description

α - bulk wave wavenumber component ratio ζ3/ζ1

βij - orthogonal transformation tensor
β ◦ bulk wave polarization angle
γij - shear strain
γ ◦ angle between bulk waves’ phase and energy velocity vectors
Γi ms−1 phase velocity search interval = j±∆i−1

δ ◦ deviation angle from pure bulk wave polarization
∆i ms−1 phase velocity difference between neighboring modal solutions
ε, εij - strain field
ζ, ζ m−1 bulk wave wavenumber
η - = αξd
Θ ◦ elevation angle
Θcrit

◦ critical incidence angle
Θrefr

◦ refraction angle
λ Pa Lamé’s first parameter
λijkl m2s−2 = cijklρ

−1

Λil m2s−2 = λijklnjnk
µ Pa Lamé’s second parameter
ν, νij - Poisson’s ratio
ξ m−1 guided wave wavenumber
ρ kgm−3 density
σ, σij Pa stress field
σ∗, σ∗ij Pam = σij/iξ
Υ m2 scalar potential (displacement)
Φ ◦ azimuthal angle
Ψ m2 vector potential (displacement)
ω Hz angular frequency

Superscripts and Subscripts

symbol description

′ quantity defined in the crystallographic coordinate system

0 quantity related to the top of the plate/layer
c quantity is complex-valued

−d quantity related to the bottom of the plate/layer

in quantity related to an incident bulk wave

L quantity related to the (quasi) longitudinal bulk wave
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Acronyms and Symbols

max quantity reaches its maximum

min quantity reaches its minimum
r quantity is real-valued

r quantity related to a reflected bulk wave

Sfast
quantity related to the fast (quasi) shear bulk wave

SH quantity related to the shear horizontal bulk wave

Sslow
quantity related to the slow shear bulk wave

SV quantity related to the shear vertical bulk wave

t quantity related to a transmitted bulk wave

T quantity related to the transverse bulk wave
+ quantity related to an upward propagating bulk wave
− quantity related to a downward propagating bulk wave

Constants and Numbers

symbol value unit description

e 2.71828 - Euler number
i

√
−1 - imaginary number

π 3.14159 - mathematical constant
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